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PREFACE

THE sixty lessons contained in the following pages have been
compiled from notes prepared by me when employed .as Nepali
Instructor with the Gurkha Brigade during the second World War.
Many forms of the Nepali language exist in India and Nepal including
firstly, a very cultured and pure form found in the central valley,
sometimes termed the Court language, containing high-sounding phrases
many of Sanskrit origin ; secondly, a form found in eastern and western
Nepal and lastly, an extremely impure form of speech, being a regimental language containing at least 60% pure Hindustani words and
construction, evolved for parade purposes. The form found in eastern
Kepal slightly differs from, and is purer than, the western form.
My object in these pages is to put before the student a simple
form of the language as spoken in eastern and western Nepal ; that is,
a pure form of the language as used by the young soldier or recruit in
any Gurkha regiment. It would obviously be futile, indeed impossible,
to attempt to teach the mixed language known as " line b i t " referred
to above. The young soldier does not know this form but gradually
learns it on parade or at the orderly room but immediately reverts to
his own speech when off parade. It varies considerably in different
regiments and is certainly not standard. Regiments and individual
Gurkhas domiciled in the Punjab, for instance, have included quite a
number of Punjabi words and expressions in their speech. I am
moreover convinced that it is highly desirable that officers should be
able to speak a language which appeals to their men and which they
really understand, and not merely a mixed language chiefly confined to
the more senior Gurkha ranks, and even then only employed by them
when speaking to non-Gurkhas in the fear that if they were to speak
their own language they would not be understood. Where the eastern
form is at variance with the western a note has been made to that effect.
As regards the general lay-out, the book consists of sixty lessons
including certain lessons set aside for revision. Each lesson is designed
to include sufficient work for one hour's study and at the end of a
large number of lessons test sentences are given. The English
sentences should be translated by the student without reference to the
Nepali translation, in each case given after the English. The Nepali
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translations should then be used as a key by the student, enabling him
to correct his own work. Many notes and explanations are included
with these translations. Throughout the book, where alternative
Nepali forms exist, they are shewn in brackets. In the vocabularies
and sentences, in many cases, references are made to the lesson in
which the particular phrase or word will be found explained. In the
English-Nepali vocabulary the letter "v" indicates "verb".
The
letters "tr." and "intr." in brackets after a verb indicate "transitive"
and "intransitive" and are only inserted when a doubt might arise.
At the beginning of the majority of lessons a vocabulary is given of
words to be used in the lesson or test sentences. If however a word
or phrase is explained in a lesson it is not included in the vocabulary
for that lesson and words once included in these vocabularies or
explanations are not repeated at the beginning of subsequent lessons.

I cannot lay too much stress on the importance of really mastering
the sounds explained in Lessons 2 and 3 before going on to other
lessons. The learning of a language is the acquisition of the spdken
utterance and unless a student can really acquire these sounds which
may be quite strange to him he cannot hope to speak the language in
an accent readily understandable by the young soldier. Indeed, his
failure to imitate the exact sounds will always handicap him and will
tend to prevent him from attaining any real fluency. I have found
that in the teaching of foreign languages the importance of precise
sound is sometimes not sufficiently stressed. The long "a", for instance, is often dismissed by the explanation that it represents the sound of
the "a" in the English word "father".
In point of fact it bears little
resemblance to that sound. Its precise sound will be found explained
in Lesson 2. Similarly the short "a" sound bears little resemblance
to the "u" sound in the English word "but" and really has no
corresponding English sound, ihough the "ir" sound in the English
word "dirt" comes very close to it. There are of course many other
sounds not included in Lessons 2 and 3, but as they approximate to
similar English sounds they have not been ~nentioned. No attempt
has been made to explain the difference between the sound of the hard
"d", "r", and "t" and their soft counterparts as it is considered that
-this can only be acquired by practice after hearing the sounds actually
uttered. The cardinal importance of making syllables end on vowel
sounds, as fully explained in Lesson 2, should never be lost sight of.
I t is the key to acquiring the correct accent. Many students have told
me that the realisation and practice of this important rule has helped
them more than anything else to speak the language reasonably well.

In conclusion it must be explained that consequent on variations
in the language the rendering of some Nepali words in the Roman
script is more or less arbitrary. As an example, the Nepali word
''m3n"- "in" is pronounced "ma" in many parts of the country, and
the word "k-lithi"-"above",
"on" is often rendered "mithi".
By
repeated checking of both manuscript and typescript every effort has
been made to ensure that, as far as these pages are concerned, precisely
the same -rendering of the same word is always employed. If however
any slight variance is found, as for instance, in the employment or
.otherwise of the nasal "nu in a certain word, I am confident that it
will be realised that thousands of accents have had to be carefully
checked and it is always possible that one or two may have been
missed.

If this book helps to further understanding and sympathy for the
Gurkha, both in the Army and in civil life, I shall be satisfied that my
labours have not been in vain.
My thanks are due to Capt. J. Miller, late and K. E. VII's 0.
Gurkhas for the help he gave me in tabulating the vocabularies, and
t o my wife for her invaluable help in typing the manuscript without
which the production of the book would have been impossible.

G. G. ROGERS,
London, 1950.

Lie&.-Colonel,
late 1 s t K. G . V's 0.Gurkha Rifles..
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LESSON 1
ON THE ART OF SPEAKING A FOREIGN LANGUAGE
I. To acquire a language is to learn the spoken utterance.
The natural receptive medium is, therefore, the ear, not the eye. It
is an art very much akin to music.
We therefore have to acquire pitch or tone, accent or correct
pronunciation of sounds, and swing of natural beauty.
2.

3. Certain difficulties exist which tend to prevent students from
acquiring these things. These are :
(a) natural hesitation to speak in a tone or accent other than
that of one's own language caused by
(i) a disinclination to act the part of someone else, partly
caused by shyness, and
(ii) the fact that some people are unmusical and therefore
find it difficult to imitate or mimic;
(b) a feeling that one's own accent is good enough and therefore why go to the trouble of imitating a foreign accent?

4. To speak a foreign language well, we must not entertain any
of the above ideas. We must imitate and mimic the whole time. We
must never imagine that our efforts will be laughed at. There are so
many hundreds of dialects in India that speaking incorrectly does not
sound so odd as it might in another country.
We must also fully understand that certain sounds exist in every
language which do not exist in our own language. We must learn how
to prdouce these sounds. Fortunately in Nepali the foreign sounds
a r e very few, but we must learn them before attempting to speak.
We must copy and imitate exact sounds made by the Gurkha. In
order to do this we must really listen when a Gurkha is speaking.
Some people are only half listening, i.e., they are not concentrated.

5 . Lastly, we must never hesitate to talk, talk, talk on every
possible occasion. The Gurkha will never laugh at our feeble attempts
at the outset. On the contrary, he will be only too pleased to help us
as much as possible. And while talking, we must act and mimic.

6. The chief reason for paying attention to phonetics is that if
a student understands correct sounds he is not only more readily
understood but he also learns much more quickly as he is hearing it
.the whole time.

LESSON 2
[This Lesson and the next one deal with ten sounds which are
different to any English sounds and therefore must be mastered.]

(a) a : pronounced something like the American pronunciation of
English o; example: a child's doll pronounced by Americans dill. It
is not the same sound as the a in father. To make the sound the
extreme ends of the mouth have to be slightly drawn apart; special
care is necessary to pronounce it long when it comes at the end of a
word.
(b) a (without the long mark) : This is the short a . I t is pronounced like the ir in the English word dirt. A most important rule
in regard to accent must be mentioned here, namely, that as the Nepali
language is a phonetic language we must, whenever possible, break up
words so that each syllable ends on a vowel sound. This is the
reverse of English where, as far as possible, sounds or syllables are
made to end on consonants. Take, for example, the place name,
TRIPOLI.
An Englishman pronounces this TRIP-OL-I, whereas a
Frenchman would say TRI-PO-LI,which, in point of fact, is a far more
logical pronunciation. This is also the Nepali pronunciation. Pani
(ALSO) is pronounced Pa-ni, the short a in pa being pronounced like
the ir in dirt. An Englishman not trained in these phonetics would
naturally pronounce it pan-i, making the pan sound to rhyme with the
English word fun. This is quite incorrect. Where we find two
consonants together in the middle of a word it is obvious that we
cannot normally make each sound end on a vowel. For instance, in
rzmro (GOOD),the m becomes the final letter in the first syllable or
sound, and the r the initial letter in the second sound. This rule does
not refer to cases where h comes after a consonant, when it is pronounced with the consonant it follows, such as, Gurklzali. First
syllable is Gur, second syllable is kha, third syllable is li.

Practice:

Long a-ma, td, M , bd, lii, da'
6-ma-MOTHER
lii-to-DUMB
k o - t h E - ~ ROOM (Notice long I( here at end of word)

Short a-ma, la, na, ba, ka, la, da
ban, bal, mal, man, das
Unless checked, a tendency here would be to pronounce ban like
the English word bun. This is not correct. Pronounce short a like
ir in dirt, thus pa-ni-as pir-ni.
(c) e : This sound is not very difficult provided that the student
appreciates that it is an un-English sound. Pronounce it long and
never like ai in the English tail.
Practice:

me, te, ne, be, ke, le, de
mel, tel, met, Da-le (man's name)

(d) i : This sound is something like the cockney form of he, but
a little longer. When coming at the end of a word or sound such as
in pani (WATER), there is a tremendous tendency to pronounce it like
the final y in English, such as in the word slowly. This is quite
incorrect.

.

Practice : ti-mi-YOU

WATER
e t - t i - ~ s MANY

AS THIS

A slightly shorter i sound also exists like the i in the English
word tin.
Practice: din, hin
( e ) o : This sound is very short, something like the French o . It
must never be pronounced long like the sound in the English word
owe.
Practice: bo, to, YO, ko
bol-nu, thu-lo, to1
(f) u : According to the present system of transliteration Fronounced long like oo in English. I t must never be pronounced short
such as in the English full, and is, in fact, more like the oo sound in
he English fool.
Practice:

mu, tu, mu, bu, ku
bhuth-AN EVIL SPIRIT
d~lnu-TO MOVE ABOUT, Or

GO FOR A WALK

LESSON 8
(a) r : This sound is very difficult for an English to pronounce,
especially when it comes at the end of a syllable or word. It has to
be definitely pronounced and very slightly rolled, being pronounced ra
as in the first sound of reliable.
Example.:

par-chha, dar (FEAR), chZr (FOUR),kir (A WIRE)
Ur-du (pronounced oor-doo), bahidur, h-lbir

Most English people fail to pronounce the final r; e.g., in the expression "stocks at par" the r of par is hardly pronounced; compare it
with the English word pa (FATHER). I n English very little r sound is
made in words such as FAR, CAR,etc.
(b) n (nasal): written with a dot (ti), rather like a nasal grunt.
Example :

man--IN, ON,
AT, TO, etc.
man-I
chiunro-CHIN
dun@-BOAT
(Note long a)

~ G ~ Y - R I C E BEER

hinrnu-TO MOVE, WALK
k u n r ~ g h 2 t - aplace name
sadhain-AT.WAYS
ckfiro-QUICKLY

(c) h : When coming after a consonant it requires practice. If
the h sound is ignored this invariably produces another word having
another meaning.
Example :

thi0-WAS
lio-HE, SHE, IT

I

dhZn--~zc~(growing)
&n-A GIFT

dh~ng5-A STONE
dunghi-A BOAT
ghorci-A HORSE
goyhi-FAIR, WHITE

If difficulty is f ~ u n d ,insert before the h whatever vowel comes
after it. Thus, ghora becomes gohcrz, and in accordance with the
method of splitting up sounds to make each end in a vowel as learnt
in Lesson 2 we pronounce this go-ho-r2, making the h into an initial
h, which is not difficult. We gradually learn with practice to shorten
this to ghorci. It is purely a matter of practice.

This sound is very common for strengthening or emphasising
nouns, adjectives and verbs, and sometimes pronouns. Note carefully,

il contains the short a sound and not the long a'.
nounced a-i and not a-i.
Example : rGmro-GOOD
t hulo-BIG
timi-YOU
ghar-HOUSE
Gunu parch ha-

It is therefore pro-

Strong form, rdmrai
I )
t hulai
I#
timinai
D#
gharai
I3
cIunai Parch ha

HE MUST COME

In the spoken form of the language it is used very much.
NOTE: The ai sound is not common and is found in the past participles of verbs ending in aunu.
Example:

garaunu-TO CAUSE TO DO
gar&, garaikana-HAVING CAUSED

TO DO

G ~ f i z l - - T O COME

ai,

t i i k a n a - ~ ~ vCOME
~~~

LESSON 4
VOCABULARY
forest-ban
to sit-basnu
at, on, in-m-ti
always-sadhain
to speak-bolnu
to say, tell-bhannu
work-kZm
or-ki
meat-mZsu
to move,
shake (tr.)-hakiunu

this-? o
that-tio
sundayd-itwEt
house-ghar
room-kotha'
to lie down-sutnu
-.
day-din
every day-dine fiche
o w n 4 - 4 hnu
to move,
shake (intr.)-halinu

evening-beluki
morning-bihiino
where?k a h n
to where, whither ? kahi
road-bit0
to walk, move-kinrnw
father-bZbu
mother-ima'
to s l e e ~ - f i ~ ~ h h n u

The Conjugation of Verbs
NOTE I.-All
verbs end in nu. Cut off the final nu and we have
the stem or root to which terminations are added.
Exceptions :-Verbs ending in inu all of which are intransitive take
back the n in the present habitual tense. Verbs ending in riunu or dnu

do the same thing. Thc rule is, if a vo\vcl corncs before the nu, take
back the n in the present habitual tense, e.g.,
u bhinu (intr.)-TO

Present habitual root
tarsinu (intr.)-TO FEAR
,
,,
~ U Y S ~ U(tr.)-T~
~ U
FRIGHTEN
,,
thupn'nu (intr.1-TO BE COLLECTED
,,
,,
thuPr2une~(tr.)-TO STACK, COLLECT ,,
,,
gariunu (tr. caus.1-TO CAUSE TO DO ,,
,
,,
STAND

!

J j

1I

) )

#,

I ,
I

- ubhin

- tarsin
-~ U Y S ~
- thuprivt
- thupriiun
- ganiu9r

All verbs ending in inu are intransitive.
Nearly all verbs ending in iaunu are transitive.
NOTE 2.-Very

few verbs have an ending in Gnu, e.g.,

khinu-TO

orhlinu-TO

EAT

DESCEND

But in "line bat", that is, the form of speech employed by Gurkhas
domiciled in India, *e find a great tendency to make all verbs which
should end in i u n u end in anu to bring the sounds into line with Urdu
verbs, a great number of which end in iina and none in Zuni ; a large
number of Nepali verbs do, however, end in anu (short a).

ACTIVE TRANSITIVE VERB :

~ U Y ~ ~ W - - T ODO

PRESENT HABITUAL

I

DO

(not I

AM

DOING)

Man gar-chhu-I DO
tan gay-chhas-THOU DOEST
u or ti0 gar-chha-HE, SHE, IT DOES
NOTE I.-The
second person singular always ends in s in the
positive and negative except in the Aorist Tense.
NOTE 2.-The plural WE, YOU, THEY-hami, timi, and uni (THEY
there), ini (THEY here) will not be given in any tense
of the verb because In speech we use the terminations
of the 3rd person singular in all persons of the plural.
We may add the word hnrzt to the pronoun in the
plural and to any concrete noun in the plural, e.g.,
minchhe ham-THE ATEN
I t is not usually added to abstract nouns, e.g.,
sZZ-YEAR, also YEARS (not sal hnrzb)

U ~

NOTE3.-The

above tense cannot be used for Ihc p r m n t nonhabitual but can be used for the Hear future:

I WILL DO IT NOW-man aile garchhu
HE W I L L SIT H E R E TO-MORHOW-u
bholi

ya&n baschha

NEGATIVE O F PRESENT IIABITUAL

man gar-dairra-I DO NOT DO
tali gar-dainas-THOU uosT NOT DO
zc or .ti0 p r - d a i ? z a - ~ ~DOES
~
NOT DO
In the Present habitual with verbs having a vowel sound before
the final nu take back the n of the nu to form the stem. In the negative the ' short ' negative is employed, i.e., termination na in place of
daina etc., e.g.,
u ~ Q Y S ~ ~ Z - ? Z & H E DOES NOT FEAR
u ubhin-na-HE DOES NOT STAND

yahiin Gu?z-na-HE

DOES NOT COblE HERE

u ~ u ~ z - ? z ~ - H EI S NOT (habitual)

I n Eastern Nepali there is a tendency to employ the long negative
termination daina with these verbs.
In any question which cannot be answered by NO or YES, such as
WHERE
I S YOUR FATHER? We may add the sound a i to denote the question, The voice is slightly lowered when pronouncing it:

Tkmro b i b u ka&n chha an?
Sentences

ENGLISH

He lives in the forest.
We speak Gurkhcli.
They always do it.
Do you work?
They do not speak English.
He does not eat meat.
He does not stack (collect) the boots in this room.
He comes to Dehra Dun on Sundays.
He does not sleep in the house.
I do noi go to my home every day.
Where do you go in the evening?
He walks along the road.
He speaks Gurkhiili.
He moves (habitually).

U ban m2n baschha.
Hami Gurkhiili bolchha.
Uni (haru) sadhain garchha.
Tan kiim garchhas ki? 0
(NOTE: ki at the end of a sentence is short for ki gardainas,
i.e., DO YOU WORK,or DO YOU NOT W O R K ? )
Ini haru Ang-rezi boldaina.
SHORT NEGATIVE

U mssu khgn-na.
Yo kotha mZn boot haru thupriiun-na.
(NOTEthe tendency to leave out the pronoun in this language.)
Aitwar iiitwiir Dehra Dun miin sun-chha.
Ghar miin sutdaina (lit. DOES NOT LIE DOWN).
Man dine piche (.2pnnu) ghar mZn j2n-na.
Timi beluki katg jiin-chha?
(NOTE: NO miin after beluki. Note the use of kata' with
verbs of movement only, but ka&n may be used here and
must be used with those verbs not indicating movement.)

U b2to b5tai hinrchha.
U Gurkhiili bolchha.
U halinchha.

LESSON 5
VOCABULARY
to hear, listen-sunnu
bed-khit
son-choro
daughter-c hori
boy, young man-tith8,
children-kehi keti
small-sZno, siiino
field-bzri
dog-kukur
to hit-hinnu

(E) k e t z

cat-birzlu
man, person-manchhe
to eat-khanu
valley-k holsa
to descend-jharnu
to ascend, climb-charhnu
to run-dugurnu
up, upwards-urn blzo
down, downwards-undho
ground-b huin

IMPERFECT INDICATIVE

1 WAS

DOING

Main le gariiko thien-I WAS DOING
tain le garizko this-THOU WAST DOING
u or ti le garirfko thio-HE WAS DOING
(Pronoun in Agent Case-BY ME, BY THEE, BY HIM.)
RULE-Transitive Verbs: The pronoun must be in the Agent Case
in past tenses or when past participle is used. It may be in the Agent
Case in other tenses if it is desired to emphasise the pronoun.
Intransitive Verbs: The pronoun is never in the Agent Case.
Garizko is really a form of the past participle. In the Western form
we leave out the ko when speaking only, but not in writing.
I n writing we usually find garieko and not garGko; but always use
garzZko when speaking.
Eastern Nepali has a form of this tense:

m a n garde thien, tan garde this, u garde thio
This form is also used in Western Nepal but means here HE WAS
IN THE ACT OF DOING and has not therefore the normal Imperfect Tense
meaning WAS DOING. Note also the strong form of this tense;

mati gar& thien.
NEGATIVE

1

WAS NOT

DOING,

ETC.

main le ga&-ko thina
tain le gariGko tJzi?tas
u le gariiko thina
Note the s at the end of the negative second person.
Eastern Nepali : m a n garde t h a

tan garde thinas
u garde thina
Sentences

ENGLISH
They were listening to me.
2. They were sitting on the bed.
3. The daughter of the mother was eating.
4. The boy was not walking on th:! road.
5. He was sleeping on the bed.
I.

6. You were speaking.

7. He was standing in the field.
8.

He was hitting the dog.
9. Where (whither) was he running?
10.

The cat was not sitting on the bed.

11.

The men were going down into the valley.

I.
2.

Uni haru man 1iii sunig(ko) thio. (Eastern: sunde thio).
Uni haru khZt man basig ko thio.
(NOTE: M i r i - ~ ~ , INSIDE,ON, AT, TO (in regard to locality),
Dehra Dz4n m-ti-TO DEHRA DUN, Lgi-TO, l e - ~ ~ ,ko-OF.)

3. Am5 ko chori khii (lto) thio.
4. Tithii biito miin hinria (ko) thina. (Eastern: Ketii-Eastern
word for BOY-bat0 miin hinrde thina.)
5. U khiit miin nidhako thio. (Eastern: nidhaunde thio.)
(Note that the Past Participles of verbs ending in Gunu take
the long 5 only, not iz; i.e., cut off the u as well as the nu;
e.g.,

iyGko (zko) Past Participle of

aunu-TO

thup~ik0

t h ~ p r i ~ n ~STACK
T 0

Pn

m

J

of

COME

OR

COLLECT);

6. Timi bolig(ko) thio.

(Eastern : Timi bolde thio.)

7. U biiri man ubhiii(k0) thio.
8. U le kukur hania(ko) thio.
g. U katP (kahan) duguriiiko thio? (Eastern: U kat.2 dugurde
thio?)
to. Biralu khiit mZli basig(ko) thina.
11.

MZnchhe haru kholsa mail jhari%(ko) thio.
thio).

(undho gii(ko)

LESSON 6
to-day4ju
to play-khelnu
yesterday-hi jo
why ?-kina, k e k i
nowadays-hijo ujzl
night-rit
at
nig ht-riti
the day after to-morrow-+nrsi
leave-bidi
shortly, in a
-bholi Pars;
speech, talk,
few days' time
-kura'
to-morrow-b holi
language, thing
the day before yesterday, -as ti bag, sack-bora, bori
the other day
to take up, h o l d i i n u
some time ago-hijo asti
towards-tira
to reach, suffice-pugnu
to retire-hat~zu
to arrive-iipugnu
tree-~ukh
how ? in what manner ? -kasori'?
branch-hitigi
to bring-liiiunu, liera dunu
in that manner-tesori
to advance,
to fall (from a height)-khasnu
iilcreasc (intr.)-barhnu
to overbalance (intr.)-pa1tinz.t
to increase (tr.)-barJz5unet
to cause to overbalance (tr.)paltzunu
flour-fiitho
soldier-sip2 hi
parade-kawdz
hill-da'itri
hand, am-kith
on, above-ma'nthi
bird-c hara'
river-khok

t

}

PAST INDICATIVE

1

DID

As this is a past tense of a transitive verb the pronoun must be
in the Agent Case.
Ilfaii le garieti-I DID
tain le garis-THOU DIDST
u le ~ U ~ ~ O - H E DID

It should be noted here that although this tense grammatically
means I DID, it is often used to mean I HAVE DONE provided the DOING
is completed, e.g., Zyo G z ~ r k h d i - ~GURKIUS
~~
HAVE COhlE
NEGATIVE

main le garina
taih le garin.as
u le garina

THE PERFECT TENSE

1

(=I

HAVE DONE

AM DOING

in English)

This is the tense we use for the Present Non-Habitual. Provided
an action has commenced, even if it is not completed, this tense may
be used. The sentence THE MEN ARE SITTING OUTSIDE THE ROOM is
considered to be in the past tense because the action of sitting is complete, i.e., although in English we say ARE SITTING, in Nepali they say
KAVE SAT because the action has already commenced, indeed in this
case is complete. As the tense is actually a past tense the pronoun
must be in the Agent Case.
m a i n le garia(ko) chhu-I HAVE DONE
tain Ee g a r i i ( k o ) chhas-THOU HAST DONE
u Ee g a r i i ( k o ) chha-HE HAS DONE
The colloquial form of the 3rd person is gari chha which may be
used in speech with all verbs having a stem ending in a consonant.
NEGATIVE

mai?i le gari5ko chhaina
tain le gariZko chhainas
u Ee garizko chhaina
Eastern Nepali of this Present Non-Habitual is:

m a i n gardai chhu
tain gardai chhas
zc gardai chha
and so on.
Westerners also employ this form but only in the sense of
ACT OF, IN PROCESS OF.

Sentences

I.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

He reached Saharanpur yesterday.
How did you overbalance?
The Gurkhas arrived the other day.
The soldiers climbed the hill.
The bird fell to the ground.
The company of Japs went down to the river.
The children played football this morning.

I N THE

He did the work yesterday.
Why did that Gurkha go to-day ?
Where did you go last night?
He has gone on leave to Nepal.
He spoke to the recruits.
The sahabs are sitting in the Mess.
The company of enemy is retiring.
The birds are sitting in the branches of the trees.
No. 7 Platoon is advancing.
He is bringing the bag of flour to my house.
The men are going on parade.
He is holding his rifle in bis hand.

U hijo Sahiiranpur mZn pugio.
Tan kasori paltis?
Gurkhgli haru asti aipugio.
Sipghi haru dahra manthi charhio.
(NOTE: &%ZrG ~~?ithi--~O~ OF THE HILL;

&&'z

~&~Z-ON

THE HILL.)

Charg bhuin m5I'I khasio.
J5pan ko kampani khola msn jhario.

(NOTE: kho& tira jhario-IN THE DIRECTION
very common and good Nepali.)

OF THE RIVER

is

Ketii keti haru le aju bingno football khelio.
U le hijo kam gario.
Tio Gurkhgli 5ju kina gayo (go) a n ?
Aju rZti katg gais a n ?
U bid2 mZn Gurkha maxi go (gayo).
U rakrut haru sita kura gario.
Sghab haru mess kot miin basi5(ko) chha.
Japan ko kampani hatiii(ko) chha.
Char5 haru r u b ko hafig5 man basia(ko) chha.
Sat platoon 'advance' gariii (ko) chha [or, "barhiii(k0)' ' chha] .
U pitho ko borii mero ghar miin liera iichha (5ko chha)
Miinchhe haru kawaz man gii(ko) chha.
Rifle hZth m5n lia(ko) chha.

LESSON 7
VOCABULARY
pit-khilto
to dig-kha~znu
once, twice, etc.ek fiili, dui pili, etc.
shop, bazar-pasal
shop-keeper-pasale

to cross (intr.)-tarnu
to take across (tr.)--tarnu
to jump over, cross-ningnu
bone- hir
wall-bhitki
office-daf tar

PAST PERFECT

1 HAD

DONE

main le g a ~ i i ( k o )thien-I HAD DONE
tain le gariE(ko) this-THOU HADST DONE
u le gayiZ(ko) thio-HE HAD DONE
NEGATIVE

m.ain le garii(ko) thina-I HAD NOT DONE
fain le garii(ko) thinas-THOU HADST NOT
a le garig(ko) thins-HE HAD NOT DONE

DONE

The student will be surprised that precisely the same form is used
here as in the Imperfect, I WAS DOING. The fact is that colloquially
the same form is used meaning I WAS DOING and I HAD DONE ; in other
words, the Past Tenses are interchangeable ; the Perfect, I HAVE DONE
being reserved for the Non-Habitual Present.
Sentences

I. He had dug a pit in the field.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

The Subadar had told them three times.
The shop-keepers had come to the office.
He had crossed the river.
The men had jumped over the wall.
The dog had eaten the bone.

I.

U b5ri m5n khiilto khania ko thio.

2.

Subadar SFihab le uni haru l5i tin p2li bhaniS(ko) thio.
Pasale haru daftar man ii(ko) thio.
Khola tari2(ko) thio.
Miinchhe haru le bhitta nFingiZ(ko) thio.
Kukur le h5r khii(ko) thio.

3.

4.
5.
6.

LESSON 8
VOCABULARY
formerly-uile , agi
town-sir
regiment-paltan
farm (cattle)-got h
cowherd-gothili

to be-hunu
to remain-rahanu
high hills--Ze k k, himdl
like this-esto
like that-testo
head-Euko

PAST HABITUAL

1

USED TO DO

I n this tense we add the terminations thieri, this, thio to the
stem of the verb and not to the Past Participle as in the previous
tense (the Past Perfect). Being a past tense of a transitive verb the
pronoun must be in the Agent Case.
main le gar-thien-I USED TO DO
tain le gar-this-THOU USED TO DO
u le gar-thio-HE USED T o D o
NEGATIVE

The negative of this tense is irregular and very strange. We go
back to the negative of the Present Habitual (See Lesson 4), main le
gardain,a, and add the terminations as in the Positive (thien, this,
thio). Thus
main le gardain.~thien-I USED NOT TO DO
tain le gardnina this-THOU USED NOT TO DO
zt le gardaina ~ ~ I ~ O - H E
USED NOT TO DO
and so on, in the plural.

To form the above negative of verbs with a vowel before the nu
termination, take the short negative as in the Present. Habitual and add
the above terminations, e.g.,
WE USED NOT TO conz~-hami Eunna tho
(The pronoun is not in the Agent Case as the verb is intransitive).
THEY USED NOT TO STAND HERE-yahfiiz ubhinna thio
HE USED NOT TO FRIGHTEN u s h a m i hi tarsiunna thio
Remember the Eastern tendency to employ the long negative with
these verbs: hami aundaina thio-WE USED NOT TO COME.
Sentences

I. Formerly there used not to be a railway station in this town
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

This regiment used to live in Subathu.
The cowherds used to remain in the farms.
The men used to go to the high hills on holiday.
He used not to shake his head like that.
He always used to stay at home at night.

I. Uile yo s5r man tesan hunna thio.

Yo paltan Subathu m2d basthio.
3. Goth512 haru goth man rahanthio.
4. Miinchhe haru bid2 man lekh tira janthio.
2.

}

tluko halzunna thio.
Tesori
6. U rlti sadhaid ghar m l 6 rahanthio (basthio).

LESSON 9
VOCABULARY
to receive, get, find,
to be able (in the
sense of getting an
opportunity)
a little-ali, ali kati
period, time-k her

1

}

I

--*runu

a. short while-ali kher
at what time?-kati kher?
to learn-siknu
to teach4ikZunu
how much? how many?-kati,
kaiti?

AORIST, OR PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE

LET ME DO ; MAY I DO
main le garun-LET ME DO ; MAY I DO
tain le gar-MAY THOU DO
u le garazuas (or garos)-LET HIM DO ; MAY

HE DO

I n the spoken form of the language the 3rd person, garawas or
garos is often employed for all persons; e.g.,
.
LET ME GO NOW-Man aile ja'nu piwas
NEGATIVE

tain le nu g a r - m y
21 le nu garawas (or

THOU NOT DO

~ ~ Y O S ) - L E T HIM NOT DO

; K4Y HE NOT DO

I

Sentences

I. Let him go on leave to Nepal.

I n order that you may learn.
3. Let them sit for a few moments.
2.

NEPALI
U Gurkh5 man chutti (bids) man j5nu pZwas.
2. Timi haru le sikos.
3. Ali kher basos (or basnu pswas).
(NOTE: This construction is largely used with the bhanera
construction, when bhanera is used to mean I N ORDER TO,
WITH THE OBJECT OF. This will be studied in Lesson 35,
para. 4.)
I.

LESSON 10
VOCABULARY
seed-biu
to sow (seed)-charnu
tci plant-ropnu
seedling, plant,
-birzcwZ
sapling
rice (growing)-dhZn
rice (grain)-cknwal

rice (cooked)-bhcr't
at once, immediately-jhatta, clzito
to win, beat-jitnu
government-say kGr
servant-c hzkar
to look after-herchir garnu,
pilnu

FUTURE

1

SHALL DO

This tense has two forms in the Positive, but only one in the
Negative.
POSITIVE

man garne chhu-I SHALL or WILL DO
$arb garne chhas-THOU SHALT or WILT
u garne chha-HE SHALL or WILL DO

DO

PoSITIVE (ALTERNATIVE FORM)

man garunki
tan garla's
u garlii
NEGATIVE

man garne chhaina-I SHALL NOT or WILL NOT DO
tan garne chhainas-THOU SHALT NOT Or WILT NO DO
U game chhaina-HE SHALL NOT or WILL NOT DO
Remember that the Present Habitual Tense (Lesson 4) can always
be used for the Near Future.
The difference in meaning of the two Positive forms, man game
chhu and man garunki is that the latter is a little stronger, i.e., I will
DO IT. Note also the form g a m u chha-IS TO DO I T .
The form garne ho-YOU
Imperative.

WILL DO IT

is really an alternative

Sentences

We will sow the seeds this evening.
We will plant the rice tomorrow.
We shall go on parade at once.
Our soldiers will beat the Japanese.
The Government will always look after its servants.
I have to go to the bazar the day after tomorrow.
He will go to Dehra Dun shortly.
He will not be frightened.

Hami 2ju beluki biu charlP.
Hami bholi dhin ropl2.
Hami jhatta kawPz d n jdi.
Hamro manchhe haru Jspan lZi jitl2.
SarkZr sadhain 3phnu chdcar haru lZi her chZr garli.
Man parsi pasal mSn jZnu chha.
(NOTE: The third person termination is usually used in this
construction for all persons.)

U bholi parsi Dehra Dun m5n jHne chha.
U tarsine chhaina.

LESSON 11
VOCABULARY
up to, u n t i l ~ a m m a ,sama
many, very-dherai

'

a casualty-ghtiite
wounded-ghiiil b h i ko

FUTURE PERFECT

I SHALL HAVE

DONE

Here we take the Past Participle ganZ KO and add the future of
the verb TO BE-hunu ; future, hunki, hoks, hola'. As we are using
a Past Participle we put the pronoun in the Agent Case:
maili le gariZ(ko) hunli-I SHALL HAVE DONE
tain le garG(ko) hola's-THOU SHALT RAVE DONE
u le gariZ(ko) ~O&-HE SHALL (or WILL) HAVE DONE

\

NEGATIVE

mai& Ee gariii(ko) hune chhaina-I SHALL NOT HAVE DONE
taili le garii(ko) hMne clthainas-THOU SHALT NOT HAVE DONE
u Ee garzZ(ko) hune chhainu-HE SHALL (or WILL) NOT
HAVE DONE

Note here that the Future of the verb TO BE (holi) added to any
tense of the verb gives the idea of doubt rendered by the English
word PROBABLY :
gayo (coll~quialgo)-HE HAS GONE
gay0 holi-HE HAS PROBABLY GONE
gar&-HE WILL DO IT
gar& holi-HE WILL PROBABLY DO IT
garchha-HE DOES IT
garckha hoki-HE PROBABLY DOES IT
NEGATIVE

The negative is formed by putting the main verb in the negative.
gardaina ho&-HE PROBABLY DOES NOT DO IT
garina holz-HE PROBABLY DID NOT DO IT
game chhaina holi-HE PROBABLY WILL NOT DO IT
and so on.
Sentences

ENGLISH
We shalt have marched fifteen miles by tomorrow.
The recruits will have arrived by this evening.
I shall have eaten my rations by the day after tomorrow.
The enemy will have had many casualties.
Bholi samma hami pandra "mile) hinri5 (ko) hol5.
Aju beluki samma rakrut haru aipugi5(ko) hola.
Mero rgsan parsi samma kha(ko) hol5.
Bairi (dushman) ko dherai ghGte bhg(ko) hol5.
)

LESSON 12
VOCABULARY
hither, to here-chi, itG, yet2
who?-ko ?
which ? k u n ?
place-tGu?i
to kill-mirnu, m-rdinu

to die-marnu
equipment-tani
ba'ni
to lose (game, competition)-hirnu
to lose (misplace)-harJiunu
competition- bizi

PAST CONDITIONAL

man (or main Ee) garne thien-I SHOULD (WOULD) IWVE DONE
tan (or tain le) garne this-THOU SHOULDST (WOULDST) HAVE DONE
U (or U le) garne thi0-HE
SHOULD (WOULD) HAVE DONE
NEGATIVE

man (or main le) garne thina-I SHOULD (WOULD) NOT HAVE
tan (or taii ze) garne thinas-THOU SHOULDST (WOULDST)

DONE

NOT HAVE DONE

u (or u le) garne thina-HE

SHOULD (WOULD) NOT HAVE DONE

Note the form: gar-nu thien, this, thio (Negative-gar-nu thina,
thinas, thina) which means OUGHT TO HAVE DONE. Thus,
Company Commander sahab h i bhannu thio-HE OUGHT TO HAVE
TOLD THE COMPANY COMMANDER;
but, Company Commander sihab hi bhanne thio-HE WOULD
HAVE TOLD THE COMPANY COMMANDER.

The above Tense will be again used when we study the Conditional at length in Lesson 27.

Note on All Tenses Studied So Far
We observe that with the exception of the following tenses, the
AORIST,the FUTURE and FUTURE PERFECT ending in Li and h o l ~(3rd
person singular), all the tenses are formed (3rd person singular), by
adding either chha or thio to (i) the root, (ii) the infinitive, (iii) the
inflected infinitive (garne), or (iv) the past participle (gariako). This
fact should help students when committing to memory.
Root
Infm.
Inflected
Infin.
Past Participle

gar
garnu
garne
gariiko

1 add chha (3rd person)

1

add thio (3rd person)

garchha, garthio-DOES, USED TO DO.
garnu chha, garnu tlzio-WILL HAVE TO DO,
garne chha, game thio-WILL DO, WOULD

(SHOULD) HA\-

gariiko ch ha, gariiko thio-IS

DONE),WAS

DOING (HAS

OUGHT TO HAVE DONE.

DONE.

DOING

(HAD DO^).

SentI. He should have arrived by yesterday evening.

z. We should have told the havildar.

I

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
g.

You should not have come here.
To what place should he have gone?
He ought not to have gone to the bazar at night.
He would have killed the Jap.
You should not have come on parade like this.
He should not have lost his equipment.
They should not have lost the football match.

U hijo beluki samma Zipugne thio.
Hami le havildiir 15i (sita) bhannu thio.
Tan yahan (yeta) gunu thinas.
Tio kun thiiun man janu thio a n ?
U rati pasal miin j5nu thina.
U le Japan 15i marne thio.
Tan esto (bhaera) k a w k miin Zunu thinas.
U le Zphnu tZna bZna harZunu thina.
Uni haru football ko biizi man h5rne thina.
(Note here, as h.irnu is intransitive the pronoun is not in the
AGENT CASE, and we say bizi mzn-IN
THE FOOTBALL
MATCH.)

LESSON 13
VOCABULARY
door (small)-dnilo
o
door (large), g a t ~ d hki
to open-ztghirnu.
to be opened (intr.)-zcghrinu
quickly-c hito, chinro
to wash (body) (intr.)--nuhaunzc
stone-dhungi
to put, place-vzkhnu
to catch hold of, grah-sam~t~au
money-PaisZ
boots, shoes-jutki
to rub, polish-9nnlnzc

to be extended,
to spread (intr.)-phailinu
to extend, spread
out (tr.)-p hailiunu
right-Glzine
left-bahen, debre
now-aile
to show (by pointing out)-dek hn'unu
to show (by verbal
explanation)-bata'zw

,

LMPERATIVE
DO, BE PLEASED TO DO,

etc.

In order to form the simple Imperative DO, we cut off the final nu
of the Infinitive of a verb, and what remains is the IMPERATIVE.
Imp.
gar-DO!
garnu-TO DO
bas-SIT !
basn!4-~0
SIT
bclnu--TO SPEAK
,,
boZ-SPEAK
!
bhannu-TO SAY
I
bhan-SAY
!
I I

J

Verbs ending in inu, all of which are intransitive, follob the above
rule. Their Imperative ends, therefore, in an i.
halinu-TO
MOVE, SHAKE
Imp.
hali-MOVE !
,
U ~ ~ ~ - S T A N D(UP) !
ubhinu-TO
STAND
P)
~UY'S~--FEAR !
~ ~ Y s ~ ? z u - T OFEAR
b

Verbs ending in dunu cut off the u as well as the nu, leaving a
final long 6.
ha&unu-TO SHAKE
Imp.
SHAKE !
~ ~ Y s E u ~ u - T O FRIGHTEN
,,
tn~sti-FRIGHTEN !
garzunu-TO CAUSE TO DO
,,
gari--CAUSETO DO!
Verbs ending in tinu follow the general rule.
Imp.
k ha-EAT !
khZ4T-.nO
t
EAT
jiinu-TO GO
,
jii-Go !
la'nzc-TO
TAKE (WITH)
,,
&-TAKE
(WITH) !
J

Verbs of which the Imperative ends in a consonant such as gar !
b a s !b o l !b h a n !, as given above, have a plural form of the Imperative
usually employed when speaking to more than one person. This is
formed by adding a short a to the form of the Imperative given above.
Thus,
gar becomes gara
bo2 becomes b o l a
bas
,,
basa
,,
bhana
bhan
Great care must be taken to pranounce this final a short and not
long ; for if it is pronounced long, it will, in many cases, form the
Imperative of the transitive or causative form of the same verb, the
Infinitive of which ends in auvtu (See the Imperative of verbs ending in
E u n u , explained above). For instance,
If the final short a in gara (DO! when addressing more than one
person) is pronounced long a it will mean CAUSE TO DO-gar2 ! In the
same way s i k a means LEARN! (addressing more than one person), but
z i k i means TEACH !

The use of the Infinitive of the verb as a polite Imperative is not
true Nepali and is borrowed from Urdu in which it is often used ; e.g.,
Jaldi karm- (Urdu)-PLEASE BE QUICK
Chito garnu (Nepali)-~L~~sE
BE QUICK
I f - a polite form is required it is far better to use the form garnu
~ O ~ - W I L L YOU PLEASE
DO, Or garnu hawas-MAY YOU DO (3rd
person). (See the AORIST TENSE,Lesson 9). With these polite forms
YOU is translated by tapziti or a p h ~ and
,
by Thaukuris and Chettris by
hazur wit the verb in the 3rd person singular ; e.g.,

9

WILL YOU PLEASE SIT

~ ~ ~ ~ - T a pyah5n
i i n basnu hawas
(sometimes contracted to basnos)

A very polite form used by juniors to people much their senior is
used by Thaukuris and Chettris and is very common at the Capital.
I t is formed by adding the verb baksinu-(TO BE KIND,CHARITABLE) to
the short Past Participle of the other verb.
BE KIND ENOUGH TO
BE KIND ENOUGH TO

SPEAK-Bo2i baksinu holi (hawas)
DO-Gari baksinu holi (hawas)

NOTE: Baksinu hawas is often contracted to baksios.
FORMATION OF THE NEGATIVE

The negative of all forms of the Imperative is rendered by adding
the word nu before the positive form ; e.g.,
DON'T

DON'T
DON'T

DO-Na gar
SIT THERE,YOU MEN (plural)-TahGn
na basa
PLEASE COME T O M O R R O W - Tbholi
~ ~ ~na
~ ~&U?ZU
hok (hawas)
FUTURE IMPERATIVE

A common form not found in Urdu is that of the Future Imperative. It is used when an action is described as taking place after
another action ; that is, two actions being ordered in the Imperative,
the two clauses in English being joined by the word AND. It is
constructed by adding es to the stem of the verb ; e.g.,
Basnu (stem bas)
garnu (stem gar)
halizcnu (stem hala')

Fut. Imp.
Ij

BB

bases
gares
hakies

Example : conm

HERE AND SIT

~)ow~-YahrSn dera bases

GET UP QUICKLY TOMORROW MORNING AND COME TO
~E-Bholi

bihtZ?to

jhatta utera man sita ties

HAVING COME HERE THIS

EVENING,

DON'T

MAKE A

NOISEA-ju beluki yahali cfera khalbal nu gares
The use of this Future Imperative is peremptory and is therefore
only used when speaking to an inferior or inferiors. Note that when
we have two clauses in English joined by the word AND, in Nepali the
first clause is usually put in the Past Participle. This applies not only
to the Imperative but to all tenses.
GO TO THE OFFICE AND TELL THE CLERK TO COME HERE

is rendered
Having gone to the ofice, tell the clerk to comc here
HE SAT ON THE FLOOR AND COUNTED HIS MONEY

is similarly rendered
Huuing sat on the floor, he counted his money
As to the Past Participle see Lesson 15.

Sentences

Open the door.
Wash quickly in the river.
Put those stones down quickly, you men.
Catch hold of that Jap and bring him here.
Don't bunch together.
Extend to the right and left.
Polish your boots now (Addressing more than one man).
Stand on the top of that hill.
Please come to my room quickly.
Please show me the road.
Please don't shake that tree.
Have the kindness to give this money to the servant.
Have the kindness not to tell him.

NEPALI
Dailo ughsr.
2. Kholii mZri chito (chanrai) nuh2.
3. Tio dhungii haru chito rzkha ai.
I.

(Note the sound ai (short a) used after the Imperative
when speaking to either one or more men. I t has the effect
of making the Imperative stronger. For correct pronunciation of this sound see end of Lesson 3.)
Tio Japan l5i sam5tera yahsn liera iies.
Na thupri ai l
Dahine biihen phaili ai !
Jutta (boot) aile mala ai.
Tio d2nrZ manthi ubhi.
Tapaifi mero koth5 m5h chito Sunu hawas (aunos).
B5to dekh5unu holH.
Tio rukh na halgunu hol5.
Chakar l5i yo paisa di baksios (baksinu hawas).
Hazur, u I5i na bhani baksios.

LESSON 14
Revision of Lesson 13 (the Imperative). Students to make up
sentences on the Imperative.

VOCABULARY
inside-b hitra
outside-biira
to enter-pasnu
to swim-paurnu ; pnuri k1zeln.u
limb (arm)-b5han
to stretch, pull-tinnu
to consider, ponder-th2n;tu
war-d&uwa,
lay&
to fit, resemble-nzilnu
noise-k halbal
must-parchha (with infin.)

to give-dinu (lai)
information-GhG
to inform-hihi
dinu
tent-pnl
in front of, before--agzri, aghi
behind-pachzri, Pachi
you must do (habitual)-timi
gnrnu pnrchha
just-b harkar
to finish-si&-unu
to be finishedaidim

PARTICIPLES

The. Present and Past Participles in this language have far wider
uses than in Urdu. If this lesson is mastered, a student's po\+er of
speech should greatly improve.

PRESENT PARTICIPLES

Gar&, gardo, gar& kheri, garne belz m-n
gar&-, gardo-DOING, or W H I L E DOING
(More will be said of gardo when we come to the Conditional)
gardG kheri really means AT T H E T I M E OF DOING
k heri or k her- TIM^
kati (katti) kher?-AT WHAT TI^?
ti (utti) kher-AT THAT T I M E (j~ncture)
ali kher pachi-A SHORT TIME AFTERWARDS
ani kheri-AND T H E N , (the next moment)
Garne bela mi& also really means AT T H E T I M E O F , the word beli
meaning T I M E
U k u n be12 iunchha-AT WHAT T I M E W I L L H E C O M E ?
(gunchha, Present Habitual used in the sense of Near Future.
See Lesson 4 )
WHILE

is rendered gar& gardai-WHILE DOING
Zundii aundai-WHILE C O M I N G
PAST PARTICIPLES

Gar-era, g a K garikana, ~ ~ ~ ~ Z ~ O - H A V IDONE
NG
All of these mean the same, i.e., HAVING DONE. The second form,
gari is not used much in speaking except when it forms part of a composite verb (See Lesson 24, para. ii). It is, however, used more than
any other form in writing. The form gnriiko is used to form the past
tenses of the verb ; the word ko usually being left out when speaking
by men from Central and Western Nepal. It is also used like an
adjective :
THE GOOD MEN-rzmro m-nchhe harzc
T H E TALL M E N - - U ~ ~ O ma-nchhe haru
T H E FROM DEHRA DUN C O M I N G M E N i.e. ( T H E M E N "WHO"
ARE
COMING FROM DEHRA DUN)-Dehra Dun b d i Zko mGnchhe h a r ~
The Past participles of verbs ending in aunu are formed as follows:
gariunu-gnrcera,
garii, gariiika~zn, garu ko
sikaunu-sikaera,
sikiii, sikcziknna, sika ko
The use of the inflected Infinitive of a verb instead of the Past
Participle gives the idea of either the Present habitual or immediate
Future.
Example: T H E M E N \%'I30 AXE COPlIINS FROM D E H R 4 DUN-Debra
D u n bati Zko (non-habitual Present) miinchhe
hartc, and

THE MEN WHO HAVE COME FROM D E H L I

~ ~ ~ D e h r

D u n b i t i tiko m - n c h h e haru, but
THE MEN W H O COME (habitually) FROM DEHRA DUNDehra Duiz btGti "laz~ne" m-z&zchhe harz4, and
THE MEN WHO WII.L COME (ARE COMING, near future)
FROM
DEHRA D U N - D ~ ~ Y UDun biili "Gzcne"
mznchlze harzt
The rule is, use the inflected Infinitive for the Present habitual and
near future ; use the Past participle (Zko) for the Present non-habitual
and recent past.
NEGATIVE

To form the negative of any participle, Present or Past, insert nu
before the Positive form.
PRESENT PARTICIPLE

n u gar&, nu gardo, na gar& kheri, n a garne b e l i mzn
The above negative, n u gar&, often in speech put in its strong
form nu gardai, gives the meaning of BEFORE.
PAST PARTICIPLE

The negative Past participle is sometimes used to obtain the same
meaning;
u sza khaikana aye
Sentences

He came into the room and sat on the bed.
While standing on the wall he over-balanced and fell.
Do not make a noise while I am speaking.
While going to his home he died.
I n swimming you must stretch your limbs.
Having thought over this matter inform me tomorrow.
The men who are going to Nepal are in this tent.
The recruits who are sitting outside have just arrived.
The people who live in Dehra Dun are Hindus (habitual).
The soldiers who will sit here tomorrow.
When you have finished your work go to bed.
The men who have not done the work will come here.
The men who do not live in Nepal.
We will advance after taking that hill.
The men who have returned from the war will go on a
month's leave.

NEPALI
I. Koth.5 bhitra pasera k k t m2n basio.
2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

II.
12.

13.
14.

15.

BhittH (parkhiil) manthi ubhindg (kheri) pdtera jhario.
Man bolne bela m5n khalbal na gara ai.
Aphnu ghar miin jiinda j5ndai mario.
(Note here. the Presen't participle followed by a repetition of
the Present participle in its strong form. This gives the
idea of continued action.)
Pauri khel& kheri (an
E
)
h%itsnnu parchha.
Yo kurii th3nera man 1 5 bholi t5k dinu holii (polite).
Nepal m n jane f i n c h h e haru yo 1
man basia(ko)
chha (chha).
Biiira basigko rakrut haru bharkar aipugiii(ko)chha.
(NOTE: I n using the Past participle, gaviiiko, basiiko as an
adjective in this way, the ko is always retained both
in the Western and Eastern forms of speech.)
Dehra Dun man basne manchhe Hindu ho (hunchha).
Bholi yahiin basne m k c h h e haru (near future).
Kiim sid2era sutes (Future Imperative).
KZm na gariako manchhe haru yah2Irl 2ulii.
Gurkha mZn na basne m5nchhe haru (habitual).
Tio d5ir5 likana harni agZri bar& (advance holH).
DhZuwa m2.i gaera Zko manchhe haru ek mahina ko bid2
miin jiil5. ( p a u l a - w ~ ~ GET)
~
(Note here the use of piunu-TO GET, and not milnu.)

LESSON 16
VOCABULARY
ill-birimi
teriiple-deota t h n
hills-pahiri
of t h ~
intelligent-c hank hie, &tho
country-des
woman-im-in
swasni

big-t hulo
all--sa bai, jammai
parade ground-tunik he1
this side of (linear)-wZri
the far side of (linear)-piri
village-gZun

CONJUGATION OF T H E VERB : hunu-TO BE
Although in the verb garnu (TO DO), as studied above, we have
employed various parts of the verb TO BE in the terminations, it is
important to again study this verb carefully as it is an integral part of

all other verbs. It is, moreover, irregular in its root or stem which
changes in the past tenses. This lesson is devoted to the study of the
Present tense of this verb, which has three forms, as below:
PRESENT TENSE

I

II
hunchhu
hunchhas
hunchha

man hun
tan hos
u or tio ho

111
chhu
chhas
chha

NEGATIVE

Alan hoina
hunna
chhaina
chhainas
tan I~oinas
hunnas
u or tio hoina
hunna
chhaina
The above three columns give three forms of the Present tense of
the verb hunw-TO BE in the positive and the negative. It is most
important that a student should understand how to use them.
COL. I : ( 3rd person singular-ho ; Negative-hoina.)
This is used when an unalterable fact is being expressed, when the
verb comes after a noun.
HOSPITAL-YO hospitd ho.
The sentence expresses an unchangeable fact, and "hospital"
being a noun, the verb follows a noun. ho also means YES.
THIS IS A

COL. I1 :

( 3rd person singular-hunchha

; Negative-hunna.)

This is also used when an unalterable fact is being expressed but
in this case when the verb follows any word except a noun ; i.e.
adjective, preposition, adverbs, etc.
HE IS ALWAYS IN

HOSPITAL-U sadhain hosfitil m-nhunchha

The above sentence expresses an unchangeable fact, and the verb
comes after the preposition 'ma'n.
GURKHAS ARE

STRONG-Gurkh d i (ham) balio hunchha

This form of the verb TO BE also means BECOMES
IIE BECOMES I L L U birzmi hunchha
COL. 111: This is used in all cases not covered by Cols. I and 11 ;
that is, when the fact being expressed is not unalterable or unchangeable :
HE IS ILL-U
birzmi chha (bhaio)
It is, moreover, used of locality when an unchangeable fact ii not
being stated.

RIFLEMAN DALBAHADUR IS NOT I N THE TENT

-Rifleman Dal bahadur $GI m-nchhaina
It is also used in sentences expressing possession:
HE HAS THREE SONS-Usko tinota chor2 chha
But, I AM HIS SON-Man U S ~ Ochoro hun (unchangeable after
a noun)
Lastly, it is used in the sense of EXISTS, though Col. 11, hunchha,
is often used.
THERE ARE FIVE RIVERS IN THE PUNJAB.
(Five rivers exist, etc.)Punja'b m-npdnchoki kholii chha
Sentences

ENGLISH
The men who are working in the fields are Gurkhas.
Nowadays this is not a hospital but an hotel.
I am a man of the hills (Hillman).
Are you a soldier?
If you drink this water you will become ill.
These men are very intelligent.
The women of this country are pretty.
He has a large house in Batoli.
All the soldiers are on the parade-ground.
There are two cinemas in this bazar.
Gurkhas are in Nepal.
The village is on the far side of the river.
The temple is on the hill (Permanently).

I.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

NEPALI
B2ri miin kiim gariii(ko) mkchhe haru Gurkhai hunchha.
(Gurkhili is an adjective and therefore hunchhu is correct,
but we often find it treated as a noun-GurkhGli ho.). The
above sentence with hunchha might mean WILL BECOME
GURKHAS (in the near future, using the Present habitual tense
as the near future).
Hijo 5ju yo hospital hoina tara hotel ho.
Man pahiiri mkchhe huh.
Tan sip5hi hos ki?
Yo p5ni khiiera bir5mi hunchhas (immediate future).
Yo (ini) miinchhe haru dherai chankie hunchha.
Yo des ko iiimiii haru ramro hunchha.
Batoli mZn usko yotii thulo ghar chha.

Sabai sipiihi haru tunikhel (pared) miin chha.
10. Yo pasal man duita senima hunchha.
XI. Gurkhiili Nepiil man hunchha.
12. G u n kholii piiri hunchha.
13. Deota thiin darirs miin hunchha.
g.

LESSON 17
VOCABULARY
to pitch a tent--pal tzngnu
plain, open country-phint, chzur
flat, flat country--summa
halting place-bis
to halt the night-bas
basnu

still, yet-ajhai (verb in pos.)
not yet-ujhi (verb in neg-,)
to cook-pakiunu
enemy-bairi,
dushman

rai-chha CONSTRUCTION
This is the alternative form of the Present tense of any verb, formed
by using the word raichha, which is in itself an alternative of the Present
tense of the verb TO BE, with the Past particle, garizko, of any other
verb.
Chha, by itself, means IS, and rai-chha means the same thing
when the speaker is making a statement containing facts or information
which he himself has ascertained from enquiry or observation, etc. It
therefore contains an element of surprise.
U jangal mati chha-HE IS I N THE JUNGLE
U jangal m-n raichha-(I hear) HE IS IN THE JUNGLE
U le gariz(ko) raichha-(I am told) HE IS DOING IT
(Non habitual Present)
If we use the Inflected Infinitive of the verb with raichha we
express the "habitual action' or "immediate future' ' sense.
U garne raichha-HE DOES IT (habitually)
U bh0Zz' garne raichha--HE IS DOING IT TO-MORROW
U hune raichha-HE IS (habitually)
NOTE: An alternative "habitual" form exists at the Capital and
is common in Eastern Nepal : Garda ra-chha in place of Garne raichha.
We therefore have the rule:
Past participle with raichha-Present (non-habitual) or
immediate PastInflected Infinitive with raichhaHabitua1 Present or
immediate Future.
THE

FORMATION OF NEGATIVE

The negative of the "non-habitual" Present or immediate Past
form, garia ko raichha, is constructed b y placing na between the r&
and the chha, e.g., U rainachha.

D O N E - G U Y(ko)
~ ~ raichha
H E HAS NOT Do~E-Carti(ko) rainachha
(The form, nu ga&(ko) raichha is used, but is not general.)
To form the negative of the habitual Present or immediate Future
form, garne raichha, insert na before the game ; i.e. na garne raichha,
or insert na between the rai and the chha as for the "non-habitual"
form ; i.e. game rainachha. Of the two forms the k t , na garne
raic hha is recommended.
NOTE: The above construction must on no account be confused
with the formation of composite verbs with rahanu-TO REMAIN, giving
the idea of continuous action. (See Lesson 24, para. 2).
Basi rahanu-TO CONTINUE SITTING
gari rahanu-TO CONTINUE DOING
boli rahanu-TO CONTINUE SPEAKING
It has no connection with this construction.
HE HAS

Sentences

ENGLISH
The company is in camp in the jungle on the far side of the
river (it appears).
The Japs are advancing towards the village (I am told).
The soldiers are now in the open plain.
The recruits from Dehra Dun have arrived.
The Gurkhas are not staying the night in Lahore.
The Japs are not now in Rangoon.
The men have not yet cooked their food.
Jemadar Manbir's sons live in Dehra Dun.
He comes here every day.
This man does not speak (Eabitually).
There is no bazar in this village.

Kampani p d tBngera kholii piiri jangal rn5i baG(ko) raichha.
Japan haru g5un tira barhia(ko) raichha.
3. Sipiihi haru aile phiint mZn raichha.
4. Dehra Dun bZti iiko rakrut haru gipugiH(ko) raichha.

I.
2.

GurkhPli haru Lahore mHn bHs basiP(ko) rainachha.
Rangoon man aile Japan haru rainachha.
Miinchhe haru le ajhai bhat paka rainachha.
Jamdar Manbir ko chora haru Dehra Dun miin basne raichha.
g. U dine piche yahPn 5une raichha.
10. Yo manchhe na bolne raichha.
11. Yo gauli miin pasal na hune raichha (hune rainachha).

5.
6.
7.
8.

LESSON 18
VOCABULARY
person-jana'
#or sa'l
last year-#or,
but-tara
the one-c ha%, c hiine

ever-kaile pani (verb in pos.)
never-kaile pani (verb in neg.)
jail-jhel khans
recruit-rakrzct

So far only the Present Tense of h,unu-TO

BE

has been dealt with.

IMPERFECT

1 WAS
Man thiei-I
WAS
tan this-THOU WAST
a6 thio-HE
WAS
NEGATIVE

Mak thina-I WAS NOT
tan thinas-THOU WAST NOT
u thina-HE WAS NOT
PAST INDICATIVE

I WAS, or BECAME
NOTE: I n all Past tenses where the root is b h E , in addition to
the meaning of WAS, HAS BEEN, HAD BEEN, etc., the meaning BECAME,
HAS BECOME, HAD BECOME, etc., is rendered.
Man bhaeri-I WAS or BECAME
tan bhais-THOU WAST or BECAMEST
it bhaio (bho)-HE
WAS or BECAME

NEGATIVE

Man bhaina-I
WAS NOT or DID NOT BECOME
tan bhadnas-THOU WAST NOT Or DIDST NOT BECOME
u bhaina-HE WAS NOT Or DID NOT BECOME
PERFECT

I

HAVE BEEN,

Or

HAVE BECOME

Man b h ( k o ) chhu-I IWVE BEEN or HAVE BECOME
tan b h ( k 0 ) chhas-THOU HAsT BEEN Or HAST BECOME
u bhi(ko) chha (colloquial form, bhai chha )-HE HAS BEEN
or FWS BECOME
NEGATIVE

Man bhi(ko) chhaina-I HAVE NOT BEEN or BECOME
tafl bfi(k0) chhainas-THOU HAST NOT BEEN or BECOME
u b&(ko) chhaina-m HAST NOT BEEN or BECOME
Sentences
ENGLISH
I. Five men were in the field.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Last year you were not in our regiment.
He arrived from leave and became ill.
The father was a Subadar but the son did not become one.
He has been ill five times.
He has never been in jail.
The recruits who are not ill must come here.

I. PZnch janZ mZnchhe b5ri mZn thio.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

Por tari hamro paltan mZn thinas.
Bid5 E t i iiera (gipugera) bir5mi bho.
B2bu Subadiir thio tara chdro chain subadsr bhaina.
U pZnch psli birsmi bhZ(ko) chha.
U kaile pani jhel k h h a e n bhZ(ko) chhaina.
B i r k i na b h a o rakrut haru etii Zunu parchha.
(See Lesson 15 for use of the Past participle in this way.)

LESSON 19
VOCABULARY
trouble-du k ha
marriage-bihd
cold weather-hiundo
elder brother-& ju

riches-d han
rich-dhani
comfort-sancha, suk ha
younger brother-bkii

PAST PERFECT

I

HAD BEEN

or

BECOME

Mafi b h i ( k o ) thiei't-I HAD BEEN or BECOME
tan bbhi(ko) this-THOU HADST BEEN or BECOME
u bhd(k0) thi0-HE HAD BEEN Or BECOME
NEGATIVE

dfan b h q k o ) thina-I HAD NOT BEEN or BECOME
tan bha(k0) thinas-THOU HADST NOT BEEN Or BECOME
U b k ( k 0 ) thins-HE HAD NOT BEEN Or BECOME
PAST HABITUAL

1 USED

TO BE

Man hunthien-I
USED TO BE
tan hunthis-THOU USED TO BE
u hunthio-HE USED TO BE
NEGATIVE

Man hunna (hundaina) thien-I USED NOT TO BE
tan hunna (hundaina) this-THOU USED NOT TO BE
u hunna (hzcndaina) thio-HE USED NOT TO BE
AORIST, OR PRESENT SUBJUNCTIVE
LET ME BE,

MAY 1 BE

Man ~ U ~ L ME
E TBE, MAY 1 BE
tan h0-LET THOU BE, MAY THOU BE
24 hawas (~os)-LET HIM BE, MAY HE BE
NEGATIVE

Man na hun-MAY 1 NOT BE
ta?i na h0-MAY THOU NOT BE
u nn hawas-MAY HE NOT BE
Sentences

ENGLISH
I.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

He had been in trouble,
His marriage had taken place (had been) in the cold weather.
His father had been very rich.
Formerly there used to be a temple on the hill.
Ther? used not to be a gate here.
May he get well quicklv.
When his younger brother arrives do not let the dog be in
the house.

NEPALI
U dukha miin bhii(ko) thio [Usko dukha b&(ko) thio].
Usko bih5 hiundo mari bhii(ko) thio.
Usko bZbu dherai dhani bhg(ko) thio.
Uile uile &nra man deota th2n hunthio.
Dhoka yahgri hunna thio.
(NOTE: LARGE GATE-dhoka ; SMALL DOOR-dado.)
U l2i chito sancha hawas.
Usko bh2i Zipug& kheri kukur ghar bhitra na hawas.

LESSON 20

\

VOCABULARY
to spend (money)--misnu
poor-kangali

FUTURE

1 SHALL BE
As shewn in Lesson 10 this tense has two forms in the Positive but
only one in the Negative.
POSITIVE

Man hune chhu-I SHALL or WILL BE
tan hune chhas-THOU SHALT or WILT
u hune chha-HE SHALL or WILL BE

BE

ALTERNATIVE FORM OF POSITIVE

Man h u n k
tun hol&
u hokl
NEGATIVE

Ma& hune chhaina
tan hune chhainas
u hune chhaina

I

FUTURE PERFECT
SHALL HAVE BEEN or BECOME

Man b ~ ( k o hunli-I
)
SHALL HAVE BEEN
lkfi b h i ( k 0 ) h0hs-THOU SHALT HAVE BEEN
U b k ( k 0 ) hok-HE
SHALL HAVE BEEN

NEGATIVE

Man b h q k o ) hune ch/zaina-I

SHALL NOT HAVE
BEEN

tan b k a ( k 0 ) hune chhainas-THOU

Or

SHALT NOT HAVE

Or

BECOME
SHA1.L NOT I W E BEEN
BEEN

u b h i ( k o ) Izulze chhaina-HE

BECOME

or

BECOME

I.
2.
,

3.
4.
5.
6.

ENGLISH
We will be on that hill in ten minutes.
Having drunk this he will be strong.
Not having run (unless you run) you will be late.
Having spent your money you will be poor.
Having not washed (if he does not wash) he will be ill.
When my father comes here I shall not have become a
Jamadar .

NEPALI
I. Hami das minit samma tio diinrg mZxi hol5.
2.

Yo khsera balio holg (hune chha).

3. Na dugrera abelii hune chhas.
(Note here the tendency in this language to omit the pronoun.)
4. Aphnu pais2 miisera kangiili holgs.
5. Na nuhgera birgrni holg.
6. Mero bsbu yahgri Sune bela mHn ma.i Jemadar bhZi(ko) hune
chhaina.

LESSON 21
VOCABULARY

PAST CONDITIONAL

I

SHOULD

or

W O U L D HAVE BEEN

M a n h u t t e thieli-I S H O U L D or W O U L D I-IAVE B E E N
tan hune this-THOU SHOULDST Or W O U L D S T HAVE
24 hune t h . i o - H ~ SHOULD or W O U L D HAVE BEEN

BEEN

NEGATIVE

Man hune thina-I SHOULD or WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN
tan hune thiltas-THOU SHOULDST Or WOULDST NOT HAVE BEEN
zc hune thina-HE SHOULD or WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN
Note the form hunu thio, (Neg. hunu thina) meaning SHOULD or
OUGHT TO HAVE BEEN.

IMPERATIVE

Ho-BE !
frunu hohi, or hunu hawas (polite forrn)-~~E~sE
BE!
Hoi baksios, or hoi baksinu hok (super polite. See Lesson 13).
NEGATIVE
na ho, na hunu,holrl, na hunu hawns, na

hoi baksios, etc.

Sentences

I.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

I.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

He should have been here when I came.
He ought to have been in his house.
You should not have been on the parade.
They would have been ill.
You (people) would have been rich
Please don't be unhappy.
NEPALI
Man Simd2 klieri u yahiib hune thio.
U 5phnu ghar m5fi hunu thio.
Tab kawiiz n 2 b hunu thinas.
Uni haru bir2mi hune thio.
Timi haru dhani hune thio.
Naramsilo na hunu hawas.
(Note the form aza hawas. This is not so polite as nu httnu
hawas.)

water-pini
cold (of weather)-jzro
wet, cold (of water)-chiso
sadness-surtd

VOCABULARY
warm-garam
hot (of water)-hito

to be sad-sur~ &gnu (iZ9

PARTICIPLES

Present Participles: hund2, hundo, hun& kheri, hune bela' rnz*
Past Participles : hoi, bhai, bha-era, b hai-kana, b h5ko (used like
an adjective)
These participles are used exactly as explained in Lesson 15.
Remember the tendency to put the first clause in the Past participle,
where in English two clauses are joined by "and", e.g.,
HE WAS ILL AND LAY ~owN-Bir,iirni bhaera sutio
Remember also the use of the inflected Infinitive like an adjective
in the relative sense where the Present habitual or near Future is
implied, and the Past participle bhiko (ko cannot be left out), when
non-habitual Present or recent Past is implied, e.g.,
Dhani hune m-nchhe-MEN WHO GET RICH (habitual)
But, Dhani bhiko malzchhe-THE MAN WHO IS GETTING
(BECOMING) RICH,or HAS BECOME RICH
The form, hundo-BEING, is not much used, its employment being
most frequent in Conditional tenses explained in Lesson 27.
Sentences

ENGLISH
I. When in the water it is cold.
2.

You must come when I am in the tent.

3. When my son is not here I am sad.
4. The men who are in Dehra Dun.
5 . The Japanese who are across the river.
6 . Bcfore being married he died.

7. Having been enlisted he came to Dehra Dun.
NEPALI
I. P5ni man hundZ kheri jar0 hunchha.
~ ~ ~ chha.)
(NOTE: THE WATER IS C O L D - P chiso
2. Man pal man hundZ kheri timi 5unu parchha.
3. Mero choro yahiin na hune bela mail mari lai ta surta liigchha.
4 , Dehra Dun man hune mgnchhe ham.

5. Khol5 piiri bhako Jiipan haru.
6. BihZ na hundai mario.

7. Bharti bhaikana Dehra Dun mZi 2yo.

LESSON 23
THE POLITE FORM OF THE VERB

Every verb in the language, including the verb TO BE--hunu, has
a polite form. It is used when speaking not only to a superior but also
of a superior even if the superior is not present. Its use in the polite
Imperative, garnu h o h or garnu hawas, is commonly known by
students ; its other tenses, especially when used in speaking of a
superior when he is not present, being often ignored. This is not
surprising as uneducated Gurkhas very often themselves ignore it when
speaking of a superior but not when speaking to a superior.
CONSTRUCTION OF POLITE FORM

The polite form may be constructed in any tense by adding to the
Infinitive of the verb the appropriate tense of the verb hunu-TO BE,
e.g.1
THE

GENERAL SAHAB I S

WHAT D I D

SITTING

HERE-General SZhab y a k n
basnu b k ( k o ) chha

SAY?--Company
Commander Sihab le k e bhannu b k ( k o ) thio

THE COMPANY

COMMANDER SAHAB

THE COLONEL SAHAB IS NOT LN H I S T E N T - - - C O ~Sahab
% ~ ~ Zphnu

pi1 m-nhunu hunna
Note here the form hunu hunna. Hunu bhiko chhaina would
mean HAS NOT BECOME, in the polite form.
I n Lesson 13 we described a super-polite form used by Thaukuris
and Chettris with the verb baksinu-TO BE K I N D , CHARITABLE. This
may be used in any tense by adding the polite form of baksinu to the
short Past Participle of the main verb, e.g.,
HAVE T H E HONOUR TO SIT

THE COLONEL SAHAB IS PLAYING

~ ~ ~ E - y a h C lbasi
n baksinu hawas
(contracted to baksios)
FOOTBALL-COEO~~E
Suhab le football kheli baksinu b k ( k o ) chha
~ ~ ~ ~ - C o r n f aCommander
ny
SZhab yah-iir hoi baksinu hlrtnna

T H E COMPANY COMMANDER I S NOT

NOTE: It is, however, quite out of place for Officers to use this
construction even to Gurkha officers. It should, however, be known.

Sentmices

ENGLISH
I.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.

Have you had your food? (Speaking to a superior).
The company commander has told him.
The General was (became) ill.
Please don't go into the house.
When will you play football? (Polite form)
The Sahab has not come on parade.
The Colonel Sahab is going to Dehra Dun tomorrow.

Tapsin le khanu bho?
Company Commander Sahab le u lZi bhannu bho.
General Sahab birgmi hunu bhaio (bho) ; or "hunu bhg(ko)
thio."
Ghar rngi na pasnu holg.
Tapsin (Aphu) kaile "football " khelnu hunchha ? (Immediate
future).
Sahab pared (kawZz) man Zunu bha chhaina.

( N O T E : I n Nepal, when using the polite form of TO COME or
TO GO, the verb pdnu is often used: TITE GENERAL SAHAB HAS
NOT COME-General SZha b palnu b ha(k0) chhaina etc.)
Colonel S h a b bholi Dehra Dun miin palnu hunchha.

LESSON 24
COMPOUND VERBS

In the Nepali language the employment of Compound verbs-that
very
is, two verbs joined together to obtain a certain meaning-is
common, especially in speech. htost of them are formed by adding a
verb to either the short Past participle or to the stem of another verb.
Stem-gar.)
(Short Past participle of garnu-gari.
In our use of the verb baksinu in the previous lesson, we have
already learnt one compound verb formed by adding baksijztr to the
short Past participle of another verb to give the meaning of T O BE KIND
ENOUGH TO DO A N Y T H I N G . Other examples are :
The adding of any tense of the verb din-TO
GIVE to the stem
of any transitive verb) except when added to verbs ending in d u n u ,
when it is added to the Past Participle ai, (e.g., garr~idinu). This has
the effect of emphasising or strengthening the first verb, and is very
common in speech, especially in the Imperative.
I.

gar-DO

! but garde-DO

IT THEN!

DOG-Tie kukur (Gi) hindinu parchha
,
m HAS TOLD HIM-U &i bhandi&(ko) chha
(colloquial-6 handi chha)
NOTE: If we add dinu to the Infinitive of a verb we get the meaning of TO ALLOW:
HE HAS ALLOWED HIM TO S I T - B ~ S ~ Udio (dig ko chha)
2. The adding of the verb vahanu-TO REMAIN to the short Past
participle of any verb to express continuous action. This form is very
common in speech and is often used in cases where the action is not
really continuous but of short duration. It is also the best form to use
when expressing the non-habitual Present tense:
THEY ARE SITTING INSIDE THE ROOM-U~~haru k0thi bhitra
basi r a k i chha
But, THEY CONTINUALLY GO TO DEHRA D U N - U ~ ~haru Dehra D u n
mali gai rahanchha [habitual)
HE HAD LIVED I N NEPAL FOR THREE Y E A R S ~
ti12 s d (barklza)
summa Gurkha man basi raha(ko) thio
WHY ARE YOU ALL TALKING (SPEAKING)?-Timi haru sabai j a n i
kina boli rahz chha
NOTE: I t is important not to confuse the above construction
with the raichha construction explained in LESSON 17, with which it
has no connection.
3. The use of the verb saknu after the short Past participle of
another verb to give the meaning of COMPLETING or FINISHING:
HE HAS FINISHED THE WORK-U le kam gari sakio
Bib-unu also means TO FINISH:
MY WORK WILL NOT BE FINISHED TODAY-X~Umelo ktim
bihcunna
It is also used in the sense of TO HAVE TIME:
HAW3 YOU TIME TO DO IT ~ o w ? - d i l e timi kii b"unchlta
ki
bikiunna (Eastern : bilGundczina)
The verb saknu when used with the Infinitive of the other verb
means To BE ABLE in all senses except in the sense of getting an opportunity, or permission, when paunu must always be used. Pa?lnu also
means TO FIND or TO GET. In the sense of mental ability use jannu:
HE CANNOT READ-U parnu jzndaina
HE IS UNABLE TO WALK-U hikrnu sakdaina, but
m IS UNABLE TO GO TO DEHRA DUN (no opportunity)-U Dehra
Dun mcri j i n u piunna (Eastern : piundnina)
YOU MUST BEAT THAT

khunu paunchha k i ?
(piiunckha ki p&mna)
YOU CAN GET POTATOES I N THE BAZAR-Pasal ~ - d nu pa'unchha
(milnu means TO FIT, and should not be used)
SEND, when used with the
NOTE: The use of pathunu-TO
Infinitive of another verb, means TO CAUSE:
I-IE MADE THEM (CAUSED THEM TO) S I T - ~ ~le
haru h i
basnu Pathuio
~fZngn~-TO DEMAND, ASK FOR
M u ~ ~ Z U ~ U - SEND
T O FOR
ilfangzi pathiunu-TO CAUSE TO RE SENT FOR (of inanimate
objects)
Bolii pathiunu-TO SUMMON (of human beings)
Dehra Dun bati iilu nzangni pathaunu parchha-WE MUST SEND
MAY WE

s ~ o ~ E ? - H a r n i"cigavette"

TO DEHRA DUN FOR POTATOES

Note also the use of the verb hilnu-TO PUT IN, to render the idea
of FINISHINS OFF :
Gari hdio-HE HAS ALREADY DONE IT (finished it)
U hi bhani hdii(ko) chha-HE HAS ALREADY TOLD HIM
Gari ha1 !-FINISH
IT OFF!
The use of the verb rikhnu-TO PLACE,PUT, with the short Past
participle of a transitive verb renders the meaning of BEFORE or BEFOREHAND or TO PLACE PERMANENTLY:
Uni haru lii bhani rikh !-WARN
THEM !
Yo Postok kotal gad man dt rzkh-GIVE THIS BOOK INTO THE
QUARTER GUARD (literally : GIVE AND PLACE)

LESSON 25
VOCABULARY
trousercsuru~l
to apply, wear-liunu

to hunt (animals or birds)shikzr k helnu

SENTENCES INTRODUCING USE O F COMPOTJND VERBS
I. THE GENERAL SAHAB WAS KIND ENOUGH TO GIVE HIM RS. 10/

General SZhab le u &i das rupiz di baksinu bho.
2.

HAVE THE HONOUR TO AT-LOW HIM TO SPEAK.

U lzi bolnu di baksinu ttolii (baksios).
3.

GIVE ALL THE RIFLES TO THE RECRUITS.

Sabai w e haru rakrut haru kii dide.

4.

YOU MUST TELL HIM TOMORROW MORNING.

U l i i bholi bihino bhandinu parchha.

-.

5.

WHY

m~ THOSE

MEN WEARING TROUSERS?

Tio ( m i ) minchlze haru Ze kina suruiil l i i rahd (ko) chha?

1 GOT TO TELL YOU?
Timi haru fii kati pali bhani rahanu parchha?

HOW MANY TIhlES I U V E

THE MEN ARE ALL BUNCHING.

&lunchhe ham sabai (jammai) thupri r a h i (ko) chha.
HE HAS ALREADY TOLD HIM (HE HAS FINISHED TELLING HIM).

U h i bhani sakii (ko) chha.
NOTE:
HE HAS

FINISH, when not used with another verb; use
sidinu (intr.) si&unu (trans. ).
FINISHED HIS WORK-Aphn21 kam si&io
TO

FINISHED-Usko kam sidio
FINISHED WHAT 1 HAVE TO SAY-Me10 ku1i sidio

HIS WORK IS

1

HAVE

THEY HAVE ALREADY HAD THEIR FOOD.

Uni haru (Ze) khii h i l i i (ko) chha.
1 AM UNABLE TO TELL YOU.
Man timi Lii bhannu sakdaina.

1 AM FORBIDDEN TO TELL YOU.
Man timi kii bhannu p z u n ~ a .
WXEN WE COME FROM DEHRA DUN WE WILL GET

TEN DAYS' LEAVE.

Dehra Dun bati aera das din ko chutti (bi&) p6ulZ.
ONE CAN GO OUT SHOOTING I N NEPAL.

Gurk& mzn shikar k helnu pa'unchha.
PLEASE MAKE THEM COME HERE AT TEN O~CLOCK.

Uni haru liii ya&n das baje Zunu pathiiunu holii.

LESSON 26
VOCABULARY
service-nokari

in service-bharti

bhrlko

TILL, UNTIL, AS LONG AS, AFTER

In order to render the sense of TILL, UNTIL in sentences such as the
English SIT HERE UNTIL I COME, the Nepalese say SIT HERE UKTIL I
DON'T COME,the words UNTIL I DON'T COME being rendered by the
special Past participle used to form the Past tenses of the verb in the

negative, i.e. na 2 (ko) sarnlna.
be translated-. -.

Man na

a

The above sentence would therefore

(KO) samma ya&iz bas

COMES, Y O U MAY general
Szhab na Gun% b& samma (na palnu bha samma) tirni
h a m basnu fiuachha

UNTIL T H E

GENERAL

SAHAB

An alternative form which is not used much but is found more in
the Eastern speech than that of Western Nepal, isin place of nu aya (a k o ) sanzma
,, ,, ,, nu gariG ( k o ) summa
,)
,, ,, nrz basiz (ko) safizma
,,
,, ,, na bana' (koj samma
,)
,, ,, na b& ( k o ) samvna

nu iunjiZ1 samma
na garanjiZl samma
na basanjiiil savnma
na banaunjiiil summa
na hzcnjiil summa
I n order to render AS LONG AS we employ precisely the same construction as above with the exception Ihat the Past participle is put in
the Positive instead of the Negative, e.6..
AS LONG AS I AM HERE YOU MAY S I T - M ~ ~
y a k n b k samma
(hunjial samma) limi haru bpsnzc pdunchha
To render AFTER with a verb we either use the Past participle
garera, garikana, or we use the word paclzi-UTER
with the Past
Indicative of the verb, e.g.,
AFTER HE D I D IT-U
le gario pachi

I.
2.

3.
4.

5.

use
,,
,,
,,
,,

Sentences
ENGLISH
You cannot go on leave until you have done three years'
service.
We will not get an opportunity of drinking water until we
reach Dehra Dun.
DO not come here until five o'clock.
As long as I am here you may not do that.
As long as our men are on the hills the enemy cannot advance.

NEPALI
I. Tin s5l nokari na gariii samma timi chutti man jiinu p2unna
(paundaina).
2 . Hami Dehra Dun mail na p g i i i (lro) samma pani kllanu paune
chhaina .
3. Psnch na bajii (ko) samma yahiin na 2ij5.

;4. Man yahiin bh2 samma (hunjizl sarnma) tinli le testo garnu
piunna (Eastern : piiundaina) .
5. Hamro m2nchhe haru dSnr2 daiira man bhZ samma (hunjiZ1
samma) bairi haru (dushrnan) barhnu psunna (Eastern:
psundaina) .

LESSON 27
TKE SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD WITH CONDITIONAL

The written form of the adjectival Past participle gariiko which
we have continually employed in previous lessons is usually garieko ;
.similarly basia'ko becomes basieko, bhani5ko-bhanieko and so on. If
we omit the ko from this last word we get bhavtie which therefore means
,HAVING SAID or SAYING.
To fornl the Subjunctive in any tense therefore we add the word
Ghnnie to the normal forms of the verb, with the exception that in the
Future Subjunctive we add bhanie to the Past Indicative tense of the
verb :
IF HE COMES TOMORROW (future)-U
(or tio) blzoli Gyo bhanie
which literally means: TOMORROW A W I N G SAID (SAYING) HE HAS COME.
IF THOU COMEST TOMORROW-Tan
bholi Zis bhanie
and not U bholi auLi blzanie or Tai3 blcoli aukis bhanie which means
I F HE I S WILLING TO COME TOMORROW, I F THOU ART WILLING TO COMB
TOMORROW.

is therefore rendered
Tio pasal m-i ga' (ko) chha bhanie ya&n Pharki (pharkera l i j Z ) and
s o t Tio pasltl man gayo bhanie which would mean IF HE GOES TO THE
BAZAR (in the future). It is most important to master this.
To form the Past Perfect Subjunctive IF HE HAD DONE we use quite
different construction, employing the past root of the verb TO BEha' instead of bhanie, together with the Past participles of the main
verb, e.g.,
IF HE HAD DONE-U le garii (ko) bha
IF HE HAD NOT COME-U na ayz (2) (ko) bhr~
I F YOU HAD NOT SPOKEN-Tan na bolin (KO) b k
IF HE HAS GONE TO THE BAZAR RETURN HERE

The Past Conditional tense, as expiailled in Lesson 12, more often
than not follows the Past Perfect Subjunctive clause as above. Thus,
IF HE HAD NOT COME 1 SHOULD HAVE RUN AWAFU nu nya (a) (ko) bhi man b k g n e thie?i

Similarly,

IF THE DOCTOR HAD N ~ COME
T
HE WOULD HAVE DQD-

Dzktar na Gya (ko) bha u mnrne thio
Note the idiom IF THAT I s THE CASE-Teso bhd (Lesson 51, 12).
XOTE: I n both forms of the Subjunctive as explained above, the
word dekhi-(lit.) HAVING SEEN-may be added after the bhanie or
after the b&, e.g.,
Bholi tiyo bhanie dekhi-IF HE COMES TOMORROW
Na ubhiz (ko) b h i dekhi-IF HE HAD NOT STOOD UP, etc., etc.
Alternative form of Past Perfect Subjunctive IF HE HAD, etc,
instead of the form na gariti (ko) bkZ (dekhi) used above, we find the
form na gariG (KO) hundo ho. This is very common among Thaukuris
and Chettris. This form is usually (not always) employed in the sense
of locality, e.g.,
IF HE HAD COME H E R E - Y ~2~ k0
~ hundo h0
IF THERE WERE A CINEMA H~RE-yahin ~ertit?Zahundo h0

The above Past Perfect Subjunctive construction (2 alternatives)
can also be employed in the habitual sense, in which case we use the
inflected Infinitive (garne) instead of the Past participle, e.g.,
IF HE HAD LIVED IN DEHRA DUN (habitual)-U
Dehra Dun
man basne bha (dekhi)
IF HE HAD HAD THREE SONS (habitual)-Usko
tinota chorz
hune bh2
(In the above sentence hune is often omitted.)
IF HE HAD BECOME RICH (habitually)-U
IF WE

dhani hune
bhG (dekhi)
HAD SLOPED ARMS IN OUR REGIMENT (habitual)Hamro paltan man "slope arms" garne bha (dekhi)

LESSON 28
VOCABULARY
to rain-pcni

parnu

fruit-phal

phu2

T H E SUBJUNCTIVE MOOD W I T H CONDITIONAL-(Contd.)

Use of the word Po with the Past Perfect Subjunctive
The word Po emphasises the word before it, e.g.,
Y a k n Po raichha-IT IS ACTUALLY HERE

IF HE HAD DONE

If therefore we use Po with the Past Perfect (Subjunctive), we get
Gariii ( k o ) bha PO-IF ONLY HE HAD DONE IT
This use is very common in speech.
I F ONLY H E HAD ARRIVED

TODAY-A~ua'ipUgki

(k0)

bhd

PO

When Po is used as above the word dekhi cannot be employed
after b&.
I n the habitual sense:

P A Y - H Q ~ Y Olalab
(khanki) barhiune bha' Po
In both the above cases, i.e. Non-habitual:
Aju aipugia' ( k o ) b& Po
and Habitual :
Hamro talab barhiiune bhii Po ;
in speaking, the b& is often left out : Zipugki Po, gariii Po, barhiune
fro, ciune $0, etc., etc.
BE ABLE (opportunity or permission), or
With the verb ~ & ~ ? Z U - T O
I F ONLY THEY WERE TO INCREASE OUR

TO F I N D , GET

:

I F ONLY W E COULD GET SOME FRUIT

(habitual)-Phal phu2
paune bhZ Po

but Non-habitual :
IF ONLY WE HAD BEEN ALLOWED TO

s~oKE-Cigarettekha'nu

Wyii (ko) b& Po
is contracted to Cigarette k k n u fiti Po
i.e. PEyd (pz) bh; Po contracted to
pii (Negative, nu PZ).

pd

Po ; PGyi b h l contracts to

I F ONLY WE HAD NOT BEEN ALLOWED TO s~O~E--Cigarettt?

kha'nu nu

pi? (Po)

Sentences

If
2 . If
3. If
4. If
5. If
6. It
I.

ENGLISH
it rains tomorrow I shall not go.
he is willing to come it will be all right.
they have gone on leave it will be difficult to call them.
they had told me I would not have gone down the hill.
only they would raise our pay (Habitual).
would have been all right if only they had done it like that.

I.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

NEPALI
Bholi p5ni pario bhanie (dekhi) (ta) man jiinna (jiine chhaina).
Tio zula bhanie thik holii.
Chutti man ga (ko) chha bhanie (ta) bolsunu g2ro holii.
Man liii bhania (ko) bhii (ta) mafi undho jharile thina.
Hamro talab barhiiune po (bha po).
Teso gari5 po hune thio.
(Note here the use of ~ZU?~U-TO BE, to mean TO BE ALL RIGHT,
o.K.)

LESSON 29
VOCABULARY
to mind-dhan&

nzannu

late-abela'

The use of pani-ALSO to mean

IN SPITE

to meet-bhetnu

OF, WHETIIER..
....ORNOT,

EVEN IF (THOUGH)

The word pani-&so
a verb gives the sense of
e.g.,

used with the adjectival Past participle of
IN SPITE OF, WHETHER..
..... ..ORNOT,EVEN IF,

I N SPITE O F TELLING THEM MANY

TIMES-Uni /L~?'u&i dhevai
pzli bhaniG (ko) pan;

This construction cannot be used when there is no verb, such as
in the English IN SPITE OF HIM. I n this case we m~\ghtchange the
sentence to
IN SPITE OF HIM BEING THERE,etc.--U tahan bha pani
WHETHER IT RAINS OR NOT (IN SPITE OF IT RAINING OR NOT)

GO-Pini parii (ko) pani na pan2 ( k o ) pani
man jiunllZ
Note the idiom :-WHATEVER
HAPPENS-]e bha fani
WHATEVER HE SAYS (IN SPITE O F WHATEVER) 1 SHALL NOT
LISTEN-U It! je bhaniz (ko) #ani man sundaina
EVEN IF THAT IS THE CASE-Testo (teso) bhi flajzi. Tai pani

I

SHALL

Sentences

ENGLISH
I. In spite of my father coming here I shall not be able to meet
him.
2. In spite of it being late we must go to Dehra Dun now.

Even if they don't do it it will be all right.
Whether the war finishes or not I shall go to Nepal.
Even if he does that I don't mind.
Whatever number of men had come (in spite of) he would
have taken them all to Gorakhpore.
7. Even if there is no bazar it will be O.K.
8. It is not really necessary to do it (Even if you don't do it it
will be O.K.).

3.
4.
5.
6.

I.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Mero bsbu yahZn SyCi (5) pani man un l2i bhetnu F u n e
chhaina.
Abel2 bhZ pani aile Dehra Dun (mHn) j5nu parchha.
Na gariZ pani hunchha.
LanrZi saki2 pani na saki5 pani mali GurkhZ (m5n) j5udZ.
Teso gariii pani mafi ta dhandg msndaina.
Jati mZnchhe aya (a) pani sabai lai Gorakhpore miin lane thio.
Pasal (baz5r) na bhii pani hunchha.
Na gari5 pani hunchha.

LESSON 30
Special uses of the words ni, ta, na, re, ke, ki, ke re and ra
The correct use of the above little sounds is most important and
a student who having mastered them can employ them in his speech
has reached a stage where he is beginning to speak like a Gurkha.
They are all very colloquial and much used.
(I) ni-This can be added to any tense of any verb except the
Imperative and Participles, in order to emphasise. It is very commonly
used. It gives the idea of the English OF COURSE or YOU KNOW,e.g.,
OF COURSE YOU CAhT GET THEM I N THE BAZAR

.

m-nPGunchhn n i !
I SHALL COME TOMORROW (OF COURSE,DON'T FORGET)
M a n bholi t i o r n l i ni
Note the slightly stronger form with ta (THEN, THEREFORE).
DON'T BE STUPID, O F COURSE HE IS IN THE HOUSE
-Ghar m-n chha ta ni
-BazZr

OF COURSE HE LIVES I N DEHRA DUN

-Deh~a D u n m-nbaschha (la) ni
(2) nu-This
sound is used to emphasise or strengthen the
Imperative, e.g .,

THEN-Chit0 gar nu
HERE, YOU MEN (plural), FOR GOODNESS
-Yahiin basa na

DO IT QUICKLY
SIT

SAKE

Another common form is made by inserting the letter o between
the Imperative and na, e.g.,
SAY IT NOW-Aile bhan-o-nu

This last form cannot be used with the plural Imperative.
f3) re-This little word at the end of a sentence shows that the
speaker is passing on some words of fact that he has recently heard
someone else say or has read in some book ox document ; i.e. it is used
when passing on information recently acquired. It is allied to the
raichha construction, studied fully in Lesson 17. Thus,

Ya&n nu bas means DON'T SIT HERE, an order given on the
speaker's own initiative, but
Ya&n nu bas re immediately shows that the speaker is acting as
a post office by passing on an order received from his superior. It
therefore lends weight to the order in question.
(4) ke-This word literally means WHAT? but is often used in the
sense of ISN'T IT?, YOU KNOW, DON'T YOU?,e.g.,
THERE IS A BAZAR IN THE VALLEY,ISN'T THERE?
WELL GO
THERE AND BUY ME SOME CIGARETTES-Khols~i
man pasal
chha ke? Ta&n gaiera man ,ii cigarette kinera leidc
(5) ki-This word literally means OR and is used very much ir, the
same way as kc in the example given above, e.g.,
Is HE THERE OR NOT?--Tahin chha ki (short for Tahiti chha
k i chhaina ; i.e. IS HE THERE OR NOT THERE?)
IS THERE A BAZAR I N THE VALLEY OR N O T ? - I < J ~ O ~ S ~ma?i fiasal
chha ki (chhaina)?
(6) ke re-This is really a combination of (3) and (4) above. At
the end of a sentence it gives the idea of some doubt, literally meaning
WHAT IS THAT YOU SAY? as if expecting contradiction, e.g.,
HE IS IN HIS HOUSE,

(7) ra-literally

means
and not two clauses, e.g.,

I THINK-U iphnu ghar mi6 ch!zn ke re

AND

baing used to join two words together

When placed a t the end of a statement it turns that statement into
a question in which the speaker considers the true facts to be the '
opposite to that indicated in his statement, e.g.,
YOU CAN GET IT IN THE BAZAR-BUZ~~Y
!Pusu~)ma'n pa'unchha
But, DO YOU REALLY THINK YOU CAN GET IT IN THE BAZAR?
-BazGr m i h piunc h ha ra ?
i.e.,

YOU CAN GET IT IN THE BAZAR

and (what more)?

In the Negative :
DO YOU MEAN TO SAY THE SUBADAR ISN'T IN HIS HOUSE?-

Subadar Sihab dphnu ghar m-ti hunu hunna r a ?

LESSON 31
VOCABULARY
order-hukam
to order-hukam dinu, ark-unu
to be forbidden-hukam na hunu

week-sa' fi
from (of time, (E)
of place)-dek hi, dek hin

Sentences introducing uses of ni, ta, nu, re, ke, ki, ke re
and ra, as studied in previous lesson.
I.

HE HAS THREE SONS, YOU KNOW.

Usko tinota chorz chha ni.
2.

MY FATHER IS NOT AT HOME, YOU KNOW.

Mero bZbu ghar m-nhunu kunna ni.

3.

IN THIS REGIMENT YOU ARE NOT ALLOWED TO DO THAT, YOU
KNOW.

Yo paltan m i n testo garnu hukam chhaina ni.
4.

YOU CAN GET CIGARETTES IN THE COFFEE SHOP OF COURSE.

CofJee shop (kijis) m-ncigarette paunchha ni (ta ns?.
5. 1 T E L L Y O U H E IS NOTTHERE.
T a k n chhaina ni.

7.

FOR GOODNESS SAKE PITCH THE TENT NOW.

PZl aile tingo nu.

8.

DON'T DO THAT!

Teso nu garna (garo nu).

9.

IT IS SAID W E SHALL GET LEAVE FROM TOMORROW.

Bholi dekhi chutti (bi&) PGunchha re.
10.

THEY SAY THERE IS A SMALL VILLAGE ON THE FAR SIDE OF THE
RIVER.

Khoki ptiri sino g6un chha re.
11.

YOU KNOW THAT A HUNDRED MEN CAME HERE YESTERDAY, DON'T
YOU?

WELL, THEY ARE ALL RECRUITS.

Hiju stiuota m-nchhe
hune raic h ha.
12.

a

( k o ) thio ke.

Uni haru jammni rakrul

HAS THE GENERAL SAHAB ARRIVED YET?

General sahab Gipugnu bhti chha ki?
13.

IS YOUR HOME IN NEPAL?

Tim70 ghar GzcrkhZ min chha ki?
14.

15.

16.

1 DON'T BELIEVE THERE ARE ANY JAPS IN THE JUNGLE!
Jangal m,in JZpan haru chhaina ke re ! (chhaisza hoLi ke re),
1 THINK I T I S GOING TO RAIN.
Aile pini parchha ke re.
D O YOU REALLY THINK GURKHAS ARE MOHAMADANS?

Gurkhili illusalmin hunchha ra?

17.

DO YOU MEAN TO SAY HE IS NOT IN THX BARRACK?

Bdrik min chhaina ra?

18.

ARE THERE NOT SEVEN DAYS IN A WEEK?

S d i i mGn s i t din hunna ra?

LESSON 32
VOCABULARY
haversack-jhohi,
jholi
food, edibles-k&ne
kuri
goods, stores-mZl
cart-gtiri
t o load-kdnu
to cause to load-la&unu

to search, try-k hojnu
t o find, come across-pheli piirncc
land-znmin
to ask for, demand-manglzzc
to cause to eat, feed-khzcnunu
head man-mzc k hit?

Bharnu (tr.)-TO FILL, COMPLETE, LOAD.
Barhnu (intr.)-To ADVANCE, INCREASE, GROW.
I t is important that the above two verbs together with connected
words should not be confused. These are as follows:-

(I) Bharnu-TO
FILL, COMPLETE, LOAD transitively (Causative
Bhariunu-TO CArJsE T o BE FILLED, etc.)
HE FILLED THE BUCKET-U le b d t i bhav dio

Bharti- ENLISTMENT-^^^^^^^^^, a filling of the unit with personnel.
Bhavi (adj.)--COMPLETE, or WHOLE
Rat bhari-THE WHOLE NIGHT
Jangal b h a r L ~ ~ WHOLE
I 3
JUNGLE
NOTE:R ~ L N I G H; T
r z t i - ~ ~NIGHT ; d i ~ n ~ 0 - B YDAY.
12) B a r l t n z c (intr.)-~O ADVANCE, INCREASE, GROW, e .g.,

Paltan (a@)

barhi
rahri chha
HIS PAY HAS INCREASED-Usko talab barhiti (ko) chha
MY SON HAS GROWN A LOT-M~~Ochoro dherai barhid
(ko) chha
The transitive form barhiunu means TO CAUSE TO ADVANCE,
INCREASE, etc.
WE MUST INCREASE HIS PAY-Usko
talab b a r h i u t t u pario
B a r h t i - ~ ~ v m c E ~ ~ ~ PROMOTION,
T,
not to be confused with bharti
explained above. This word is not used much but when used usually
refers to increase of pay rather than promotion in ra.nk.
Barlzdi-TOO MUCH (Urdu Ziada) , MORE
HE GAVE THE SERVANT TOO ~ u c ~ J h Z k kii
a r barha% dio
FIVE RUPEES IN EXCESS-Pinch Y U ~ barhdti
G
THERE ARE TOO MANY MEN H E R E - Y ~m-mhhe
~ ~ ~ barhda' bh0
NOTE: TOO ~ r T T ~ E - - - g h a t i from the verb ghatinu (intr.)-TO
DECREASE. Trans. form ghai%unu :
OUR REGIMENT I S ADVANCING-Hamy0

PAY-Usko talab ghakiunu pario
(Note the tendency to omit pronouns).

WE MUST DECREASE HIS

Sentences

must fill your haversack with food.
On arriving on the hill he loaded his rifle.
He loaded the goods (stores) on to the cart.
It is three years since I enlisted.
In spite of searching the whole jungle he did not find it.
The regiment is advancing tomorrow morning.
Since last year his land has increased.
1 have come t.o ask for an increase in pay.

I. You
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

7.
8.

9. He gave the dog too much meat.
10. The village headman caused the number of houses in the
village to increase.

Timro jholz mZn khiine kurz bharnu pario.
D2nrH mafi 5era Zphnu rifle bhario.
MA haru giirii man bhario (la&io).
Man bharti bhzko tin sal (barkha) bho.
Jangal (ban) bhari khojia pani phela psrina.
Bholi bihano hamro paltan barhne chha.
Por dekhi usko zamin barhia (ko) chha.
Man barhti mangnu ako (chhu).
Kukur liii mZsu barhda khuai dio.
G5un ko mukhiz le gaun rnah ghar barhiii dio.

LESSON 33
VOCABULARY
elder sister-didi
punishment-sazz
younger sister-baini
a moment-ek chin
to aim-sist linu, Gknu
book-ki~b, postak
peak, top c l hill-tzcpptz

Liiunzc, liera a'unu, leidinu-TO BRING
linzc-TO TAKE, HOLD,CARRY (with j Z m , i.e. linu jgnzc--TO FETCH)
&nu-TO TAKE WITH, IN COMPANY (Infinitive arid Present tense only,
for other tenses use lejgnu or lagnu)
lej a ' n ~
-TO
TAKE AWAY, REMOVE ; also TO TAKE WITH, I N COMPANY
lagnu
WITH in Past and Future tenses
kunu
-TO
APPLY,CAUSE TO BEGIN,ATTACH OR WEAR (clothing)
laga'unu
(infr. of lagiunu) PROCEED, BEGIN
The above group of verbs is very confusing to students and
should be carefully studied.
@~U-TO

BE APPLIED

LiEunu and liera aunu are compounds of TAKING and COMING,
whilst the third form lekdinu (used much in dpeech) introduces the idea
of GIVING.
&-nu should always be used in the Infinitive or Present (habitual)
or Polite Imperative when TO TAKE WITH is implied, e.g.,
1 SHALL TAKE MY DOC TO NEPAL-Mak aphnu kukur Gurk&
mtfn ldnchhu (near future)
PLEASE TAKE ME WITH YOU (polite)-~phu sita man bi pani
lanu holri
ARE W E TO TAKE OUR GREAT c o ~ ~ s ? - B t a n d ik0t kine h0
ki h o i t z a ?
YOU MUST DRIVE (TAKE) THE COLONEL IN YOUR JEEP TO DEHRA

DUN-Karnal s i h a b liii timro jeep mun Dehra Dun mdn
&nu parchha
But, HE TOOK ME TO DEHRA DUN-M~P~kii Dehra Dun man lagio
WHO HAS REMOVED MY HAT?-M~~otopi k0 le hgi0 an ?
NOTE: The use of lagnu is better than lejinu, the latter word
really being Urdu, but use lejinu in the Imperative, Leji !-REMOVE !
TAKE AWAY!

I n Nepal the form ~ Z ~ ~ ~ U ~ Z C - APPLY,
T O
ATTACH, WEAR is not much
used, h u n u taking its place. The former word is really Urdu.
L c f g n h T O BE APPLIED, BEGIN, PROCEED
the illtransitive form of
liunu or lagzunu, e.g.,
HE HAS APPLIED MEDICINE TO HIS WOUND-Ghiu miin
ausatai k i o
HE HAS BEEN HIT BY A BULLET-U lzi goli kgi0
THEY HAVE GONE TO THE LEFT-Uni haru debre tira kgio
IT HAS BEGUN TO R A I N - P Z ~ ~parnu Ggio
NOTE: Brahmans, Thaukuris and Chettris who speak the best
form of Nepali hardly touch the g when pronouncing IrTgio or 1dgG chha,
these being pronounced liio and i
Z chha.
Sentences

I. He had brought his sister to my house.

Please bring the books here.
3. Bring me a whisky and soda!
4. Hold this rifle a moment i
5. You must take aim and fire.
2.

I am going to fetch the Colonel sahab.
The Subadar is taking his son to Ngpal.
Are we to take rifles with us?
I will take you to the station.
He has taken his men to the top of the hill.
He took away (removed) the book from my room.
Don't take away (remove) these stones from here.
Please start (cause to begin) the parade.
I t is necessary to give (apply) punishment!
He went away wearing his great coat.
The soldiers went towards the river.
He had just begun to speak.

NEPALI
Aphnu baini mero ghar man liera 5 (ko) thio.
Kitiib haru yahtin ligunu hola.
Yota whisky soda leide ai!
Ek chin yo rifle li ! (linu hola).
Sist liera hannu parchha.
Man karnal s5hab linu jsnchhu.
Subadar sahab aphnu choro lai Gurkhs rnZh lane chha
(Iiinchha).
Rifle 12ne ho Iti hoina?
Man timi lai tesan mafi lgnchhu.
Aphnu miinchhe haru lai danr5 ko tuppa m2il lagio?
Mero kothg bati kitzb lagio (legio).
Yo dhungs haru yahaii bati na lejfi.
Kawiiz launu hola.
Saza launu pario !
Brandi kot laiera gai go.
Sipiihi haru khola tira lagio.
Bharkar bolnu 15 (ko) thio [lagiii (ko) thio].

LESSON 34
This construction is considered the most important and useful in
the whole language in its colloquial forrn. If mastered the student will
be on the way to speaking the language well.
The word bhanern is the past participle of thc verb bltnnnu-TO

or TELL. It thercfore meails HAVING SAID. Its literal meaning
must never be lost sight of when studying its various uses as explained
below. The written form of the following constructions is precisely the
same as the spoken form with the exception that the other (short) past
participle is employed, i.e. bhani instead of bhanera.
As regards the colloquial form some grammarians advocate bhanera
in certain constructions and bhani in others. This cannot be agreed to
and such teaching produces confusion of thought. In the best form of
speech bhanera is used in all the following constructions and not bhani,
the latter word being reserved for the written fonn of the language.
I. Its first use is in sentences where the English word THAT appears.
such as IIE THOUGHT THAT THE DOCTOR HAD COME, HE DREAMT THAT HIS
FATHER HAD ARRIVED, HE OBSERVED THAT THE^^ WERE NO MEN O N THE
PARADE GROUND, etc., etc. Taking the first of the above sentences, this
would be translated into Nepali as follows:
SAY

THE DOCTOR HAS COME, HAVING SAID TO HIMSELF HE THOUGHT

We notice two points:
(a) IIAVING SAID TO HIMSELF is rendered in Nepali by thc single
word b hanera.
(b) The main verb comes at the end and must be some verb
indicating the working of the senses, i.e. TO THINK, SAY, BELIEVE, SEE,
HEAR, DOUBT, eft., etc.
The above sentence is therefore translated as
Dzktar &yo bhanera t k n i o
Similarly,
HE DREAMT THAT HIS FATHER HAD

ARRIVED-BGb2tr YO bhane~a
sapami dekhio

HE OBSERVED (SAW) THAT THERE WERE NO MEN ON THE PARADE

~ ~ 0 u ~ D P a majz
r e d m-nchhe clzhaina bhanera dekhio
HE SAID HE WAS ~ ~ ~ B i r u bhneA
r n i bhanera bhavtio
I HAD SAID I WAS COMING TO SEE THE COLONEL s~IUB-h'avnal
s6hab Lii bhetnu Zunchhu bhanera bhaniii (KO) thien
NOTE: When the main verb is TO SAY or TO TELI. we often omit
the word THAT in the English ; i.e. HE SAID HE WOULDN'T COME ; HE
TOLD THEM TO SIT DOWN. The construction in Nepali is of course the
same and bhanera is used. When the main verb is TO SAY or TO TELL
in very short sentences only bhanera is sometimes omitted ; i.e. Na gar
b hanio.
11. The second use of bhanera is where it is desired to translate the
English word IF when used in the sense of WHETHER in sentences such

a s SEE IF (WHETHER) THE MEN HAVE COME. The construction is exactly
the same as in I above, the sentence being paraphrased:
HAVE THE MEN COME OR NOT?

HAVING SAID TO YOURSELF, SEE!-

Minchhe haru Zyo ki ? bhanera her !
HE DOUBTED WHETHER THE RECRUITS WOULD ARRIVE TODAY-

Rakrut haru aju 5i pugchha k i bhanera s a n k i mania
We therefore have the rule that in this construction, i.e. when
bhanera is being used as IF, WHETHER, the sentence in Nepali must
start with a question.
ARRIVED-Choro
Zyo k i ? bhanera ti&i pains

HE DID NOT KNOW WHETHER HIS SON HAD

Again note the tendency to omit pronouns, especially in this
.construction.

111. The third use of bhanera is to convey the meaning of
BECAUSE,

1

the construction being the same:

hgio (hi0)
bhanera kot hi (ko) chhu
WAITING HERE? a soldier

AM WEARING MY COAT BECAUSE I T IS COLD-J&o

In reply to a question, WHY ARE YOU
might Say, BECAUSE THE COMPANY COMMANDER
Commander Zunchha bhanera.

IS

C O M I N G - C O ~ ~ ~ ~

I n this use of bhanera it is obvious that the noun or pronoun
governed by bhanera, i.e. the person or animal who does the SAYING
TO HIMSELF must be the subject of the sentence. In the example below
the bhanera construction cannot be used:
THE JAWSARE RUNNING AWAY BECAUSE THEY ARE COWA.RDS

The Japs form the subject of the sentence whereas the person
governed by bhanera is the speaker of the sentence who called the Japs
cowards. In other words, if bhanera were used t h e sentence would be
rendered, WE ARE COWARDS, HAVING SAID TO THEMSELVES THE JAPS ARE
RUNNING AWAY, which is nonsense. It is also clear that in all uses of
bhanera the subject of the sentence must be animate as no inanimate
object is capable of thinking or speaking to itself. In the sentence,
THE RIVER HAS RISEN BECAUSE OF THE RAIN IN THE HILLS, if we attempt
to apply the bhanera construction, we get: IT HAS RAINED IN THE HILLS,
HAVING SAID TO ITSELF THE RIVER HAS RISEN, which is obviously
ridiculous and incorrect. I n this case we would paraphrase the
sentence :
I T HAVING RAINED IN THE HILLS THE RIVER HAS ~ 1 s E N L e k htira
p5ni parera kholii barlzio or [parii (ko) hung le-AS A
RESULT O F I T HAVING RAINED]

IV. T h e last use o f bhanera is to render

IN ORDER THAr, WITH THE

The construction is exactly the same but in this case we

OBJECT OF.

put the verb in the Aorist tense (See Lesson 9 ) :

I

YOU-Timi hi bhetun
bhanera e k j aen
F O O T B A L L F O Okhelnu
~~~~~

HAVE COME HERE IN ORDER TO MEET

HE HAS COME HERE IN ORDER TO PLAY

piwas bhanera yahiiz i y o (lit. IN

ORDER TO BE ABLE TO PLAY)

hawas bhanera yo khiii dio
u

LESSON 35
VOCABULARY
reason-kiran
for what reason?-ke E r a n le
t o understand-bujhnu
to begin-th.iilnu

to want, wish (with verb)-man &gnu
to want (with noun)--chhinchha
destruction-tl4Zs
to a s l < c o d h n u

alive-jiutido

account-his@

TYPICAL SENTENCES ON THE

I.

I.

Bhanera

Bhanern meaning

CONSTRUCITION

THAT

1 SAW THAT THE JAPS HAD DESCENDED INTO THE
J@an haru kholsa m-njhario bhanera dekhefi.

VAU.-EY.

2. THEY THOUGHT THAT THE COMPANY COMMANDER HAD COME ON
PARADE.

Company Colnmander siihab Pared m-n dunu bho bhanera
thinitf ( K O ) thio.

3.

Y O U DO NOT BELIEVE THAT THE JAPS ARE ON THE HILL.

Jiipan h a m &nrg mati chha bltanera timi le paiicrunna.

4.

WE HEARD THAT THE JAPS ARE RETIRING EVERYWFLERE.

J@an haru jahiin sukhai hati rahchha bhanera hami 2e ta'ha'
pdio .

YOU WILL UNDERSTAND BY TOMORROW WHY WE DID NOT GO TO
IMPHAL.

H a m i Ifnphal m-nkina ( k e kuran le) gaina bhaneva timi bholi
summa bujhli.
THE COMPANY COMMANDER SAID WE MUST HAVE OUR FOOD NOW.

Aile khan^ parchha bhnnera Company Commander sahab lc
bhanzu bho.
TELL HIM NOT TO SPEAK SO FAST.

U l i i eti chito na bol bhanera bhnn.
I

DO NOT .BELIEVE THAT

rn

IS DEAD.

U m a r i i ( k o ) chha bhanera m a n patitiunna.
KNOWING THAT IT WAS LATE HE STARTED TO RUN.

A b e k bho bhancra hiha bhaera

11. Bhanera meaning

14

dzbgurnu thdio.

IF, WHETHER

SEE I F THEY ARE I N THE I-IOUSE.

Uni hnru ghar man chha k i (chhaina) bhanera her.
THEY DOUBTED WHETHER THE JAPS WERE ON THE HILL.

Jtipan haru & n r ~man chha k i (chhaina) bhanera sank5 ~ n i n i o .
THEY DO NOT KNOW WHETHER THE SUBADAR IS HERE.

Subadar sihab hunu hunchha k i ( h u n u hunna) bhanera uni
haru le tiihi paina.

1 WANT TO SEE IF HE I S ALIVE.
Tio jiundo chha k i (chhaina) bhanera hernu m a n kigio.
ASK HIM IF HE IS A GURKHA.

Gurkhili hoski (hoinas) b hanera sodh.
111. Bhanera meaning

BECAUSE

THEY ARE NOT FIRING BECAUSE THEY CANNOT SEE THE JAPS.

Ja'pan h a m ( G i ) dekhdaina bhanera k n i a ' ( k o ) chhaina.
(Note again the construction nu dekhiz ko humi le-AS A RESULT
OF NOT SEEING, referred to in Lesson 34, 111).
HE HAS COME TO THE OFFICE BECAUSE HE WANTS LEAVE.

Chutti (biaZ) chahinchha bhanara daflar m-iz iiyo.
1 WEAR A COAT BECAUSE IT I S COLD.
Jtiro b ho ( k g i o ) b hanren kot kunch?~.u(habitual).
1 AM RUNNING BECAUSE IT I S LATE.
Abeki bho bhanera dug& ( k o ) chhu (dugri r a f i chhu).

5. 1

WANT TO GO TO DEHRA DUN BECAUSE MY FATHER HAS COME

THERE FROM NEPAL.

Mero btibu GurklG bati &nu bho bhanera man ta Dehra Dun
m i n jinu man kigio.
6. 1 AM SITTING HERE BECAUSE THE SAHAB IS COMING.
Stihab aunt4 hunchha bhanera man y a k n basi r a h i chhu
(Eastern : basdai chhzc).

IV. Bhanera meaning

IN ORDER

TO, WITH

THE OBJECT OF

THE bfEN FROM DEHRA DUN HAVE COME HERE I N ORDER TO PLAY

I.

FOOTBALL.

Dehra Dun biti a'ko mznchhe haru football khelos (khelnu
ptiwas) bhanera ii chha.

1 AM

2.

SHOWING

(HIM)

THIS I N ORDER THAT HE .MAY LEARN

QUICKLY.

Chito sikos bhanera main le yo d e k k i ralza (ko) chhu.

,3.

THEY ARE DOING THAT IN ORDER TO DESTROY THE ENEMY
THE ENEMY MAY BE DESTROYED).

(THAT

Bairi haru ntis hawas bhanera uni haru le testo gari ralG (ko)
\
chha.

LESSON 36
Revision of Bhanera construction, including sentences in
Lesson 35.

LESSON 37
C&hinchha-TO WANT, etc., DESIRE
man kignu-TO WISH, or DESIRE
M-U~~GTO

DEMAND, TO ASK FOR

Some confusion of thought usually exists in regard to the employment of ckhinchha, man &gnu and m-ngnu.

I. ChZhinchha, if used with a noun, means REQUIRE or WANT :
I WANT A CIGARETTE (lit. TO ME A CIGARETTE IS NECESSARYMan kii yoki cigarette chhinchha
But, if used with a verb it means OUGHT TO, SHOULD:
YOU SHOULD (OUGHT
TO) SIT DOWN-Timi basnu cfihinchha
YOU SHOULD NOT SIT Dow~-Tirni basnu chihinna (Eastern:
chihindaina)

The verb chdhinchha can be conjugated in the ordinary way:
PAs~-ch-hio
PAST H A B I T U L C ~ ~ ~ ~ NEGATIVE-chahinna
~ ~ ~ ~ O
thio

(Eastern : ckhindaina thio)
F U T U R E - C & ~ ~ ~ ~etc.,
,

etc.

but is not usually conjugated with another verb in future tenses, when
parla should be used ; see below.
11. M a n hignu is used only with another verb and means WANT
T O DO SOMETHING:

HE WANTED TO

1 WANT

TO SEE

SIT-U basnu man ldgio
MY SON-!Man aphnu choro (lii) dekhnu
man k g i o

( N O T E : Parnu when used with another verb is much stronger
than ckhinchha when used with a verb and means MUST ; basnu
parcha-MUST S I T , but basnu c h a h i n c h h a - o u ~ ~ TO
~ S I T . Strangely
parnu in the negative is not so strong: basnu p r r r d a i . 1 3 a - ~ ~ E D NOT SIT
and not MUST NOT SIT.)

111.

MEngnu

means

TO ASK FOR

or

DEMAND

and not

TO W A N T :

LEAVE--U le chutti mzngi rahti chha
See Lesson 24 as to use of verb mangai pathtiunu-TO S E N D
H E IS ASKING FOR

Sentences

I.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

I.
2.

3.
4.

5.
6.

He ought to go on leave now. ,
We shall require great coats in the jungle at nights.
I want to see if they have come.
I do not wish to eat now.
He had wanted to keep a dog.
My brother is asking for (demanding) a cigarette.

Tio aile chutti man janu chahinchha.
Rati jangal man brandi kot chahelii.
Ayo ki bhanera hernu man lagio.
Aile khanu man liigina.
Kukur palnu man lagia (ko) thio.
Mero bhai le "cigarette" m2ngiZ (ko) chha.

FOR.

LESSON 88
Certain Alternative Verbs meaning

TO KNOW

Chinnu-TO KNOW FROM RECOGNITION
TEhG piiunu (h~nu)-TO KNOW FROM INFORMATION
Bujhnu-TO KNOW, UNDERSTAND, COMPREHEND
Jinnu-TO KNOW FROM LEARNING
Ch-1 piunu-TO KNOW FROM OBSERVATION, TO NOTICE
Chitta p&4nu-T0
KNOW FROM REASONING OR CALCULATION
I. 1 DO NOT KNOW H I S FATHER.
Man usko bzbu (Gi) chindaina.
2.

HE DOES NOT KNOW WHETHER THE REGIMENT HAS ARRIVED.

Paltan gipugio k i bhanera u le tiih5 paina.

3.

MY FATHER DOES NOT UNDERSTAND WHAT THE SERVANT SAID.

Chakar le bhaniii ko kurii mero b a b ~le bujhina.

4.

H E DOES NOT KNOW HOW TO WRITE.

U lekhnu jindaina.
5. I

DID NOT KNOW (NOTICE) HE HAD GONE.

Tio gZ ko mEin le c h d paina.

6.

THE

QUARTERMASTER

HAVILDAR

COULD NOT LTNDERSTAND TEE

RATION ACCOUNT.

Kotmiistar haldiir le rzsan ko his@ ko chitta #&nu.

LESSON 39
orange--santalZ
bow-d hanu
arrow-ka'rir

duck-hins
balcony- kcwi
ladder-lisau
to come out-niskinu

Certain Alternative Verbs meaning

TO FALL, DESCEND

Paltinu (intr.j-TO OVERBALANCE
PalhZunu (tr.)-TO CAUSE TO OVERBALANCE
Larnu-TO FALL (ON A FLAT SURFACE)
Khasnu-TO FALL (FROM A HEIGHT)
( C a u s a t i v e , K hasZlnrtc-TO
CAUSE TO FALL)
O ~ h h u - T O COME DOWN ANYTHING (LADDER,

TREE)

U~YU~U-TODESCEND
Jharnu--general

DELIBERATELY BY JUMPING (FROM A

word meaning

VEHICLE)
T o DESCEND EITHER FROM A

HEIGHT

I.

or

OTIIERWISE (DOWN A HILL)

2.

DO not confuse khasm-TO FALL with ~ U S ~ U - T O
Idiom : PUT ON YOUR BELT !-Peti kas !

3.

LOtnU-TO

FALL

TIGHTEN.

is not good Nepali.

HE CUT H I S LEG BY FALLING AT FOOTBALL.

"FootballJJ khelne be& maiz lnrera khutti m-nghiu pa'rio.
2.

THE ORANGES BEGAN TO FALL FROM THE TREES.

SantalZ haru rukh biiti khasnu thdio.

3.

HE BROUGHT DOWN A DUCK WITH H I S BOW AND ARROW.

Dhanu ka'nr hinera hins khasaldio.

4.

COMING OUT INTO THE BALCONY H E BEGAN TO COME DOWN THE
LADDER.

Kiiusi min niskera lisnu b6ti orhhinu thilio.

5.

AT WHAT STATION MUST WE LEAVE THE TRAIN?

Kun tesan man utranu pario an ?

6.

COMING DOWN THE HILL HE BEGAN TO HAVE HIS FOOD.

Da'nra btiti jharikana b h t khiinu la'gio.

7.

I TOLD YOU TO GO
Undho jhar bhanera kina umbho gais a7i ?

WHY DID YOU GO UP WHEN

DOWN?

LESSON 40
VOCABULARY
wood-kiith
wooden-kith
ko
wood (fuel)-&uri
a cook-b

dirt, fdth-phor
to blow-phuknu
cookhouse, k i t c h e n - c h a u k G ,
hinse

Balnu (intr.)-TO BURN, REMAIN ALIGHT
Balnu (tr.)-TO BURN, TO MAINTAIN A FIRE
Salkinzc (salkanu) (intr.)-TO BECOME ALIGHT
Salkiiunu (tr.)-TO LIGHT, SET A LIGHT etc.
Polnu (tr.)-TO BURN, SCORCH, DESTROY BY FIRE
Ago ~ @ ~ U - T O CATCH ON FIRE
Darnu-TO SCORCH, BURN

b ha'nsa

Balnu (intr.) and b d n u (tr.) are normally used of fire deliberately
set alight:
Yo &urz (WOOD FOR FUEL) baldaina means THIS WOOD
WON'T BURN
kina bcilinas

le ugo
(meaning MAINTAINED

WHY HAVE YOU NOT LIGHTED A F 1 R ~ - - T a i n

But,

A FIRE)

WHY HAVE YOU NOT SET A LIGHT TO THE FIRE? (LIGHTED

FIRE)-Ago kina salfiinas
THE WOOD WON'T CATCH (FIRE)-D&u~Zsalkinna
1 WILL LIGHT A CIGARETTE-Man "cigarette" salk&unchhu
Polnu means TO BURN not of a fire but of some object in a fire:
ALL THIS DIRT MUST BE BURNT-YO Phor haru jammai
fiolnu parchha
HE BURNT HIS CLOTHING (DELIBERATELY)-U le uphnu lugs Polio
but when the meaning TO CATCH FIRE is implied use i g o hgnu:
HIS HOUSE CAUGHT ON FIRE-Usko
ghar m
t
ii g o ligio (kio)
A general word d a r n u - T o BURN, SCORCH is also used, though not
very common:
Usk0 Z U ~ Zdari0-HIS CLOTHES WERE BURNT
A

I.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

I.

2.

3.

4.
5.

6.

ENGLISH
This wood is wet and will not remain alight.
During the winter you must burn (maintain) fires.
If you blow it will quickly catch fire.
The cooks have lighted the fires in the cookhouses.
Fires are burning in all the cookhouses.
He burnt his hand.

Yo diiu1-5 chiso bhaera baldaina.
Hiundo mgn 5go E l n u parchha.
Phukio bhanie chito salkinchha.
Chaukii (bhiinsa) haru min bhiinse haru le Pgo salkS (ko) chha.
Sabai chaukH haru mP6 igo bali rahii chha [Bgo balG (ko)
chha] .
Usko hBt polio.

LESSON 41
VOCABULARY
horse-ghorti
hay-khar
queen-rani

goat-bi krz
male goat-bokk
female goat-blakri

THE NOUN

I n Nepali there is no gender and the adjective and verb do not
change when qualifying nouns denoting a feminine object. Amongst
Gurkhas domiciled in India a form of speech has been evolved
in which the adjective is made to end in i when qualifying a feminine
object, such as rimri keti-A BEAUTIFUL GIRL. This form, however,
is not found in the majority of districts in Nepal. Although there is no
gender some words denoting female species do end in i as in Urdu,
such as :
Magavni-female of "Magar" tribe
Raini-female of "Rai" tribe
Rani-a queen
C hori-a daughter
The procedure of denoting the female sex in animals by making the
name of the animal end in i is not good Nepali and is really Urdu ;
ghori-~ MARE, k~tti-A BITCH are not Nepali words. DhZrtg~chauri
are the masculine and feminine form of some animals including a DOG
and CAT ; of BIRDS use bhile, Pothi ; of GOATS bokhii, bakri. A YOUNG
BIRD is challi, not to be confused with che&-A DISCIPLE or STUDENT.
DECLENSION O F NOUNS

Nouns ending in o change the o to
all cases of the plural:

a

in the Vocative singular and

PLURAL

SINGULAR

N.

Ch0~0
Ac. choro l i i
D. choro lii
Ag. choro le
G. choro ko
L. C ~ O Y OVh%

V. e chorii

SON
SON
TO SON

BY SON
OF SON

IN, INTO,
AMONG,
ON, TO SON
o SON !,

N.
Ac.
D.
Ag.
G.
L.

clzoru haru
chor~iham hi
ch,orti haru hi
chor~ihnru le
chorZ ham ko
chorz haru man

V. e chori ho

SONS
SONS
TO SONS
BY SONS
OF SONS

INTO,
AMONG,
ON, TO S O N S
o SONS!
IN,

In the Locative min can also mean AT of places:
AT DEHRA ~ u ~ n e h Dun
r a W-~Z
I n the Accusative kii is added for human objects but may be used
for animals to particularise. With other objects it is omitted. In the
Dative it must always be put in.
In the Vocative plural it is best to omit the ham, as ho denotes
the plural. Haru is usually left out in all cases of the plural with
abstract nouns :
Tin din not Tin din haru
NOTE: A local Eastern variation exists in the fact that with the
word choro only, the o is changed to a' in all cases, singular and plural
except the Nom. Sing. :
MY SON TOLD ME-M~YOchorz le man kit' bhalzio (agent case)
YOU MUST TELL HIS SON-Timi usko chorz hi bhannu pario
( ~ C C U S . case)
Sentences

ENGLISH
I. Many Gurkhas live in these houses.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Give my horse some hay (to my horse).
The queen's house is very big.
Oh young men, you must kill the Japanese on the hill!
He is sitting on the wall.
Is that a male or female goat?

I. Yo ghar haru m5n dherai Gurkgli (haru) baschha.
2.

3.

4.
5.
6.

Mero ghorz l5i khar khu2.
Rani ko ghar dherai thulo chha.
E tiths ho, diinrs m2n bh2 ko Jiipan haru liii miirnu parchha,
ai !
U bhitG m2n (miinthi) basi rahii chha.
Tio bokha ho ki bakri?

LESSON 42
VOCABULARY
witch-boksi
to be smart-phurti

garnu

dear, expensive-m%go
only-mztrai

THE COMPARISON

I n Nepali the comparison is rendered by the use of the word
bhan&. present participle of the verb bhannu-TO
SAY OR TELL,
literally meaning

SAYING, WHEN TALKING OF:

HE IS TALLER THAN

literally,

I-Man

bhand-ii u algo chha

TALKING OF ME HE IS TALL.

I T WILL BE BETTER THE DAY AFTER TOMORROW THAN TOMORROW-

Bholi bhandti parsi thik holi
I n the Eastern form of speech dekhi-WING
SEEN is sometimes
used in place of bhandi :
Man dekhi dhani chha-HE IS RICHER THAN I (lit. SEEING ME, HE
IS RICH, i.e. AS COMPARED TO ME)
There is no real superlative construction in Nepali so that if we
desire to render HE IS THE RICHEST we have to use the above construction, introducing THAN OTHERS, THAN ALL, etc:

Ua r ~
bhan& dhani chha
U sabai bhan&i dhani chha
Note here, Madde man

(bGti)-FROM

AMONGST

M E N ? - T ~haru
~ ~ madde miic
kalilo chain kqn h o ? (kalilo kun chain ho)

WHO IS THE YOUNGEST OF ALL YOU

Sentences

They have brought more than yesterday (than they brought
yesterday).
2. The daughter is more of a witch than the mother (Nepali
riddle).
3. He is the smartest man in my company.
4. Amongst a hundred men only one will be allowed to go.
5. Flour is more expensive here thin in Dehra Dun.

I.

NEPALI

I. Hiju ligko bhandi. aju barhda lia (ko) chha.
Am5 bhandz chori boksi (chha understood).
(Answer : Khurstini-THE RED CHILLI, the small pips being
much hotter than the rest).
3. Mero kampani man u l r u bhandl phurti garchha.
4. Sai msnchhe madde mab yotH mltrai j5nu pLune chha (plulL).
5. Dehra Dun m l d bhand.5 yahHn pitho mango chha (hune rai
chha).

2.

LESSON 48
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line (of men or things)-Jang
to place in line-Jang PZrnu
line (made, such as spitlocked)-re k ha

stickInInuro
lazy, slack-Juthro .
slack, loose (of things)-khoklo
to see-dekhnu

ADVERBS

The adverb cannot be declined and as a general rule is placed
before the word it modifies:
Chitto bas-SIT DOWN QUICKLY
A word or clause may be employed in an adverbial sense governing
a verb by the use of the short Past participle of garnu-TO DO, i.e. gari,
lit. HAVING DONE.
bes-GOOD
besgar&w~~~
Y&%~o-BEAUTIFUL.
Y~~YO~~Y~-BEAUTIFULLY
prem-LOVE (noun)
premgari-LOVINGLY
Dushman ki dekhne gari bas !--SIT
SEEING THE ENEMY
(i.e. SO THAT YOU CAN SEE THE ENEMY)
Dushman kii na dekhne gari bas-SIT so TFIAT YOU CAN'T
SEE THE ENEMY

Dushman le timi liii na dekhne gari bas-SIT

so

THAT THE

ENEMY CAN'T SEE YOU

DISTRIBUTIVE NUMERALS

Dui dui gari (garera) ai ja-COBIE TWO AT A TIME
piche-TO EACH (phi is not good Nepali)
m-nchhe piche-TO EACH MAN
MGnchhe piche ek ek rupG ba'nr ~GDISTRIBUTE ONE

RUPEE
TO EACH MAN

Relative adverbs such as:
WHEN-ja ba, jade
WHERE-ja hZ+z
are not much used in good Nepali and it is nearly always possible to

avoid using then1 by turning the sentence round to some other construction. For instance,
j a b a can usually be turned to the use of the present participle:
instead of j a b a zc ~U&-WHEN HE C O n E S , use zt d u n e b e l i m-n
j a can
~ be turned to j i n e thiiun etc., etc.
The use of j h a i n (note short a ) is better than j a s t o
S U ~ ~(KO)
Z jhain-AS IF ASLEEP, Or LYING DOWN
k u k u r j h a i n - ~ I ~ E A DOG
k z l k ~ rle j h a i n - ~ ~A ~PARTICULAR
~
DOG
main le garii ( k o ) j h a i n - ~ I ~ E 1 DO
s G ~jhain n u kari-DON'T
SHOUT LIKE A JACKAL
But, sziil le j h a i n ?za karz-DON'T

SHOUT LIKE THE JACKAL

The repitition of the verb in the future tense followed by jhaili
gives JUST P OUT TO, ON THE'POINT OF:

U ZuiZ a ~ i Zj h a i n bho-HE

IS ABOUT TO COME

(lit.

LIKE

COMING COMING)

U gar& gar& jhain bho-HE

IS ABOUT TO DO IT

To emphasise an adverb, double the main central conso;ant ;
k a t i - w s r ~ ~ ~ emphasised
~,
form, very common in speech, being
kat-td.
or repeat the word ; biskirai b i s k i r a i - v ~ ~ ~SLOWLY, or add ai, (See
Lesson 3, para. 3 as to correct pronunciation), or nai :
chito-QUICKLY
strong form : c h i t o n a i
The adding of ai or nai as above is not confined to adverbs. Any
word such as an adjective, noun or verb can be emphasised or
strengthened in the same way. I t is very common in the spoken form.
IS INDEED A RUN
M.Gnchhen,ai ho-IT
A i l e b a s n a i parchha-YOU MUST NOW SIT (i.e. NOT STAND)
Timinai ~ O I IS
T YOU
Another way of emphasising an adverb or adjective is by the use
of certain words meaning VERY, EXTREMELY, etc. These are d h e r n i ,
b a h a t a i , sirai, bignai, c h a u p a t a i and a g h o r a i .
k a i l e SOMETIMES
Icaile pani with verb in the negative means

U k a i l e p a n i Cunna-HE

NEVER:

NEVER COMES

ajhai-STILL
U a j h a i y a k n baschha-HE

STILL LIVES HERE

Ajhai is sometimes used in the sense of MORE:
Ajhai khanki-POUR OUT SOME MORE (lit. STILL POUR)
Ajhai with the verb in the negative means NOT YET:
Uni ham ajhai iipugiti ( k o ) chhaina-THEY HAVE NOT ARRIVED
AS

YET

Sentences

ENGLISH
Why are you speaking so as not to be heard?
Run very quickly.
He came into the room unnoticed by me.
Fall in, in lines of ten men each.
Give each man a stick.
Wherever it is we can't reach it today.
Don't make a noise when the Colonel is speaking.
He is like my son'.
When you speak it is like his father speaking.
That man is extremely lazy.

Na sunne gari kina boli rahii chhas.
Bes gari (contracted to besri) dugur.
Main le c h d na p u n e gari kot& bhitra pasio.
Das das miinchhe ko lang parera "fall in" garne ho.
Manchhe piche ekunta ekunta lauro de (note ekunta--ONE
EACH).

Jah5n bha pani aju pugnu sakdaina (See Lesson 29 as to paniIN SPITE OF, etc.).
Karnal s2hab bolne be12 m2n khalbal na gara ai!
Mero choro jhai~ichha.
Timi bold2 usko b2bu jhain hunchha.
Tio m2nchhe aghorai luthro chha.

LESSON 44
ADVERBS--(Contd.)

jhan-THE

MORE, ALL THE MORE
jhandai-NEARLY,
ALMOST

kasori-HOW ? IN WHAT
kaso SOMEHOW

balla-AT LAST
koni-WHO KNOWS ?
kaso, kast0-HOW ? WHAT

ma-trai--ONLY

GINDEED
KIND OF?

ta-THEN,

THEREFORE

MANNER ?

Po emphasises the word before it (See Lesson 28).
ni or ta ni emphasises a verb in any tense except Imperative. To
emphasise the Imperative add na or ona to the ordinary Imperative:
gar changes to gar-na or gar-ona (See Lesson 30, 2).
NOTE: Imperatives ending in a vowel cannot be emphasised as
above.
b ~ ~ Y ~ - E N T I R E ,WHOLE
Examples: Jhan bhanio jhan sundaina-THE MORE HE TELLS
THEM, THE MORE THEY DON'T LISTEN

Tio ta jhandai mario-HE

!

NEARLY DIED

Hinrh hinrdi hami balla iipugio (112ipugiZ ko
chha)-WALKING AND WALKING WE HAVE AT
LAST ARRIVED

Eti chito kasori gario

DID YOU DO IT

-HOW

SO QUICKLY?

SGhab bholi aunzc hunchha

?ti-THE

SAHAB IS

COMING TOMORROW OF COURSE (YOU KNOW)

Chito garona (garna)-FOR

GOODNESS

SUE

DO

IT QUICKLY

Jangal bhari khojio tai pani phelii

Pirina-T~~y

SEARCHED THE ENTIRE JUNGLE, IN SPITE OF THAT
THEY DID NOT FIND HIM

LESSON 45
PRONOUNS

We have seen already that the first and second Personal pronouns
man and tan change to maili and tain in the Agent case, (main
le, tain le). In all other persons the pronoun does not change when
the preposition is added. I n the gen. case mero-MY, tero (timro)YOUR, usko-HIS,
hamro-OUR, uni (ini) haru ko-THEIR.
I11 the best
spoken form the pronoun does not change with a feminine object:
usko chori-HIS DAUGHTER not uski chori
Tio meaning HE or SHE is less respectful than u, but in the neuter it
must be used.
Hami for I is incorrect ; always use man.

When using the polite or respectful form of the verb (See Lesson
23) use tapiin or i p h u meaning YOU. Tapiin is more respectful than
tiphu.
The emphatic form of

man

is manai

tan

,,

tatiai

I,

tei

I,

f.4;

I I

P I

,I

,,

,I

I 1

I,

,, ti0

# #

11

I,

I #

I I

,,
,,

,,

I t

)I

I ,

,,

)I

I#

,,

#I

u
u le or us le
tes le
hami

lI

I )

,,

,,

timi

Ir

II

I I

,,

uni, ini

,, usai le
,, tesai le
haminai
,, timinai
,, unai, inai

The relative jo-WHO, W H I C H , jaslrli, jasle or jale, jasko etc. is not
much used. The best construction is that fully explained in Lesson 15.
Jun-WHICHEVER, i.e. J u n ma-nchhe-WHICHEVER hlAN is much used
in the spoken form, as also je-WHATEVER.
J e bhaniii pani m a n m-ndaina

I DON'T AGREE (ACCEPT)
The strong form of jasto (See Lesson 43) is sometimes used instead
of je:
WHATEVER HE SAYS-Jastai
bhania' pani ;
But, J e bhanii pani is better Nepali
The demonstrative pronoun yo-THIS is conjugated as follows:
N. yo
Ag. e le (es le)
Acc. e kii (es kii is a more
G . es ko
WHATEVER HE SAYS

academic f o m )
D. e kii
The form in brackets is used more by
domiciled Gurkhas.
Tie-THAT is similarly conjugated :
N.
tio
Ag.
G.
Acc. ti kii (tes ki)
D.
ti ki (tes hi)
L.

"line boys",

or Indian-

ti le (tes le)
tesko
tes m - n

Again, the forms in brackets are used in the "line-bat" or urduised
form of speech.

PLURAL: ini (haru), tini (haru), hi, le, ko, etc., etc.
The interrogativc W H O ? :

N.
ko
Acc. k o Eai (has hi) Ag. k o Ee (sometimes pronou~lced
D
k o &i (kas lit?
ka Ee) (kas le)
' G . kasko
PLURAL: Use the same as the Singular.
W H Y - K ~ ;~ the
~ form ke hi is sometimes used.
drk0-THE OTHER
~ Y U - A N O T H E R Or MORE
koi or kei with a negative verb means N O N E :
K e i ~hhaina-THERE IS NONE
NO om-Kei pani with negative verb or
K o i ( k e i ) pani chhnina-THERE I S NO ONE or NOT
Zp hai-SELF
m a n aphai-I MYSELF
APhai le gario-HE D I D IT H I M S E L F

EVEN ONE

Sentences

ENGLISH
I. Whichever Gurkha comes you must stop him.
2 . Whatever happens we must go.
3. Give him some rice to eat.
4- He beat me.

I. Jun (chiiine) Gurkhiili
2.

aya pani ulai roknu pario.

Je bh5 pani janai parchha.

3. U liii bhiit khuai de.
4. Tile (e le) mah liii handio.

LESSON 46
The following is a table of certain adverbs and pronouns in their
interrogative, relative and demonstrative forms :
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/
I

kun ?

WHICH? julb

KO?

yo
ti0

WHICH'
WHICIIEVER

used with a noun

THIS
THAT

I used without a

(inflected

THIS
THAT1

WHO Y O
WHJCII tio
WHATEVE&

i

noun

( K G is Urdu

Re, kie ?
3.0w

aile
fifd?th,e
u s bela

FIRST

AT THAT TIME

is beM
AT THIS TIME

kati? k a t l i ?

I
' cti

jata ( j a t t i )
AS MANY AS,
AS MUCH AS

now MANY?
HOW M U C H ?

i
jatvo

HOW BIG?

AS

AS n l u c H
(MANY) AS
THIS

I

uti

katro?

(etti)

AS

refers to quantity,
not size

AS MUCH
(uTT1)
(MANY) AS
THAT

refers to size only

etro

BIG AS

-

I

BIG

AS

THIS

utvo
AS BIG AS THAT

-

katd)

1

w m r H ~ ~j ~
?

kahcin ?

WHERE?

kaso ?

HOW?

td

- - I

( e t a ) ~ I r n E n used
l
only with

WmTHER

THITHER

I-

HERE
THERE

jaso

LIKE

TIIIS

-hasovi ?

kasto?

HOW?
IN WHAT
WAY ?

WHAT KIND
OF ?

-

jasovi

HOWEVER,
IN XVHATEVER

r\*~y

jnsto

LIKE,

eso gari, esvi
IN THIS WAIT
I ~ P S O~avi, t~sri
IS T9.4T W.4Y

AS I

-

verbs of movement

- I tahdh

i

jaJicZn

/

esto

THIS KIXD OF
(LIKE TIITS)
~ E S ~ O
THAT K I X D OF
(LIKE THAT)
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is an alterternative

LESSON 47
THE PREPOSITION

In Nepali the preposition follows the word it governs and therefore
might be termed a postposition :
(sometimes used in the sense of TO with
human objects) : WITH THE MAN-MGnchhe sits.
Any word or words expressing a degree of relationship between the
preposition and the word it governs is, as a rule, placed between the
two, i.e.,
Example:

S~~GWITH

BEFORE,

I N FRONT OF

Esk0 chi?' din ~~Z~~--FOUR
DAYS BEFORE THIS
The word kzn (not to be confused with kahin)-TO THE HOUSE OF
or TO THE PLACE OF has a very similar meaning to "CHEZ" in French ;
(it is probably the short for ko m-+a)
I t.
is used with animate objects.
It is also not to be confused with k&n (Urdu : "KHANA")-THE
PLACE
WHERE CERTAIN PERSONS WORK Or ARE TO BE FOUND ; S U C ~as mistri
khdn-BLACKSMITH'S SHOP. The main difference in the two words is
that k i n is used only with verbs of motion, e.g.,
I AM GOING TO THE SUBADAR'S ~ o u s ~ - - n / l asubaaZr
n
szhab
kari jGnchhu (immediate future)

An alternative with a similar meaning is thain sometimes pronounced thirn, being generally used when referring to inferiors :
HE IS GOING TO THE DHOBIE-U dhobi thain ga (ko) chha
A further very common alternative is made by the use of b h i (ko)
thiun (lit.) THE PLACE WHERE HE IS, the ko being left out in speech.
'This form is much employed in central and western Nepal and is very
colloquial.
1 AM GOING TO THE c o ~ o ~ ~ ~ - K a r suhab
n a l bh2 thzun jiinchhu
This form is usually used of superiors. Of the three constructions
k i n and thain are not much used by uneducated Gurkhas other than
Brahmans, Thaukuris and Chettris although all Gurkhas understand
them and sometimes employ them. Their employment is, however,
good Nepali, and they should therefore be used by British Officers.
The third form, bhri (ko) thtilri is very common and may be used of
inanimate #ibjectsas well as animate, e.g.,
1 AM GOING TO THE PLACE WHERE THE CINEM.4 I S > ~ ? Z ~ ~ ~ Z bha
U
thiuri jiin,cJzhzc

HE IS GOING TO THE

REGIMENT-U paltan b h i t k u n jinchha

upranta. or upranta k u r i

miin-BESIDES

~~~~?Z-REASON

k-ran le-BY
kie &ran le

REASON OF, BECAUSE OF
WEFAT REASON?

?-FOR

kie karan le bhanie-BECAUSE (sometimes used with a verb)

Timi yahan basiii (ko) kiran Ze-BECAUSE OF YOUR SITTING HERE
But, Timi ya&n basi6 (ko) humi le would be better Nepali
tes0 bthi (ko) h u le-AS
~
THINGS ARE LIKE THAT (THINGS BEING
AS THEY ARE)

NEGATIVE: Timi le nu gar2 ko kiran le (hunz 1e)-AS

A RESULT OF

YOUR NOT DOING IT

cheu W Z ~ ~ ATHE
T EDGE OF
nimti or h i m t i miin-WITH A

takes K O ~ :F
WITH A VIEW TO TEACHING HI~I-U 15i si&unu ko nimti
P~Y~-THE OTHER SIDE and W ~ ~ ~ - - T H I SSIDE (of something linear
such as road, river, etc.) are used with the noun in the nominative:
kh0G pi~i-THE OTHER SIDE OF THE RIVER, not kh0G k0 pa'ri.
The same applies to b hitra-INSIDE : INSIDE THE HOUSE-& har b hitra,
but OUTSIDE THE HousE&har
ko biira or Ghar dekhi biiira.
VIEW TO

S ~ ~ ~ U - T EXCHANGE
O

k0

M-n-IN

EXCHANGE FOR

LESSON 48
THE PREPOSITION (Contd.)

bzto, biiti, bita-~aonr, FROM TI= DIRECTION OF
When employed next to the word brito meaning ROAD use b a ~ o :
FROM THE DIRECTION OF THE ROAD-Brit0 btiro
bzro also means VIA:
1 AM GOING TO LAHORE VIA SAHARANPUR-Man Sak~iZ72pt4~
bcro Lahore m i n jinchhu
t&un mrin-IN PLACE OF (governs Genitive)

I

PLACE-Usko th&n ma'n man Zen
u~z.dho-DOWNWARDS
HAVE COME IN HIS

sometimes also used as m o v ~and BELOW but not good Nepali if used
in this sense.
1 AM GOING UP THE HILL-Man umbho janchhu

HOUSE-Ghar dekhi (ko) undho
samma (connected with the Urdu word "SAMET")-UP
TO, ON A
LEVEL WITH :
GO UP TO THE FOOT O F THAT TREE-Ti0 rukh ko phed samma ja
satha man-IN COMPANY WITH (superiors) (governs Genitive) :
BELOW THE

1

SHALL GO ON LEAVE WITH THE

COLONEL-Man karnal ~ G h u b
ko satlza man b i d i mali jiiunk

bittikai used with the inflective Infinitive of a verb gives IMMEDIATELY :
IMMEDIATELY TXE SAHAB CAME THEY RAN A W A Y - - % ~ U ~ aunt?
bittikai uni haru bhagio
(NOTE: The final sound of the word bittikai is kai with a short a
not kai as it is often incorrectly pronounced by students.)
When it is desired to exrpess IMMEDITELY without a verb, such as
in the sentence GO TO THE POST OFFICE IMMEDIATELY use turnnta or
lurantai, chito, chtinrai or jhatla.
punvo-ABOUT (in regard to time)
AT ABOUT THREE O'CLOCK-Tin baje P Z ~ ~ Y O
k h i t i r le-FOR THE PURPOSE OF
ko kgi-FOR THE PURPOSE OF is not good Nepali. Use either ko
nimti as explained above or, better still, the infinitive of the verb alone.
See also Lesson 34 (IV) as to Bhanera cons.truction.
HE I S GOING TO THE BAZAR FOR THE PURPOSE OF BUYING MEAT-

Tio pasal man miisu kinnu g2

(ko)

The habit of using ko ligi to mean FOR in sentences such as
TOMORROW'S PARADE is very bad Nepali. Use mGn:
Bholi ko kawaz m-n

chhn
FOR

I n good Nepali ko Ligi is not used.
tala-BELOW takes dekhi: ghnr dekhi tala.
takes dekhi if used in the sense of ABOVE,
otherwise use with the nominative.
nira-NE~:
THERE WAS A STOOL NEAR THE B E D - K ~ nira
~ ~ YO^% nzorhii thio
tira-TOWARDS, IN THE DIRETCION OF, often employed in the sense
of TO of locality:
1 AM GOING TO DEHRA DuN-n/lai Dehra Dun tirn ji~aclzhu
mGnthi-o~,

OVER, ABOVE

LESSON 49
VOCABULARY
cloth, c l o t h e d u g d
hour-ghanti
to cool down,
become cold--sekiunu
to leave-chirnu
cliff- bhir
mouse-musi
hole-dhlclo

rays o f sun-ghim
to present, put forward-t&pnu
blanket-rari
relief-badh
hope4-sa
flower+ hul
rnain road-mu1 bato
spring (water)-mu1 pani

SENTENCES INTRODUCING USE OF PREPOSITIONS STUDIED
I N LESSON 47 AND 48
I.

GOATS GO WITH GOATS

(Nepali proverb).

BlzkrZ sitai bukri.
2.

HE WAS MARCHING 300 YARDS BEHIND THE SAHAB.

U sahab ko tin sai gaz Pachi hititi raha thio.
3.

IT WILL BE ALL RIGHT IF YOU DON'T GO TO YOUR FATHER TODAY.

Aju biibu kari nu gay5 (g5) pani hunchha.
(Note use of the verb TO BE to mean IT WILL BE ALL RIGHT.
This is a common use: Dehra Dzcn m-ti j5nu p i hune thioIT WOULD BE ALL RIGHT IF WE COULD GO TO DEHRA DUN).

4.

THOSE MEN ARE TAKING THEIR CLOTHES TO THE DHOBIE.

Uni minchhe haru Zphnu lugti dhobi thain lagi rahii chha (or
liera g5 chha).

5.

BESIDES IF HE DOES NOT COME WE SHALL GET NO MONEY.

Upranta, tio iiina bhanie hami ta paisti pzune chhaina.

6.

WHY DID YOU SIT ON THE GROUND?

Tan ke kiran le bhuiti miti basis ?

7.

THIS RICE IS COLD BECAUSE IT HAS BEEN LEFT HERE FOR TWO
HOURS.

Y o chztiwal sekichha kie kciran le bhanie, dui ghanti dekhi
y a h n c k v i z ( k o ) chha. (An alternative to the above sentence
would b e : Y o ch&awal kie karan le sekichha bltanie yahiri dui
ghanti dekhi ch~rilzkoh u n i le).

8.

HE WENT TO THE EDGE OF THE CLIFF AND FELL OVER.

Bhir ko cheu miin gaera paltio (overbalanced).

9.

WITH A VIEW TO REACHING

THEIR

HOMES

ON

THE SAME DAY

THEY TOOK THE TRAIN.

Tai din m - n ghar mii.li pugnu ko nimti uni haru re1 ~ - 7 i
chavhio. (The above sentence is of course far better rendered
by the Bhanera construction. See Lesson 34, IV).
10. PLEASE TAKE ME ACROSS THE RIVER.

Man h i kholii pari kirnu hoki.
11. THE MOUSE RAN INTO THE HOLE.

MusG dhulo bhitra pasio.
12.

HAVING COME OUT O F THEIR

HOUSES THEY WERE WARMING

THEMSELVES IN THE SUN.

Bphnu iiphnu ghar dekhi baira niskera g k m t i p i r a h thio.
13. IN EXCHANGE FOR A BLANKET 1 RECEIVED ONE MAUND OF FLOUR.
RGri ko sita miin ek man pitho paen.

14.

THE ENEMY WERE ADVANCING FROM THE DIRECTION OF THE ROAD.

Bairi haru bat0 tira bzti agiiri barhi rahii thio.

15.

HOW MANY TIMES HAVE

I

GOT TO TELL YOU TO COME DOWN?

Undho jhar bltnnera kati pili bhani rahnnu Pa~chhaan ?

6

AS FAR AS
PLAIN.

I

COULD SEE THERE ARE NO ENEMY ON THE WHOLE

Main le dekhii ( k o ) summa P&nt bhari m i n dushman. chhaina.

17.

IMMEDIATELY MY RELIEF ARRIVES

I

S I T ~ LGO ON LEAVE.

Mero badhi aune bittikai man ta bi& miin jai j5ncl~hu. (jai
jinu-TO GO OFF, GO AWAY).

18. 1

HOPE THAT HE WILL COME HERE ABOUT THE DAY AFTEX

TOMORROW.

Parsi puliro aunchha bhanera i i s ~g a r i ~( k o ) chh,a.

19.

BELOW THE HOUSE THERE I S A FLOWER GARDEN.

Ghar dekhi tala (tnltira) y o t i Phul bari hun.e raichha.
20.

THERE I S A SPRING NEAR MY HOUSE.

Mero ghar nira mu1 pini chha.

LESSON 50
IDIOMS

A knowledge of these Idioms goes a long way towards speaking
the language well.
I. ABOUT TO, ON THE POINT OF is rendered in Nepali by the word
tintyo, e.g.,
HE IS ON THE POINT OF DOING--U gaynu iintyc

atityo is sometimes confused by students with the Imperfect or Past
Perfect tense. This is incorrect, it being used as above in the sense of
the Present. I t cannot be conjugated nor has it a negative form. It
has, however, a past form: intiti (ko) thio (written form tintye
ko thio), e.g.,
IIE WAS ON THE POINT OF DOING--U garnu i n t i i (ko) thio
(See also Lesson 43 regarding the use of jhain to render ON Trie
POINT OF,
2.

SINCE

~ile-FORMERLY; uile dekhi-s~ncs FORMERLY ; wile uik? &kfi
A VERY LONG T I L AGO
~ ; uile barkha dekhi-SINCE
FORMER

YEARS.

HOW LONG

AGO?-KU~~
din bh0 ?

3. piirnu (intr. pamu) means TO MAKE in a sense other than TO
FABRICATE, TO CONSTRUCT, or PREPARE, when baniunu should be
used, e.g.,
HE HAS MADE A FOOL OF %Man
lrZi bauli& pi&- (ko)
chha e !
MAKE IT BLACK-Ti ki k i l o par
YOU MUST GET IT READY NOW-Aile taiyzr p Z Y 9 t ~p a i 0
THIS FOOD HAS MADE ME ILL-YO k h u y z k le man &i birgmi
(ko) chha
But,
MAKE ME A BOX AND BRING IT HERE-Yoki ba'kas baniiera
y a h h lei de
HE IS BUILDING A HOUSE-Ghar ban& ralur chha
4. S U ~ ~ - C O M F O R T
duk h-DISCOMFORT
Jalurn sukhai therefore literally means WHEREVER COMFORT or
WHEREVER THERE IS COMFORT.
Used in this way it has come to mean
WHEREVER YOU LIKE or ALL OVER THE PLACE, EVERYWHERE, e.g.,
Yo des mZn G u r k h d i ja&n sukhai bas2 (ko) C ~ ~ ~ - - G U R K H A S
ARE LIVING EVERYWHERE IN THIS COUNTRY (lit. WHEREVER
THEY PLEASE)

The form jaki sukhai with verbs of movement is also used.
The form Jun sukhai w-nchhe-WHICHEVER MAN YOU LIKE is used
but is not common.

5.

AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE, AS FAR AS ~ o s s ~ ~ L E - - s aiamma
ki~

AS FAR AS POSSIBLE YOU MUST FINISH I T

TOMORROW^^^^^

summa bholi sida'unzr fiarchha
An alternative construction is sakdo bhar, Present participle of

saknu with bhar or bhan' meaning

(See Lesson 32). e.g.,
NIGHT IN B A T O L

WHOJX, ENTI=

AS FAR AS POSSIBLE WE WILL STAY THE

bhar Batoli m-nbZs basunk
but this last construction is not used generally, being largely confined
,to the eastern form of speech.

LESSON 51
IDIOMS (Contd .)

6.

NONSENSE,

IMPOSSIBILITY,

etc.

It was explained in Lesson 28 that hunu-TO BE is often used to
mean TO BE ALL RIGHT. NONSENSE is therefore translated by Nu heme
kura, (lit.) NOT ALL RIGHT SPEECH (or THING), e.g.,
WHAT NONSENSE HE IS TALKING--KUS~O

%a hune kurz garici.
(ko) chha

(lit. TO
REACH DEHRA DUN TODAY I S NONSENSE-A~u Dehra DUU
m-npugnu nu hune Kurd bho (bhaio)
WERE IT POSSIBLE-hunu sakii (ko) bha ?

IT IS IMPOSSIBLE FOR US TO REACH DEHRA DUN TODAY

7.

WHILE, WHILST

; put verb in Present participle repeating it a

second time in strong form:

ROAD-Bit0 ma'n hinrdri
hinrdai mario (See Lesson 15 as to negative Present
participle being employed to mean BEFORE.)
8. TO LEAVE is c&mu not chornu which is often employed in
"line biit" or "urduised" form of speech. The Past participle c h i n
literally means WING LEFT but is used in the sense of WITH THE
EXCEPTION OF :
HE DIED WHILST WALKING ALONG THE

WITH THE EXCEPTION

OF

THE

SUBADAR

EVERYONE WILL GO

DOWN THE ~ 1 ~ u ~ b a kihab
d Z r cha'ri

sabai undho jharld
g. To render the strong negative ABSOLUTELY WON'T or ABSOLUTELY
DOESN'T use the strong Present participle followed by the Present tense
(habitual) in the negative :
HE ABSOLUTELY DOESN'T SPEAK-U
boldai boldaina
HE HEARS NOTHING-U sundai sundaina
10. JUST, JUST THIS ~ o ~ E ~ ~ - b h a r kora strong
r

form bharkark

(See Lesson 15), e.g.,
HE HAS JUST TOLD HIM TO COME

TOMORROW-Bholi dijG
bhanera bhcrkar bhani c h h

(NOTE: bhani chha is a colloquial form of bhanki (ko) chha.
This fonn applies to all verbs with stems ending in consonants (See
Perfect tense, Lesson 6).
11.

AT

LAST-balls:

LYING DOWN HE AT LAST FELL A S L E E P ~ ~ sutdti
~ &
EATING HE AT LAST SATISFIED HIS

a .

balla
nidhiio (nidhiiyo)
HUNGER-K~&Z&khdn&
balla agkio (aghrSyo)

so-teso
na b k i

IF THAT IS THE CASE, IF THAT IS
IF TIIAT WERE NOT SO-&SO

bha' (See Lesson 27) :

I F THAT WERE NOT SO HE WOULD NOT HAVE COME FROM N E P G

Teso na bha', u Gurkhii b i t i a'une thina
FOR THAT REASON-te~o b haera
FOR THAT REASON 1 MUST GO TO DHARMSALA-T~SO
bhacra
man Dharmstila m-nja'nu pano
teso b h i k o hssmi Ee also means FOR THAT REASON
(See Lesson 49)
teso glaniiko h u e LAS
A RESULT OF DOING THAT

13. The adding of e or in some cases tile to any word meaning
any locality or place often gives the meaning of THE PERSON WHO L ~
or REMAINS AT THAT PLACE, e.g.,
fasat--A SHOP ; pasale-A SHOPKEEPER
R O ~ L A R M O U R Y Or RIFLE STORE ; k~the-TEIE STOREKEEPER
bhinsa-coo~~ous~
; b h a ' n s b ~COOK
g0th-A FARM ; got&&, g o t h d e - ~ SHEPHERD

IDIOMS (Concld.)

etc., etc.
This is rendered by the inflected Infinitive of bhannu-TO SAY,
which is used like an adjective:
A PLACE CALLED D H A R M S A L A - D ~ ~bhanne
~ ~ S Z ~tha'un
~
A MAN CALLED D A L B N I A D U R - D U ~bhanne
~ ~ ~ Z ~m-nchhe
~Y
14.

CALLED, A PLACE CALLED, A MAN CALLED

Use of verb h5lnz&--~oPUT IN in the sense of
(See Lesson 24) :
HE HAS ALREADY DONE IT-Gavi
&!ia ( k o ) chha
DO IT NOW, FINISH IT OFF ~ow-Ade gari &l
15.

16. MUST

or

ABSOLUTELY NECESSARY

COMPLETION

is expressed by the negative

S

Past participle and the negative habitual Present of the verb TO

Na garikana hunna ; (Eastern : Izundaina)
IT ABSOLUTELY MUST BE DONE (lit. NOT HAVING

BE:

DONE IT,
IT WON'T DO)

DOOR-Dad0 na liiikana
hunna
17. In addition to the rahanu construction indicating continuous
action (See Lesson 24) we may also use the strong Present participle
with garnu-TO DO :
YOU ABSOLUTELY MUST SHUT THE.

gar ai !
YOU MUST GO ON PUTTING EARTH IN THE ~ r ~ - K h i l t o mlZn
mito hildai garnu Parchha ai !
18. The placing of ek after a number gives ABOUT. This is used
only of quantity :
ABOUT THREE-tin ek
The word jati (strong form jutti)-AS
MANY AS is sometimes
added, e.g.,
ABOUT FOUR-C&~
ek jati
ABOUT EIGHT MEN CAME TO THE DOOR-Ath ek m-nchlze jati
dado man uyo
(This must not be confused with punro which is used of time. See
Lesson 48).
Ig. FOR CERTAIN, FOR SURE-nisse used with a verb:
HE WILL CERTAINLY COME TOMORROW-U bholi nisse aunchha
khZs-REAL is sometimes used, U bholi khas Zunchha
20. OTHERWISE-nut70
(Urdu : nahin ta) :
CONTINUE (GO ON) WALKING

!-Hinrdai

YOU WILL COME HERE THE DAY AFTER TOMORROW OTHERWISE

I

SAHAB-Tan parsi yahan aulis natro
man sahab kii bhandinchhu
21.
Use of inflected Infinitive of verb.
I n addition to the use of the inflected Infinitive of the verb as
explained in Lesson 15 we also find it used in the following:
(i) I n the interroga.tive where in English we might use MUST, e.g.,
HOW MANY TIMES MUST I TELL YOU?-Kati @li bhanne ?
or Kati pili bhani rahane ?
MUST I ALSO GO?-Man pa~zijZne ?
(ii) -When exhibiting slight indignation or surprise in the positive,
e.g.,
AND I TELLING THEM THOUSANDS OF TIMES !-Hazar
pili
bhani rahane !
SHALL TELL THE

This construction is very common in the spoken form of the
language.
22. EVERY,of time or period:
EVERY MORNING-bihno bihzno
EVERY EVENING-beluki beluki
EVERY DAY-din din or dine piche
23.

SOME ONE OR

OTHER-koi nu koi :

SOME GURKHA OR OTHER IS BOUND TO

CO~ZLKO
nu~ koi
Gurkhdi nisse Zuki

OTHER-kei na kei
THEY ARE BOUND TO BREAK SO~THING-KeZ'nu kei kamlang
kumlung p a r k (Kamlang kumlung PGrnu, slang for
TO BREAK or SMASH UP)
24. We have already seen (Lesson 22) that one of the Present
participles of hunu-TO BE is hun& kheri-wHI~E BEING, AT THE TIME
OF BEING ; chart& kheri however gives the idea of WHILE STILL.
It is
not very common :
WHILE STILL IN THE j u ~ ~ ~ E - J a n g anuin
l
chandrZ kheri
WHILE YET ALIVE-Ju
indo
chan& kheri
A more common construction however giving the same meaning is:
Jangal m-i hun&- .hundai
Jiundo hun& hundai, etc., etc.
(This latter is explained in Lessons 15 and 51, 7).
SOMETHING OR

25.

NOT AT ALL :
HE DOES NOT SPEAK OUR LANGUAGE AT ALL-U hamro

chattai with a negative verb gives

kurZ
chattai boldaina

LESSON 53
VOCABULARY
animal-pasu
somebody-kasai
eldest brother-jet0

to save (money), earn-kam-utcu
to move (tr.)--sZrnu
to move (intr.), to be moved--sarnu

SENTENCES TO BRING OUT THE USE OF IDIOMS STUDIED
IN LESSONS 50-52.
I.

THE MEN WHO HAVE COME FROM DEHRA DUN ARE ON THE POINT
OF HAVING THEIR FOOD.

Dehra Dun bati tiko m-nchhe haru bhtit k k n u &ityo (kha'la'
khiik jhaipi bho).

FORMERLY W E NEVER USED TO DO THIS IN OUR REGIMENT.

Hamro paltan m - n uile esto gardaina thio.
EVERYTHING MUST BE MADE READY BEFORE THE GENERAL ARRIVES

Janral a h a b na i u n d a i sabai k u r i haru taiyzr Pdmu fario.
THE ANIMALS HAVE STRAYED IN ALL DIRECTIONS.

Pasu haru jati sukhai phailii ( k o ) chha.
AS FAR AS POSSIBLE LET NO ONE KNOW THAT T H I S HAS HAPPENED.

Esto bha' chha bhanera sakaii samma kasai le kiha na pdwas.
!
N a hune k u r i nu gar ai !

DON'T TALK NONSENSE

(If refemng to continuous speech double na hune, i.e., Nu
hune, nu hune k u r i kina gari rah-ti chha

?-WHY

ARE YOU

GOING ON TALKING SUCH RUBBISH?)
W I T H THE EXCEPTION O F MY ELDEST, ALL MY SONS HAVE DIED
BEFORE REACHING THIRTY.

Jeto chain c&ri mero sabai cho?a' haru tis sgb nu pugdai marii
( k o ) chha.
SINCE HIS MOTHER DIED HE ABSOLUTELY DOESN'T SPEAK.

d m - m a r i i dekhi boldai boldai;.za.
I N SPITE O F MY HAVING JUST T H I S MOMXNT TOLD THEM NOT TO

MAKE A NOISE THEY CONTINUE SHOUTING.

Bharkar uni haru hi khalbal nu gara bhanera .bhan&i Pani uni
haru k a r Z ra& chha e !
AS

I

WAS WONDERING

WHEN HE WOULD COME HE AT LAST

ARRIVED.

Kaile Zunchha bhanera main le t&nne
la'ipugio.

be& miifi u balla

1 HOPE I E HAS SAVED SOME MONEY.
Teso b?13 pais5 kamriyo (hold) bhnnera dsri gariz c h h ~ .

I F THAT I S THE CASE

I F THAT HAD NOT BEEN THE CASE

1

WOULD NEVER HAVE TOLD

HIM.

Teso na b k i man u hii kaile pani bhanne thina.

1 MOVED MY HOUSE.
Teso bhnera main le ta ghar szren.

FOR THAT REASON

AS A RESULT O F THAT, HAVING DECIDED HE MUST SEE H I S FATHER

HE CAME TO DEHRA DUN.

Teso bh-Z ko hum- le bEbu na bhetikana hu,nna blzancra u
Dehra Dun tira iiyo.

LESSON

5;.a(

VOCABULARY

hut-jhupro
to run-&urnu
to be angry-tisiun.u
anger-tis
to wander, move round-dulnac

SENTENCES TO BRING OUT USE OF IDIOMS-(Contd.)
I.

THE SHEPHERDS WERE SITTING IN CROWDS IN THE HUT.

Goth&% haru jhupro rmin thzcprai bhaera basi rahd ( k o ) thio.
2.

WE ARE LOOKING FOR A MAN CALLED DHANBIR, BUT HAVE AS YET
NOT FOUND HIM.

Hami le Dhanbir bhanne minchhe kii khoji rahii chha tara aile
summa Pheli pi&- (ko) chhaina.
3. 1 WENT TO TELL THEM TO DO IT NOW BUT THEY HAD ALREADY
DONE IT.

Aile garnu $archha bhanera man bhannn g i ( k o ) thien tara
gari hdlii ( k o ) thio.
4.

IF YOU DO NOT WANT TO BE LATE YOU ABSOLUTELY MUST RUN.

Abeki hunnas bhanie na &urikana hunna ai.
5.

GO ON WALKING TILL YOU REACH THE RWER.

Khoki min nu pug% summa hinrdai gar.
6.

HAVING SEEN ABOUT TEN MEN WANDERING THROUGH THE WOOD
THE YOUNG GURUNG GOT FRIGHTENED AND RAN TO H I S MOTHER.

Das ek m-nchhe jati ban m5n tesai dulz r a k ko dekhera kalilo
Gurung tarsio ra Gphnu GmZ bha thaun Aiurikana Gyo.

7.

HE TOLD ME THAT THE GENERAL WOULD

CERTAINLY GO TO

BOMBAY ON SUNDAY.

Man Eai ke bhanio bhanie Janral s ~ h a baitwar m i h nisse
Bombay palnu hwnchha bhanera b handio.
8. YOU MUST STOP DOING THAT, OTHERWISE 1 SHALL RE ANGRY
WITH YOU!

Teso garnu chamme ho natro man tun lZi dekhera ristiune
chhu e !
9. AND ITERE AM 1 CONTINUALLY GOING TO DHARMSALA AND EVEN
THEN UNABLE TO MEET MY SON!

Man fiani Dharmsiila m-n gai rahane tai pant' dphnu choro ki
na bhetZune ! (bhetne ; Alternative : bhetnu na pGune).

10.

EVERY MORNING HE GOES DOWN TlIE HILL, RETURNING IN THE
EVENING.

Bihino bihzno u ultdho jharchha ra beluki Pharkera tiunchha.
11.

SOME ONE OR OTHER WILL BE THERE.

Koi na koi t a h n holi.
12. H I S FATHER DIED WHILE HE WAS STILL AT HOME.

U ghar m i n chandz kheri bcZbu mario.
1'3. 1 COULD UNDERSTAND NOTHING OF WHAT HE
U le bhanizko k u r G main le chattai bujhina.

SAID.

LESSON
CON JUNCTIONS

I. ani-MOREOVER,AND, used for joining two clauses together
and cannot be used to join two pronouns, nouns, etc. :

1 CAME

FROM NEPAL LAST YEAR AND STAYING IN CALCUTTA SIX

1 WENT TO LAHORE-Man POYGurkha b i t i ithien
ani Kalkatta man chha mnhina basera Lahore tira Zen
MONTHS

ra-AND can also be used after a verb to join two clauses as
in I above. In speaking it is attached to the end of the verb to become
almost part of it (See also Lesson 30, 7) :
2.

HE HAD GONE TO THE STATION AND A SHORT TIME AFTERWARDS

ARRIVED-U tesan m i n ga thiora ali kher
Pachi usko bzbu $iipugio
ra is also used for joining two pronouns or nouns, etc., or in fact
H I S FATHER

any two words :

I-timi ra man
STRAW AND HAY-pard ra khar
In the case of inanimate objects the va is often omitted:
DAL AND RICE-&l bhat
YOU AND

3. pani-ALSO; with a verb, EVEN IF, IN SPITE ,OF (See Lesson 29) :
GIVE ME ONE ~ ~ s o ! - M a nliii pani de ai !
I SAY THE SAME AS YOU-Man pani ustai bhanchlzu
4. tara-BUT used in exactly the same way as the English word
BUT :

1 REALLY DID
EXACTLY UNDERSTAND-Man ki sikaunu k hojii t hio
tcri pan.i main le k h s bujhina

HE TRIED TO TEACH ME BUT IN SPITE OF THAT

NOT
~UYU

I N FACT,
5. ~UYU-BUT,

ON THE

CONTRARY,

RATHER :

HE SAYS THERE ARE TWENTY MEN THERE BUT

1 RATHER

THINK

~oR~--Tahin bis janu m-nchhe chha bhanera
bhaniz chha baru barhdii holii bhanchhu main le ta

THERE ARE

(Note main le, Agent case, in spite of Present tense to stress the
pronoun, AS FOR m, I SAY, etc. See rule at beginning of Lesson 5.
The placing of the pronoun at the end for emphasis is very colloquial).

6. chaiit, c ~ & ~ ~ - T H EONE
yo chain, yo c h H i n e - ~ ~ ~ONE
s
tio chain, tio c h i n e - ~ u ~ONE
kun chain, kun chaine-WHICH ONE?
jun chain, jun cluiine-WHICHEVERONE (relative)
(The above can all be used with a noun.)
Yo chaine m-lzc hhe-THIS MAN
kun chain (chaine) kukur-WHICH DOG?
tio chain topi-THAT HAT
I t is also sometimes used after a noun:
BRING THAT BOX THING HERE-Ti0 bzkas cfiine yakpi leide
A form is found at the capital, c k i n e ch&ne jo ho, sometimes
contracted to cfiinjho. I t is used as a pause for breath when speaking at length. It literally means, THE ONE,THE ONE,THAT IS and is
more often than not employed in speech after a participle:
MY FATHER HAVING COME HERE FROM NEPAL STAYED FOR THREE

HOUSE--Mero babu Gurkh& bita yahati
cfunu bhaera chiine cfiine jo ho (chHinjho) mero ghar
m-n tin mahina summa basnu bho
MONTHS IN MY

7. ajha, ajhai-.
IT IS STILL

TTILL

:

RAINING-Ajhai pani pari ra& chha,

sometimes used in the sense of

MORE:

M O R E ) - A ~barhnu
~~
pards
WATER-Ajhai PGni m.an ki leide

YOU MUST STILL ADVANCE (ADVANCE

GIVE ME SOME MORE

ajhai with the verb in the negative gives

NOT YET:

SPOKEN-U ajhai bolia' chhaina
8. Ki ta.. .......k i ta-EITHER.. .......OR (emphatic) :
HE HAS NOT YET

AWAY FROM HEREI AM SAYING OR
Ki ta vnero kur& sun ki ta y a k n bdti jaijz

EITHER LISTEN TO WHAT

LESSON 56
VOCABULARY
application (written)-binti patra
to present, submit-charhiunu
to be ashamed--1ij fignu (Gi)

key-siti c ho
padlock-kiki
to lock-stincho

&nu

9. na.. ....n&NEITHER.. ... .NOR :
H a dihinai na NEITHER RIGHT NOR LEFT
nu btibu na choro-NEITHER FATHER NOR SON
10. kina bhanie-BECAUSE (lit. IF You SAY WHY), but normally
use the bhanera construction (See Lesson 34, 111):
11. siti miti-~s A RULE, GENERALLY, used only in negative sense:
AS A RULE WE DO NOT DO THIS IN OUR R E G I ~ N T(neg.)Hamro paltan M-n esto siti miti gardadna
12. kaso gari bhanie-HOW
(but explanation of HOW must
follow); literally it means, IF YOU ASK HOW HAVING DONE:
1 CAME FROM SAHARANPUR TO DEHRA DUN IN ONE DAY ; HOW?
BY WALKING ALL DAY L O N G - - M ~Sahiiranpur
~
ba'ti Dehra
Dun m-n ek din m-n ,i&,kaso gark bhanie din bhari
hinrera
A F E W SENTENCES ON CONJUNCTIONS
I.

HE CAME TO THE OFFICE AND HAVING SAT THERE FOR SOME TI=
AND NOT HAVING HAD AN OPPORTUNITY TO PRESNT HIS APPLTCA-

TION HE WITHDREW TO HIS HOME.

U daftar m5n ii (KO) thio ani tah5ri ali kher basera aphnu binti
patra char?uiunu na piiera ghav tira hntio.
2. THE TWO OF US, MY SERV-ANT AND I, CAAlE TO CALCUTTA.
Man pani mero ch-ikar pani dui jami bhaera Kalkalta tira a'yo.
3. 1 SHOULD THINK THE ONE WHO DID THIS MUST NOW BE ASHAMED.
Esto garne chain hi aile lij ZZgiZ h o k bhanchlzu.
4. 1 HAVE NEITHER A KEY NOR A PADLOCK.
Na szncho na hi& chha man sita.
(NOTE: TO LOCK--SZ~C~O
& Z ~ U
; YOU MUST LOCK THE DOORDailo ko sa'ficho k u n e ho.)

LESSON 57
INTERJECTIONS AND CERTAIN SLANG

A bui !-Surprise,
OH !
Aiyu !-Pain.
e !-Vocative:
6 litha ho !--OH,
YOUNG MAN (never, o tithi ho I
(o is Urdu).
he !-Respectful,
often used in prayers.
ihii !-Admiration.
Hat teri !-Bother !
ie !-Comprehension.
Used by an individual on comprehending
something said to him which at first he failed to understand. The final
e sound is slightly drawn out.
thu !-Disgust
(pronounced thoo).
F I E ! , especially used at something vulgar or
chi chi !-Disgust,
obscene.
exclamation, surprise ; literally,
e baba (&bad)
amai (note both a's short)
FATHER ! MOTHER !
bes !-WELL
DONE.
bes bko- IT IS GOOD.
e at the end of a sentence denotes slight disgust:
MY GOODNESS,
THEY ABSOLUTELY DON'T OBEY MY ORDERSMero hukam m-ndai m-ndaina c !
lau, &-This
is used in a variety of ways ; firstly, it signifies
approval, i.e. ALL RIGHT ; secondly, it is used as a sign of surprise:
Lau hunchhu-u RIGHT, IT WILL BE
Lau, ke bhai r a k chha-MY GOODNESS,WHAT I-S GOING ON
Lau kh5 !-TAKE
THAT, ,=N ! (lit. EAT IT !)
an at the end of a sentence denotes a question. The voice is slightly
dropped (See end of Lesson 4).
S O ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - F A R(as
EW
aE
rule,
L L used only in writing). Note short a .
Zitip, lirfpai represents the sound of one thing hitting another,
rather corresponding to the English word SLAP. Liiip (or liipai) pdrnu
therefore means TO HIT IT CORRECTLY,
or ON THE HEAD. For instance,
if a man had a shot at a certain mark with a stone and hit it correctly
an observer might exclaim, liripai pario ! It is sometimes purposely
used incorrectly with reference to HITTING A THING ON THE HEAD
MENTALLY,as for instance, 1.7hen a man gives the correct reply to a
question ; in which case the questioner might say in fun: SZbZs, licfpai
h-ri,.. This incorrect, though often used, employment of it gives great
amusement to Gurkhas.
!

A word with a similar meaning but used in connection with cutting
is, k h a r l i i p a i :
HE SLASHED THE JAP'S HEAD O F F - J ~ ~ U ~k 0 k i u k 0
kharli@ai kitio
k h w i i p a i and k h w a p l i i k a i both refer to EATING, DRINKING or
SWALLOWING, and mean GOBBLED UP, etc:
HE ATE UP THE APPLE-U
Ee s e o k h w i p a i k k i d i o
HE DRANK THE WATER I N ONE GULP-Pihik h w i p a i kh-iidio
HE SWALLOWED THE MEDICINE UP-Ausatai
k h w Z p l i 8 k a i nildio
d i a n g h a i also refers to HITTING but hitting which would make a
deeper sound than liipai. I t is used of firing a rifle or any weapon and
sometimes of hitting with one's fists or striking with an axe. The form
d w n n g or d w i n g a i is not good Nepali.
HE BROUGHT THE RIFLE TO HIS SHOULDER AND F I R E D - R ~ k~u~m~
m-n ligera d i i n g h a i piirdio
HE RAN AWAY ALL OF A SUDDEN INTO THE

FOREST-U p h u t a i
b a n t i r a bhigio

lutru k, Eutru COLLAPSED :
HE LAY DOWN I N A COLLAPSED

b a s u k h a , basukhai-TOTALLY
pimu :

CONDITION-L~tY~kai
( b h a e r a ) sutio

WRECKED OR RUINED

takes the verb

BY FIRING THEIR MACHINE GUNS THEY WRECKED THE COMPANY

M. G. f i n e r a J@an

~APs-Aphnu
b a s u k hai pirio

OF

k o k a m p a n i lii

s i i n t a i , ( s i i t a i , Siita)-IMMEDIATELY,
QUICKLY ; an alternative
form exists vide s w i t a i which should be avoided, as also an anglicised
form s w o t a i . T a b a k a , t a b a k a i is also used and gives practically the
same meaning. It is often used of downward movement:
T a b a k a i basio-HE
I M M E D I A T E L ~ASSUMED A
tiin k a i , tiZ k a i , tiZ ka-EXACTLY,
PRECISELY
EXACTLY THREE

SITTING POSITION

O'CLOCK-Tiika
tin b a j e ; an alternative form
This form is to be avoided, as also an anglicised

exists vide t w i k a i .
form, twok, twokai.
j h a t t a , jhattai-QUICKLY

:

GO AND FETCH MY BOOK

Q u I c ~ L ~ - J h a t t a g a e r a m c r o kii%b
(postok) liera i e s

LESSON
INTERJECTIONS AND C E R T A I N SLANG-(Contd.)

aha6 : (note two short a's and nasal n)-NO,
answer to a question.

when used alone in

I n reply to the question: HAVE YOU SEEN MY FATHER?-Me10 bibu
dekhis k i dekhinas ? the reply might be ahan ! (NO).
The following six expressions all have the vowel sounds a . . ..a
followed by N.... u :
kamlang kumlung-SMASHED UP, BROKEN TO BITS

kharang k hurung-LOCK,
dadang ra

dztdung-A

STOCK AND BARREL, EVERYTHING

NMsE,

HUBBUB

kachang ~ U C ~ Z U ~ ~ - - C R U M P L E CREASED
D,
ghamlang ghuml~ng-EXPRESSESA SWAYING

MOTION,

SWINGING FROM SIDE TO SIDE

The following are also very useful:
dangai parnu-TO ASTONISH
TOGETHER, OR MIXED UP

gUjU WUjU-HUDDLED

phan phan-IN

CIRCLES, WOUND ROUND

p&Zi p9.i pr2' parne-A VERY LIGHT SHOWER
pani da ra ra pame-HEAVY RAIN
ken kefi garnu-TO

sometimes used of
(An alternative is kicrun kiiiun)

CHATTER, SHOUT,

ANSWERING BACK

gangan--CHATTER

OF RAIN

; adj . ~ ~ ? ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ H A T T E R I N G

mukh kalo PdZrne-TO

PUT TO SHAME

; (lit.

TO BLACKEN

THE FACE)

hairzn ~ ~ Y ~ ~ u DRIVE
- T o

TO DISTRACTION, TO BEWILDER

jhilli milli (jhele melt?)-DECORATED, SMART, etc.
~ilika-STREAMLINED,
SMART (takes parnu)

thint pdrnu-TO
swang P G y n u - ~ o

often used of dress.
or MAKE BELIEF, also sometims
used of dress

SWAGGER,
ACT,

LESSON 59
VOCABULARY
nothing at all-kei pani (with
neg. verb)
riddle--%
cut-chot
to separate-c hutdunu
separate~lag
to be thirsty-tirkh liignzc
to be hungry-bhok hignu
crops-bdi
grandf ather-btiae
elephant-Gthi

to be sharp-d&r
&gnu
to sharpen-d hay p a r ~ u
hen-kukra
to move in a circle-ghumnu
old woman-burhii, burhi
top o f skull-thiiplo
pipe-hzck ka
guest-ptizlnd
to call-bohunu
egg-p hul

SENTENCES INTRODUCING INTERJECTION AND SLANG

NOTE: I t should be borne in mind that the expressions used in the
following sentences are slang and that therefore in most cases a more
academic translation is possible.
I. OH YOUNG MEN, THE JAPS HAVE RUN AWAY INTO THE JUNGLE*

e tit& ho J@an haru j a ~ g a ltira phuta bh-igio.
2.

GOOD GRACIOUS, WHAT ARE THOSE MEN DOING ON TOP OF THE
HILL ?

e biibai tio (uni) mrfnchhe haru le dztira --A
r a h chaa an ?
3.

gaeva kie g a i

YOU HAVE DONE YOUR WORK WELL.

Timi harzc 2e gaviiko bes bho.
4.

1 HAVE HAD ABSOLUTELY NOTHING TO EAT THE
Man ta din bhari kei pani khGnzc p i k a e !

5.

SAYING IT WOULD BE ALL RIGHT HE WENT AWAY.

Lau bhanera gai go.
5. RIFLEMAN MAHABIR I S VERY GOOD AT RIDDLES.

RifEeman Ma&bir le an ta liapai pirchha.

WHOLE DAY.

HAVING A GOOD EDGE ON H I S KHUKRI HE CUT THE BRANCH OF
THE TREE OFF IN ONE CUT.

Khukri ko dh&r hgera rukh ko lwingi ek chot khar1Gpai hrZnera
chzctiiidio (alag pario). (Alternative: ek PGli didngha pirera)
BEING VERY THIRSTY HE DRANK U P THE GLASS OF BEER IN ONE
GULP.

Dherai (bignai, etc.) tirkha hgera bir ko ek gihs khwZplitipai
k h i d i o.
HAVING WALKED ALL THE DAY IN THE F O R S T HE ARRIVED HOME
AN.D FELL INTO A DEAD SLEEP.

Din bhari ban man hinrera ghar m - n tiera lutrukai nid&yo
THE JAPS HAVE DESTROYED OUR CROPS.

JZpan h a w le hamro bili busukhai

Pti&

chha.

GO VERY QUICKLY TO THE TOP O F THE HILL AND BRING THE THREE
GURKHAS HERE.

Dtinri sGta charhera tinota G u r k h l i ya&n liera aes.
YOU MUST GO TO THE EXACT PLACE 1 TOLD YOU.
Main le bhaniii ko thauti ma'n tGkai pugnu parchha.
MY BED IS SMASHED TO BITS!

Mero k k t kamlang kumlung bho e !
THE ENTIRE COMPANY, LOCK, STOCK AND BARREL, WILL GO INTO
CAMP FROM TOMORROW MORNING.

Bholi b i h n a dekhi kampani bhari, kharang khurung piil
Gngera b a s k .
MY GRANDFATHER WALKED, LIMPING, DOWN THE ROAD.

Mero baxe larang lurung bhaera bito btitai hinrnu bho.
GOOD GRACIOUS, DON'T MAKE SUCH A ROW !
e btibai dadang ra dudung nu gara ai !
AS A RESULT OF CLIMBING rim TREE HIS CLOTHES GOT CRUMPLED.

R u k h m-ncharhi2 ko humi le usko lug5 kachang kuchung bho.
THE ELEPHANT CAME TOWARDS U S SWAYING FROM SIDE TO SIDE!,

H i t h i cfiine ghamlang ghumlung bhaera hami tira Po Gyo e !
THEY HAVE ASTONISHED ME.

Uni haru le man hii dangai ptirio.
OUR BROTHER SHEPHERDS REMAINED THE WHOLE NIGHT HUDDLED
TOGETHER I N THE S W L HUT.

Gothde d i j u haru vit bhari sGno siiino jhupro M-n guju muju
b haera basio.

WHY ARE YOU STARING LIKE THAT?

A n k k ghuima pirera kina herii chhas an ?
WHY ARE YOU RUNNING AROUND IN ALL DIRECTIONS LIKE A HEN
LAYING AN EGG?

KukrZ phul

pi&

jhain kina Phan Phan ghumi6 chhas an ?

AN OLD CHATTERING WOW

WITH

FIRE ON HER

riddle).
Gangani burhii ko t w l o mitithi tigo.

HWLD (Nepali

(Answer: a hukka or

SMOKING PIPE).
B Y DOING THAT HE HAS DISGRACED ME.

Testo garera mero mukh kilo p6rio.
THEY

BEING EXTREMELY

SLACK HAVE DRIVEN ME TO DISTRAC-

TION.

Uni haru chaupatai luthro bhaera man h i hairGnai parii chha.
HAVING DECORATED HIS HOUSE HE INVITED MANY GUESTS.

Bphnu ghar jhilli milli parera dherai P Z z l m i haru bol5yo.
HE WENT SWAGGERING TOWARDS THE BAZAR.

T&nt parera pasal tira go.
DON'T PRETEND !

SwGng nu par ai !

LESSON 60
ADJECTIVES

The study of adjectives has been purposely left till the last Lesson
as it presents little difficulty.
I n Lesson 41 it was pointed out that in the form of speech found
in Nepal there is really no gender although in parts of India a form
of "Urdu-ised" Nepali is found amongst Indian-domiciled Gurkhas, in
which an attempt is made to employ a feminine form of the noun and
adjective. This form is especially found in the written language.
The vast majority of adjectives end in a 'vowel sound, usually 0 .
Those ending in consonants are usually Hindustani words recently
introduced into Nepali.
Adjectives ending in o and sometimes u have a plural form ending
in 6 ; that is, the ii takes the place of the o or u in all plural cases.
This plural form is, however, academic and only used by Brahmans
and Chettris in speech. It is recommended that the singular form of

the adjective be used in the plural as far as the spoken fonn of the
language is concerned.
Normally the adjective precedes the noun as in English, e.g.,
thulo m-nchhe-THE BIG ( I M P O R T A N T ) MAN
thulo (written form $huh in plural) miinchhe ~ U ~ M - T H E BIG

.

(IMPORTANT) MEN

COLLECTIVE ADJECTIVES

I n order to produce the idea of quantity such as in the English
word MANY, i.e.,
MANY
BIG (IMPORTANT) MEN WERE LIVING I N THAT PUCE the
adjective is sometimes repeated:
Thulo thulo (thuhi) miinchhe haru teo thiun mcfn basi
raha' ( k o ) thio
This repetition of the adjective must not, however, be confused
with a similar repetition to express degree (very) with a single noun ;
See Lesson 43.
VERY B I G - - ~ ~ U ~ OthM10

The following words may take the word j a (PEOPLE)
~
between
them and the noun which follows, provided the noun is of person, e.g.,
ALL, E V E R Y A U ~

or sabai

S o n , HOW M A N Y - ~ u ~ ~ ~kati
,

FEW-thorai
ruw-dherai
ALT. T H E ~ ~ N - a a b ajami
i m-nchhe haru
HOW MANY WOMEN HAD c o ~ ~ ? - K a t t jami
i

swzsni i thio ?

An alternative is the use of the affix w a in~ place of jaloa'.
can also be used when the noun is an inanimate object:
A FEW BOOKS-thoraiwaki kikib (postak)

This

Remember, any adjective can be emphasised by the use of the
termination ai or nai as explained earlier in this manual.
Y~~Yo-BEAUTIFUL
emphasised form r6mrai
thulo-BIG
,,
,, thulai
An adjective is sometimes formed by adding ko to a noun:'
A BRASS (adjective) ~OOR-pitfZl ko dado (lit. A DOOR O F B M S S )
A WOODEN BOX-kilh ko bakas
(For use of Present and Past participles of the verb as an adjective
See Lesson 15).

VOCABULARY

NEPALITO ENGLISH
I,. = Lesson, tr. =transitive, intr. =intransitive,
adv. = adverb.
A
abek-late
a bui--exclamation of surprise
(La 57)
GdhZ-half
agGri-in front of, forward
aghiunu-to
eat to satisfaction
aghorai-very, extremely (L. 43)
cgihu&-next
year
aghi-in front of, before
ago- fire
a'hi-exclamation of pleasure,
admiration (L. 57)
ahai-no
(L. 58)
ai-emphasises imperative
(L* 13)
aile-no w
a'imii--a woman
Q'ipugnu-to arrive
tiitwarSunday
aiylc !-exclamation
of pain
(L. 57)
ajha, ajhai-still, more, not yet
(h*
43, 55)
Zju-today
alag--separate
Gl ko-tall
ali-few, a little
ali kati-few, a little
Zlu-potato
i i m a ' m other

amai--exclamation of surprise
(La 57)
an-yes
an-indicates question (L. 4)
an-riddle
andha dhun&-blindly
anek-various
angrezi-English, English
language
ani--and, moreover (L. 55)
ani kheri--and then
tink hti-eye
i n t balio garnu-to
be determined
tirityo-to be on the point of,
about to (L. 50)
tip hai-self (L. 45)
Zphnu-own
aphu-you (polite form)
1 3 ~45)
apugdo-de ficiency, deficient
tirko-other, another
arhtiunu-to order
aru-more, others (L. 42)
zsrS--hope
tisz garnu-to hope
astiunu-to set (of the sun)
asti-the day before yesterday,
the other day
&nu-to
come
ausatai-medicine

bk bi--exclamation of surprise
(L*57)
biibu-father
bachn-to
be saved, to remain
over
bacfiunu-to
save, rescue
badla'-relief, replacement
bahatai-very
(L. 43)
bZheLleft
bihiLlimb
baini-younger sister
bzira (ko)--outside, out
bairi--enemy
bajn-to
strikey(of time),
to sound (of music, etc.)
bi kri-goat
baksin-to
be charitable,
to be kind to (L. 13)
bilakha-child
ba'li--crops .
balio--strong
balla-at last (Ls.44, 51)
balnu-to burn (intr.) (L. 40)
ba'lnu-to burn (tr.) (L. 40)
bilti-bucket
ban-forest
bafiunzc-to make, fabricate,
repair (L. 50)
bzni-habit , custom
brr'rirnu-to divide, distribute
barh&--too
much, excess
barhnu-to advance, increase,
grow (intr.) (L. 32)
bar&unu-to
increase (tr.)
(L-32)
ba'cfield
biri mGn (ko)--about, regarding,
concerning

bark ha-year
barkhi-rainy season, monsoon
bursa-year
ba'r o-.ia
baru-in
fact, on the contrary
(Lo 55)
bis-halting place
bis basnu-to stay the night,
halt
basilnu-to cause to sit
basnu-to sit, live
bahis-wind
batiunu-to
show (by explanation)
bitlzo-clever
bdti-from
bito-road
baukihi-fool
biize-grandfather
ba'ztcompetition
be&-time (L. 15)
BeGet-England
beluki-evening, in the evening
bet hi-illness
bes-good (L. 57)
besri, besgari-well (adv.)
b ha'-if, having become
bkignzc-to run away
bhii-younger brother
bfile-male bird
bhZncltnu-to break (tr.) of
something linear
bhandcZ-than (L. 42)
bhanera-that, whether, because,
in order to (L. 34)
bhanie-if (L. 27)
bhannzc-to say, tell
bfinsa-cookhouse, kitchen
b&nse-cook
b hari-whole, complete, entire

bharGng-ladder
(English type)
boksi-witch
bharfiunu-to cause to fill (L. 32) bohiunu-to call
bharn-to
fill (tr.) (L. 32)
bolnu-to speak
bharkar-just (adv.) (L. 51)
borii, bori--sack
bharti--enlistment (L. 32)
budhbdr-Wednesday
bujhnu-to understand
bhat-cooked rice, food
bhatkzunu-to cause- to collapse, burho-old man
burhi, burhiiinld woman
to knock down
busu k hai PZrnu-to wreck
bkatkinu-to collapse, fall
down (intr.)
(L. 57)
bher-late
bhetiunu-to cause to meet
bhetnu-to meet
ch z e n c h a d e
bhir-cliff
c&hinchha-to
want, ought
bhitva-inside
b hit G-wall (masonry)
(La 37)
chain, chzine-the one (L. 55)
bholi-tomorrow
c&kar--servant
bholi parsi--shortly, in a few
chkari-service
days' time
c&Z-behaviour , practice
bhuiti--ground
chal piiunu-to notice (L. 38)
biba'r-Thursday
chalhi-young bird, chick
bidd-leave
c&m chum-quiet
bignai--extremely , enormously
chan k hie-intelligent
(La 43)
c&nro--quickly, soon
bihii-marriage
chZnwal-rice (uncooked)
bi& garnu-to marry
c harZ-bird
biFta' hunu-to be married
charhi%mu-to present (cause
biha'n, bihiino-morning, in the
to mount)
morning
c ~ r i - e x c e p t(L. 51)
binti patra-written
application
charhnu-to climb, ascend
bira'lu-cat
charnu-to sow (seed)
birtimi-ill
chzrnu-to leave
birtiunzt-to make a mistake
.chattai-not at all (verb in neg.
birsinu-to forget
biruwa'-seedling, sapling
L-52)
chauka-cookhouse, kitchen
bistiro--slowly
bittikai--as soon as, immediately chaupatai-extremely , very
(La 43)
(L*48)
biunjhin-to
wake up (intr.)
c&ur-plain,
open country
bo k hli-male goat
c&uri-female of certain animals

dekhiunu-to show (by pointing
out)
dek hi, dek hin-from, than, since
(L. 42)
dekhnu-to see
deota tkn-temple
des--country
dham ki-reproof
d han-riches, wealth
dhtin-rice
(growing)
d&ngo-male
of certain animals
dhandti ma'nnw-to rnind (to take
exception to)
dhani-rich
dhanu-bow (arrow)
dhir--edge (of instrument or
hill, etc.)
dfir lignzc-to be sharp (intr.)
dhir pirnu-to sharpen
dh-uwa-war
dherui-many , very
dhitin din-to
pay attention,
dadang ra dudung-noise (L. 58)
concentrate
&dura-measles
d ho kti-door (large), gate
daf tar--office
dhulo-dust
dtihi-jealous
dhungz--stone
dcZhine-right
dhunu-to wash
dailo-door (small)
dia'nghai fizrn-to
make a bang
ddju-elder brother
(La 57)
&n--gif t
didi-elder sister
dangai pzmu (tr.)-to astonish
din-da y
dangai hunu (intr.)- to be
dinu-to give, to allow (L. 24)
astonished
diunso-in the daytime
& n r Z ~hill
du k hnzc-to ache
da ra ra-sound of rain pouring
dugurnu-to run
duk h, duk ha-discomfort, trouble
heavily (L. 58)
dulo-hole
darn-to
burn, scorch (L. 40)
dulnu-to wander, go for a stroll
dZura-wood (fuel)
dZurnu-to run
dungti-boat
dushman--enemy
de bre-left

cheh-pupil , disciple
cheu m-i-at the edge
chid-tea
chi chi chi-exclamation of
disgust (L. 57)
chin-moment
chinnu-to recognise (L. 38)
chip chipe-shallow (of water)
chirnu-to split
chiso-cold (of water), wet
chito--quickly
chitta ptiunu-to know (from
reasoning) (L. 38)
chopnu-to attack
chori-daughter
chornu-to steal
choro-son
c h o f cut
chut~iunu-to separate
chut ti-leave (holiday)

E
e !-vocative
case, Oh ! , exclamation of mild disgust
or surprise (L. 57)
esari-in this manner
eso, esto-like this
eki, ye^-hither, to here
etro--as big as this
etti, eti--as many as this

giii-cow
gairo-deep
gangax-chatter
(L. 58)
gangani-chattering (L. 58)
gtintho-knot, joint
gGrZ---cart
gariunu-to cause to do
gari-forms adverbs (L. 43)
garam-hot , warm
garnu-to do
ggun-village
ghail bha' ko-wounded
ghiite-casualty
g&m-rays
of the sun
ghamlang ghzcmlung-swaying,
lurching (L. 58j
ghanki-hour
ghar-house, home
ghatiunu-to
decrease (tr.)
ghati-deficient, too little
ghatinu-to decrease (intr.)
gfiu-wound,
sore
ghori-horse
ghumnu-to circle, wander
gohir din-to
help
goli-ball,
bullet
goth-farm
gothtiki-shepherd, cowherd

guju muju-huddled together
gunki-bundle
Gurkhi-Nepal
GurkGli--of Nepal, Nepali
language, a Gurkha
(person)

hairan parnu-to bewilder, drive
to distraction (L. 58)
haliunu-to move, shake (tr.)
halinu-to move, shake (intr.)
hilnu-to put in, finish off
(La 5 2 )
hami (ham)-we
hamro-our
hingii-branch
hznnu-to
hit, strike
hins-duck
kir-bone
hariiunu-to lose, misplace
harkat-movement
hzrnu-to lose (battle or competition)
haru--sign of plural (L. 4)
hat teri-exclamation of annoyance, Oh bother!
hatir-hurry, haste
hith-hand, arm
kt hi-elephant
hatnu-retire, retreat
hawas-may it be so, please
(L.13)
hazur-you (polite), your
honour (L. 13)
he-respectful vocative (L. 57)
herchiir garnu-to look after
hernu-to look, watch
hijo, hiju-yesterday

hijo ciju-nowadays
hijo asti-some time
hilo-mud
himd-high hills
hin garnu-to hate
hinrnu-to walk, move
hirkiunza--to hit, beat
hisap-account
hiun-snow
hiundo-cold weather, winter
ho-yes, it is so
hok-probably
(L. 11),
please (L. 13)
hg kam-order
hukam dinu--to order
hu k ka-pipe
(smoking)
h ~ n Zle-reason (L. 47)
hundo ho-if
(past conditional)
(L* 27)
hwnu-to be, exist, become
(L. 16)

ini haru, uni haru-they
ita, itta-hither, to here

J
ja ba-when (relative) (L. 43)
jahiin-where (relative) (L. 43)
j a h d suk hai-everywhere
(L- 5 0 )
jaijtinu-to go away
jaile-when
(relative) (L. 43)
jami-person
jangal-j ungle
jznnu-to know (from learning)
(L.24)
jinr-rice beer
jinu-to go
jaro-fever

j6ro--cold
jasko-whose
(relative)
jaso, jasto-like, as (relative)
(L. 43)
jasori-in like manner, as
(relative)
jati-whi ther (relative) (L. 43)'
jati, jutti--as many as (relative),
about (L. 52)
jatro--as big as (relative)
je-whatever
(relative) (L. 45)
j e t o ~ l d e s tbrother
jitnu-to win, conquer, beat
jiundo--alive
jhaiiz-like
(relative) (L. 43)
jhan--the more, all the more
(L. 44)
jhandai-nearly, almost
jharnu-to descend
jhat ta+uickly
jhel khtina-j ail
j hia'Z-window
jhilli milli-decorated (L. 58)
jhok, jholi-haversack
jhor-bush
jhulkinu-to
rise (of sun)
jhupro-hut
jo-who, which (L. 45)
jornu-to
add
jm-khelnu-to gamble
jm-p-answer,
reply
jugi-leech
jun--whichever (relative) (L. 45)
jutt&-shoe

K
kachang kuchzcng-crumpled
(La 58)
ka fin-where ?
kaile-when ?

kaile pani-never (with neg.
verb) (L.43)
kalilo-young
kilo-black
kam-work
kama'unu-to earn, save money
kamila, kimki-ant
kamlang kum2ung~mashed,
broken (L. 58)
k z i t - a t the house of (L. 47)
kan-ear
kangali-poor
kzusi-balcony
kZnv-arrow
h-p hay--coward
karahir garnu-to promise
kavzzcnu-to shout
kzran-reason
kasai (1e)-(by) somebody
kasko-whose ? (inter.)
kasnu-to tighten (L. 39)
kaso, kasto-how ? what kind of ?
(L. 46)
kasogari, kasori-how? in what
manner? (L. 56)
bhanie-how ? (L. 56)
kaso gari
k a ~ - t o where, whither (L. 5)
kakiunu-to cause to cut
kith-wood
kathz-tale, story
katro-how big ?
kati, katti-how many?
ka'tnu-to cut
kawaz-parade
Re ? kie ?-what? (L. 30)
ke &-why
(L. 45)
ke re-I think, what's that you
say? (L. 30)
kei-some, none (with neg. verb)
(L* 45)

kei nu kei-something or other
(L. 52)
kei pani-nothing (with neg.
verb)
ken ken garnu-to chatter,
answer back (L. 58)
he&?-boy, young man
keki keti-children
k ha1bal-noise
k hilto-pit, trench
khanitiunu-to pour
k hznki-pay
k hane kurii-edibles, food
khannu-to dig
kh&u-to eat, drink, smoke
k hapnu-to endure (of clothes,
etc.) to wear well
k hay-hay
kharang khurung-everything
(L. 58)
k harli@ai--sound of cutting
(L. 57)
khiis-real, certainly (L. 52)
khasZlnu-to cause to fall (L. 39)
khasnu-to fall (L. 39)
khzf-bed
k hatZunzc-to detail
khdtir 2e-for the purpose of
khelnu-to play
kher-period of time
kheri-while jL. 15)
k he~la-farmer
khoi-where is it?
k hojn-to
search for, try
k holti-river
kholsz-valley
k hor--enclosure, pen
khu@ai kluinleto gobble
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(L- 57)

khuiunu-to cause to eat,
to feed
k bur-hoof
khurtik-food
khurs~ini-chilli
ki---or, shows question (L. 4)
ki.. .ki-either.. .or
kina-why? (L. 45)
kina bhanie-because (L. 56)
kinnu-to buy
kirz-insect
kizzb-book
ko-who? (L. 46)
ko---of (gen. case) (L. 41)
koi-lsome, none (with neg. verb)
(L.45)
koi na koi-some one or other
(Lo 52)
koni-who knows?
ko t ha-room, house
kuhunu-to rot
kukra-chicken
kukur-dog
kum-shoulder
kun-which ?
kurG-speech, talk, language,
thing

Zi--exclamation (L. 57)
lad.iunu-to cause to load
&idnu-to load
lagtiunu-to apply, wear, cause
to begin (L. 33)
ko Ligi-in order to (L. 48)
lagnu-to take away, remove
(La 33)
&gnu-to be applied, to begin
(La 33)

k i t t o (dative), for, in order to
kj-shame
G j &gnu-to be ashamed
limo-long
lung-line
&nu--to take with (L. '33)
lay&-war
larang Zurung-lame, limping
(L. 58)
l a y n u t o fall
larnu--to fight
luu !--exclamation (L. 57)
IZzcnu-to apply, wear, cause to
begin (L. 33)
le-by
(Agent case) (L. 41)
leidinu-to bring (L. 33)
lejanu-to take away, remove
(La 33)
lekh-high hills
lekhnu-to write
Zizpai parnu-to
hit the nail on
the head (L-.57)
liiunu, liera ~unrc-tobring
Zinu-to take, hold (L. 33)
linu @nu-to fetch (L. 33)
lisnu-ladder
(log of wood with
footrests)
logne, lognie-man, husband
lug~-clothes,cloth
luthro-lazy, slack
lutruk, lutrukai--exhausted
(L. 57)

madde miti--among
makinu-to rot (clothes or equipment)
mil--goods, stores
malnu-to rub, polish

tnaL1

nZp hi-pro fit

man &gnu-to want, wish
(L. 37)
m-n-in, to (of places) at, on
mcnchhe-person, man
m-ngnu-to demand, ask for
(L. 37)
m-ngo-dear (of price)
manjuri-approval
minnu-to
obey, consider
m-nthi-above, on
marnu-to die
marnu-to kill '
mis-meat
, flesh
mi trai-only
miiuri-bee
mero-my, mine
michnu-to crush
milnu-to
fit, resemble, suit
mit-friend
m i t h o ~ d i b l e ,good to eat
morG-stool
murk ha-fool
mukh-mouth, face
mu k hiii-village headman
mud-chief, main
mu1 bito-main road
mul @ni--spring of water
muro-log of wood
musii-mouse

nar&nro-bad, ugly
m-s-destruction
natro-otherwise
ni--surely, of course
&no-warn
(of body) (L. 30)
nib&unu-to
extinguish (tr.)
nib hinu-to be extinguished
(intr.)
nind--sleep
nidhaunu-to sleep
nil~u-to swallow
ko nimti-in order to
ko nimti man-with a view to
(La 4)
nira-near
nir balio-weak
niskinu-to come out, get out
nisse-certainly (L. 52)
niun-pretence, excuse
no karLservice
nu&unu-to
wash (intr.) of the
body

na-neg.,

particle used with
participles and imperatives
nu-amphasises imperatives
(L. 30)
na.. .na-neither.. .nor
nzngnu-to jump over, cross

ochian-bedding
oho !--exclamation of surprise
o kati-medicine
ona-termination emphasising
imperatives (L. 30)
orhl2nu-to come (go) down,
descend (L. 39)

P
after (L. 26)

pachi-behind,
pac hari-behind
pahiiri--of the hills, hillman
pais5-money
pakaunu--to cook
@&-tent

pdi-time, occasion
palnib-to look after, cherish
(polite) to come, to go
paltan-regiment
fialkiuntc-to cause to overbalance
paltinu-to overbalance
pani-also, even if, in spite of
(L. 29)
piini-water
p a r n b e y o n d , over there
para para-far
away
PariLtraw
parkhd-wall (temporary)
piri-the other side (of something linear)
parhnu-to read
parnu--to be necessary, must

(L.37)
ptirnu-to
make (L. 50)
fiarsLthe day after tomorrow
PasaZ-shop
pasale-shopkeeper
pasnu-to enter
pasunimal
path&nu-to
send, to cause
(La 24)
p a t i z u n ~ t obelieve
patni-wife
PiunZ-guest
ptiunu-to get, receive, find,
be able (L. 24)
pauri khelnu, Paurnu-to swim
pesgi-advance of money
phailiiunu-to
spread out (tr.)
phailinu-to spread out, extend
(intr .)
Phal Phul-fruit
phan phan-in
circles (L. 58)
QhtinC-plain, flat country

Iog

pharkinu-to turn round, return
phed-foot
(of tree or hill, etc.)
phek parnu-to
come across,
find
p heri--again
phor-dirt , filth
phornu-to break (tr.)
pltuknu-to blow
PhuLflower
p hul bari-flower garden
p hurti--smartness
phurti garnu-to be smart
p huta--suddenly (L. 57)
p hutnu-to break (into pieces)
(intr.) , explode
pic he--every
pilo-boil, abscess
pit ho-flour
Po--emphatic particle (L. 28)
poko-parcel
polnu-to burn, scorch, destroy
by burning (L. 40)
por-last year
postak-book
pothi-female bird
prem-love
pri pri-sound of rain beginning
(L. 58)
pugnu-to reach, suflice
punyo--about (of time) (L. 48)
purine--old (of things)
purzunu-to cause to reach
p win kh--quill

r a - a n d (I.. 30, 55)
rahanu-to remain, to continue
(L. 24)
raichhu-is
(L. 17)
rakhnu--to place, put

rakrut- recruit
ram-il o-happy
ramiunu-to be happy
rimro-good, beautiful
rani-queen
rip-heat
from fire
rd5ri-blanket
rat-night
e ratai !--exclamation of surprise
riti--at night
re-used at end of sentence to
indicate information
received (L. 30)
re khti-(marked) line
rin dim-to lend
rin linu-to borrow
rzs--anger
risiunu, ris garnu-to be angry
roknu-to stop
ropnu-to plant
rotLbread
rukh-tree

samiitnu-to catch, grab
sama'unu-to hold, seize
samjhinu-to think, understand
sancha-comfort
sincho-key
sang, sanga-with, in company
with
sangi-a friend
sanki minnu-to doubt
sa'no, s i i n o c m a l l
stinsbreath
santaki-orange
sapami dek hnu-to dream
say-town
sZrai-very
sarkir-government
sarnzc-to be moved, to move
(intr.)
sirnu-to move (tr.)
sarua' bethz-infectious disease
satii-week
sita m-n (ko)-in exchange for
(La 47)
S
siitha men(ko)-in company
with (L. 48)
sa bai--all
sztnu-to exchange (L. 47)
siibas !-well
done !
saz~-punishment
sad hai-ri-always
sehunu-to become cold, to cool
sad h&zu-to correct
down
sahanu-to endure (climate etc.)
sakdo bhar-as much as possible seo--apple
seto, sieto-white
(L* 50)
shikar khelnu-to hunt, go
saknu-to be able, to finish
shooting
(L*24)
sial--j ackal
sal-year
siinthai-immediately,
quickly
salami-sloping
(La 57)
salkinu-to become alight (L. 40)
sidh~ntu-to depart, set out
salkaunu-to set alight (L. 40)
si&unzt-to finish (tr.) (L.2 5 )
summa-flat ground, flat
sidinu-to be finished (L. 25)
sammlz (sama)-up to, until
sik~unzc-toteach
(L. 26)

siknu-to learn
silika-sleek, smart (L. 58)
sipihi-soldier
sipdlo-adept, expert
sist linu-to aim
sitdew
.sita-with, to (L. 47)
s i t a k o o l , shade
sitimiti-generally (L. 56)
siunzl--to sew
.sobham-farewell (L. 57)
.sochnu-to consider
sodhnu-to ask
soharnu-to
sweep up
.SOT--sound,voice
suk ha-comfort
sunnzc--to hear, listen
surki-sadness
surki &gnu-to be sad
.surudd-trousers
sutnu-to lie down
.swting parnu-to
act, pretend
(La 58)
.swGsni-woman, wife

.ta-then, therefore
hi-indeed
ta ni--surely, of course (L. 30)
ta ba ka-immediately , quickly
(L.57)
&?k-information, knowledge
.Lih.ii din-to
inform
tZhG PZunu-to ascertain,
to know (L. 38),
-ta'hii hunu-to know (L. 38)
ta hZh-there
taiyar-ready
tiknu-to aim

tala-below
hi&-padlock
tala b-pay
tambu-tent
tan-you (2nd person sing.)
i%nii bina'lequipment
hingnu-to pitch (a tent)
z2nntc-to pull, stretch
tapiiti-you
(polite) (L. 13)
hipnu-to warm (of body)

(L.35)
Gro-far , distant
tarkuunzc-to avoid
tarnzc-to cross
timu-to take across
tarsinu-to be afraid
tarsuunu-to frighten
tatZunu-to heat, make hot
hitinu-to become hot
hito-hot
ti& ko-head
tero-your
teso, testo, tesarLlike that,
i n .that manner
thailo-bag
t h a i h - a t the house (place) of
(L. 47)
t ha kun-arrangement
thdnu-to begin
thgnnu-to think, ponder,
contemplate
th-iinLswagger (L. 58)
thint parnu--to swagger
thiplo-top of head, skull
tkpnu-to present, put forward
t h-un-place
tlzelnu-to push
thes KlzZnu-to stumble
t hik-correct
tho k-thing

thoknu-to hit
thu !--exclamation of disgust

ughrinu-to
be or become open
(intr.)
uile-f ormerly
(L*57)
umbho-up, upwards (L. 47)
thuknu-to spit
urn kinu-to escape (by running
t hulo-big
or jumping)
thupraunu-to collect, stack (tr.)
thuprinu-to collect (intr.)
umrinu-to grow
undho-down,
downwards
thupari, (thupro)-a collection
thunnu-to shut, block
(L. 47)
ti&ikai-exactly (L. 57)
uni (ham)-they
upranta-besides (L. 47)
timi (ham)-you
usko-his
timro-your
ui%-to there, thither
tio-that (L. 45)
utfiunu-to
raise, wake up (tr.)
tira-direction, towards
uthnu-to rise, get up (intr.)
tirk hi-thirst
utranu-to descend by jumping,
t i r h i hignu-to be thirsty
to get off (L. 39)
tirnu-to pay, pay for
ti yo-f are
utro-as big as that
tith8-boy, young man
uti, utti--as many as that
toknu-to bite
topi-hat
tuni k hed-parade ground
wahii-there
tuppa-top (of hill, etc.), summit wari-this side of (something
turantu-immediately
linear)
tusiro-frost

h e
u b h i n ~ t ostand
ubrinu-to be left over
u c h i n ~ t oovertake, outstrip
udiis--anxie ty
ugGrnu-to open (tr.)

yakn-here
yane, yani-that is to say
yo-this (L. 45)
yo G--one (numeral)

VOCABULARY
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A
able, to be-saknu-Pa'unu

(La 24)
about, (concerning)-ko b i n
mZn
about, of time-punro (L. 48)
about to^-ntyo (L. 50)
above-%% thi
accept, (believe) (v.)-m-nnu
account-hisip
Ache (v.)-dukhnu
act, make belief (v.)-swcfag
parnu (L. 58)
add (v.)-jornu
admiration (interj.)+-hi !
tL. 57)
advance, increase (intr.)-barhnu
(L. 32)
advance (of money)-pesgi
after-pachi (L. 26)
afraid, to be (v.)-tarsinu
again-pheri
aim (v.)--sist linu, Gknu
alive-jiundo
all-sa bai
allow (v.)-dinu (L. 24)
also-pani
always-sadhain
among-maddc tna'n

1

and-ra, ani (L. 30, 55)
and then--an; khen'
anger-ris
angry, to be (v.)-risa'unu,
n's garnu
animal-pasu
animal, male--d&ngo (of some
animals)
animal, f emale-chiuri (of some
animals)
annoyance (interj.)-hat ten' !
answer-jw-p
ant-kamihi-kimla'
anxiety-udis
apple--seo
application (written)-binti patra
applied, to be (v.)-Ziignu (L. 33)
apply ( ~ . ) ~ u n u - - l a g i u n u
(L.33)
approval-man juri
arrangement-t ha ka'n
amve (v.)+-ipugnu
arrow-kdnr
as-jhaiti, jasto
ashamed, to be (v.)--kfj kgnu

(GO
ask (v.)--sodhnu
astonish (v.) (tr.)-dangai parnu
astonished, to be (v.)-(intr.)dangai hutcu

at-m-n
(ma)
attack (v.)-chopnu
attention, to pay (v.)-dhGu
dinu
avoid-tarkaunw

bad-nartimro
bag-thailo
balcony-kausi
ball-goli
bang, to make a (v.)-dirInghai
pirnu
be (v.)-hunu (L. 16)
beautiful-rgmro
because-bhanera (L. 34)
kina bhanie (L. 56)
bed-kfit
bedding-ochkin
bee-miiuri
before--agavi, aghi
begin (v.)-Egntc (L. 33) thdnw
begin, to cause to ( v . ) 4 u n u

(L.33)
behaviour-chi1
behind-pachi, pachiri
believe (v.)-Paticunoc
below-tnlcr
besides-upranta (L. 47)
bewilder (v.)-hai~zn ptir~u
big-thulo
big, how (inter.)-katro
as big as-jatro
as big as this-etro
as big as that-utro
bird-c harii
,, male-bhde
,, female-pothi
,, young-challa

bite (v.)-toknu
black-kilo
blanket-riiri-kimlo
blindly-andha dhun&
block, stop up, shut (v.)-thvnrw
blow (v.)-phuknu
beat-duligz
boil, eruption of skin-pilo
bone-&r
book-kikib, postak
boots-juthi
borrow (v.)-fin 2inu
bow (arrow)-dhanu
keki (E.)
boy-titha,
branch-hijzgii
b r e a d y o ti
break (v.) (intr.) (of something
linear)-b hiinchnu
(intr. into pieces)-#hutnu
(tr.)-p hornu
bring (v.)-liiunu, liera au~ru,
leidinu (L. 33)
,
brother (elder)-& ju
(younger)- bhii
(eldest-jet0
bucket-bil ti
burn (v.)
(intr.)-balnu
(tr.)-bdnu
(tr.)-darnu
(intr.)--salkinu
(tr.)--salkaunu
(tr.)-polnu
bush-jhor, jhiing
buy (v.)-kinnor

)

'

(L* 40)

C

comfort-sancha, sukha
company (in company with)KO sa'tha min
competition-ba'zi
consider, accept, obey (v.)witinnu
continue (v.)-rahanu (L. 24)
cook-blsa'nse
cook (v.)-pakaunu
cookhouse, kitchen-bhinsa
chaukti
cool, become cool, (v. )--sekunu
cool (of atmosphere)--sital
correct-thik
correct (v. )-sadfirnu
country-des
cow-gtli
coward-kiphar
cowherd-gothtili
crops--btili
cross (v.) (intr.)-tarnu, trcingnu
cross, to take (v.) (tr.)-kimu
crowd-t hupro
crumpled-kac hang kuchung
crush (v.)-michnu
cut-c hot
cut (v)-khtnu
cut (causative) to cause tokata'unu

calculate (v.)--chitta ptiunu
(L.38)
call (v.)-bohiunu
cart-garti
casualty-ghiiite
cat-birdlu
catch-sama'unzc, sama'tnu
cause to (v.)-pathaunu (L. 24)
certainly-nisse, khtis (L. 52)
charitable (to be) (v.)-baksinu
(L. 13)
chatter-gun gun
chatter (v.)-gangan garnu
ken ken garnu (See
Lesson 58)
chattering (a,)-gangani
chicken-kukra'
"
chief, main-mu1
.IL
child-bda k ha
children-ketdketi
chilli-k hursini
clever-bo'tho
cliff -b hir
climb (v.)--charhnu
doth, c l o t h d u g a '
cold-jzro
(of liquids)--c hiso
eold, to become, cool down (v.)- sehunu
D
collapse (v.)-b hatkinu
collapse, to cause to (tr.)daughter-chori
bhatkaunu
day-din
t odayd-ju
oollect (v.) (intr.1-thuprinu
(tr.)-ThuprZunu
day after tomorrow-parsi
come (v.)--a-unu
day before yesterday, the other
day--as ti
eome (v.) polite form-pdnu
daytime-diu~so
-me down (v.)--orh&n~
dear (of price)-M-ngo
(Lo 39)
decorated-jhilli milli (L. 58)
aome out (v.)-nis kinu

decrease (intr.)-ghatinu
(tr.)-ghatiunu
deep-gairo
deficient--apugZo
demand, require (v.)-mangnu
depart, set out (v.)--sid&mu
descend (v.)-jharnzc,
orhla'nu
descend (by j urnping)-u tranu

39)
destruction-nis
detail (v)-k hatiunu
determined (to be) (v.)iint balio garnu
dew-sit
die (v.)-mamu
deficient-ghati, apugdo
dig (v)-khannu
direction-tira
dirt-p hor
disciple, pupil-che&
discomfort-duk h
disgust (interj.)-A, thu, chichi
(L. 57)
divide, distribute (v.)-biinrnoc
do ( (v.)-garnu
do (causative to cause to do)
(v.)-gardunu
dog-kukur
door (small)-dailo
(large) gate-dhoka
doubt (v.)-sankii m-nnu
downwards-undho, taltira
dream--sapami dek hnu
drink (v)-kha'nu
duck-hins
dust-d hulo
( L a

ear-kan
earn (v.)-kaw-unu

earth, soil-m-to
eat (v.)-kka'nu
eat to satisfaction ( v . ) 4 g h a u R u
edge (at the edge of)-ko cheu

mtin
ediblemitho
either.. .or-ki.. .ki
elephant-ha'thi
enclosure-k hor
endure (v.)-k hapnu
(of climate, etc.)--sahanu
enemy-bairi,
dushman
England-belie t
English-angrezi
enlist (v.) (tr.)-bharti garnu
(intr.)-bharti hunu
enter (v.)-pasnu
equipment-tin5 binz
escape (v.)--urn kinu
even if-pani (L. 29)
evening-beluki,
beluka
every--sa bai
every to, with ,-pic he
(follows noun)
everything-k harang k hurung
(L- 58)
everywhere-ja hin sukhai
(L. 50)
exactly-tizn kai (L. 57)
except-c hiri
exchange (v.)-stitnu (L. 47)
in exchange for-ko suta Mri
excuse-niun
excuse (to make)-niun garnu
exhausted-lutrztk, lutrukai
(L- 57)
expert--sipdo
explode (v.) (intr.)-phutnu
extinguish (v.) (tr.)-nibhr3unu
I16

extinguish (v.) (intr.) to be extinguished-rtib hinu
e y e 4 - n kha'

face-muk h
fact (in fact)-baru (L. 55)
fall (v.) (intr.)-Jarnu, khasnu
fall, to cause to (v.) (tr.)khas6lnu (L. 39)
far away-para para, Ero
fare-tiro
farewell-so bham (L. 57)
f arm-go th
farmer-k hehihi
father-bEbu
feed (v.) (tr.)-khwiltnu
fetch (v.)-Jinu ja'nu
fever-jaro
few--ali, ali kati
field-ba'ri
fight (v.)--Jarnu
fill (v.)-bharnu (L. 32)
fill to cause to-bhartiunu (L. 32)
find (v.)-PEunu, phela p i m u
finish (v.) (intr.)--saknu (L. 24)
(intr.)--sidinu (L. 25)
(tr.)--sidgunu (L. 25)
finish off (v.)-htilnu
fire-iigo
fit, suit (v.)-milnu
flat--summa
flat country-phiitit, samma,
chiur
flour-pitho
flower-$ hul
flower garden-p hul biri
food, rice-bh3t, khtine kuri,
khurtsk

fool-baukhti, murkha
foot, base (of hill, tree, etc.)Phed
forest-ban
forget (v.)-birsinu
formerly-uile
friend--sangi, mit
frighten (v.)-tavsiu~zu
from-bati, bGta, bat0
from (of time, (E.) of place)dekhi, dekltin
front (in front of)--aghi, agzri
frost-tusZro
fruit-phal phul

gamble (v.)-jui khelnu
gate-d ho ka'
generally--siti miti (L. 56)
get (v.)-pGunu
get up (v.)-uthnu
gift-&%
give (v.)--dine4
go away (v.)-jaijinu
go (v.)-jGnu (polite form) pilnu
goat-bikrz
goat, male-bokhi
goat, female-bcikri
gobble (v.)-k huiipai k k n u
swallow-nilnu
(L. 57)
good-rZmro, bes (L. 57)
government-sarkir
grab (v.)--sawzitnu, satta5urzu
grandfather-bize
ground-b huin
grow (v.)-barhnu, umn'n.u
(L- 32)
guest-piurnGurkha (man)-Gurkhili

H
habit- bini
half--dhi
hand-hit h
happy-ram-ilo
happy (to be) (v.)-ram-unlc
haste-hatir
hat-topi
hate (v.)-hin garnu
haversack-jhola',
jholi
hay-khar
he-u
head-tiuko
headman-muk hii
hear, listen (v.)--sunnu
heat (from fire)-Y@
heat (v.)-tatdunu
help (v.)-go hgr dinu
here-yahin
hill-danra
high h i l l d e k h , himil
hillman-pahiti
his-usko, tesko
hirktiunu,
hit (v.)-&nnu,
thoknu
hither-itd,
i t t i (yeti)
hold (take in sense of holding)linu
hole-dulo
(open both sides)-paw~l
hoof-khur
hope-iisii
hope (v.)-is,i garnu
horse-g Jzori
hot-garam
hot (of liquids)-t~to
hot (of body)-niuxo
hour-ghantz
house-ghar, kotha
how much ?-kati, katti

how ? (inter.)-kaso,

kason'

(L.46 & 56)-kasogan'
bhanie
what kind of ?-kasto
huddled together-gu ju muju
hunt (sport) (v.)--shikGr k h e l ~ u
hut-jhupro
if-bhanie (L. 27)
bha (L. 27)
hundo ho (L. 27)
ill-birGuuti
illness, disease-bethi
immediately-siintai (L. 57)
tabaka (L. 57)
turanta (L. 57)
in-min,
ma
increase (v.) (intr.)-barhnu
(L. 32)
(tr.)-barhdwnu
indeed-td
infectious disease--sarM bdh6
infonn (v.)-kiha' dinu
information-fihi
insect-kird
inside-b hitra
intelligent-c hank hie, blitho

J
j ackal--sid
jail-jhel khina
jealous--& hi
jungle- jangal
jump over, cross (v .)-ningnu
just (adv.)-bharkar (L. 51)

key-sznc ho
kill (v.)-m&ynu
knot-gintho

know (v.)-j&nu
(L. 24, 38)
t i h z hunu (L. 38)
t c l h patctcu (L. 38)
(who knows ?)-ko~i

ladder (European style)bharking
(single notched pole)--1isnu
lame-larang lurung (L. 58)
land-zamin
language-kura
at last-balla
late--abeli, bher
lazy-Juthro
learn (v.)--siknu
leave-bib-, chutti
leave (v.)-ckmu
leech-jugii
l e f t d e b r e , bdheti
lend (v.)-rin dinu
lie down (v.)-sutnu
like (re1.)-jaso, jasto, jasori,
jhain (L. 43)
like t h i w s o , esto, esari
like that-teso,
testo, tesari
limb-bgkn

little (quantity)-ali, ali kati
(small)-sano, s & z o
live (v.)-basnu
load (of baggage etc.) ( v ) 4 - d n u
load (to cause to)--1adiunu
log (of wood)-muro
long-limo
look (v.)-hernu
look after, watch over (v.)JterchZr garnu, palnu
lose (a game, battle) (v.)-haynu
(misplace)-hariunu
love-prem

make, prepare, etc. (v.)bandunu, p i m u (L. 50)
make a mistake (v.)-bir~unu
man, person-nuinchhe, logne
many-dherai (L. 43)
how many (inter.)-kati, katti
as many as--jati, jatti
as many a t this-eti, etti
as many as that-uii, utti
marry (v.)-bihd gavnu
married, to be (v.)-bi&
h&u
measles-didzcra
meat-m-su
medicined-usatai, okati
meet (v.)-bhetnu,
bhetiiunu
meet, to cause to (v.)-bhetiunu
mind-man
mind (take exception to) (v.)dhandi mznnu
m o m e n t 4 hin
one m o m e n t d k chin
money-paisa
month-ma hina
moredru
more, all the more-jhan (L. 44)
moreover-crni
morning-bihin
,, in the morning-biltrIno
mother---&mi
mouse-musZ
mouth-mukh
move (v.) (intr.)-halinu
move (tr.)-haliunu
move (from one place to
another (intr.)--sarnu
(tr.)--sirnu
movement-harkat
much (too much)-barh& (L.32)
mud-hilo

-

must (v.)-pamu
my-mero

(L. 37)

nearly-jhandai
necessary, to be (v.)-parnu
(L.37)
necessary (an object)-chiihinchha (L. 37)
neither-nor-na.
..na
never-kaile pani (L. 43)
night-rat
a t night-ra'ti
n o - a h a n (L. 58)
noise-khalbal,
"dadang ra
dudungJJ (L. 58)
none-kei, koi (L. 45)
not at all-chattai (L. 52)
nothing-kei pani
notice (v.)-chzl PGunzc (L. 38)
now-aile
nowadays-hijo gju

obey (v.)-minnu
office-daf tar
oh ! (when in pain)-aiyu !
(L.57)
old (thing)-purino
old man-burho
old woman-burhi
on-mzn (ma), mznthi
one (the one)-c hain, chiine
(L. 55)
one (numeral)-yoG
only-m,Ztrai
open (v.) (tr.)-ugh~rnu
open, to be (intr.)-ughrinu
or-ki (L. 4)
orange-santala'

order (v.)-hukam dinu,
arhiiunu
order (in order to)-hhanera
(L.34)
,, -Lii (L. 48)
,, -KO kigi (L. 48)
,, -ko nimti (L. 47)
-ko nimki m - A (L. 47)
other-irko
other-ru
other side of-Piri
this side of-wiri
otherwise-natro
ought-clta'hinchha (L. 37)
B

our-ham yo

outside-biira
over balance (v.)-paltinu
,
,, (to cause to)pal~unu
overtake (v.)-uchinzc
over there, further-para
own-iiphnu
I

P
padlock-&iii
parade-ka wtia
parade ground-tunikhel
parcel, bundle-gzcnfd, poko
pay-talab, k h-a'nki
pay (v.), pay for-tinzu
person-mznchhe, jana'
pipe (smoking)-hu k ka
pit-ktza'lto
pitch (a tent) (v.)-tingnu
place-t haun
plain (flat country)-cha'ur,
phant
plant (crops, flowers, etc.) (v.)-ropnu
play (v.)-khelnu
please-hawas, holri (L. 13)

polish (v.)-mal?trc
reason-kdran, hund le (L. (7)
poor-kangdi
receive, get (v.)-puutzu
recognise (v.)--chinnu (L. 3I3,
potatod-lu
recruit-rakrut
pour (v.)-k hanidunu
present, submit, (cause to mount) regiment-paltan
(v.)-charhiunu,
TIzrZPnu relief-badla
remain (v.) rahanu (L. 24)
pre tence-niun
remain (v.) to be left overprobably-hola' (L. 11)
ubritcu
profit-ntiphd
reprimand-ghurki
promise (v.)-karakir garnu
reproof-dhamki
pull (v.)-la'nnu
resemble (v.)-milnu
punishment-saza
retreat (v.)-hatnu
punish (v. )--saz& ditru
return (v.)-gaera cfunu,
p u p i l - chela'
p harkinu, p harkera Zztnu
purpose (for the purpose of)rice (growing)-dkn
ko nimti, ko khiitir le
,, (before cooking)-chriwal
pu t-place (v. )-r2k hnu
push-thelnu
, , (cooked)-b kit
rice beer-jinr
rich-dhani
Q
riches-dhan
queen-r6ni
rise (v.)-uthnu
quickly-chito, cGnro, jhatta
,, (of sun)-jhulkinzc
siintai, tabaka, etc.
river-k holG
(L* 57)
road-bdto
quiet-cha'm chum
,, (main)-mu1 bZto
quill-p wink h
room-kothcI
rot (v.)-kuhuner, rnakinu
run (v.)-dug urn^, da'urnu
rain (v.)-Pini parnu
run -away (v.)-bkgnu
,, (heavily)-Pini darara
izcnu (L.58)
,, (lightly)-pa'ni priptr'
a'unu (L. 58)
sack-borti, bori
rainy season, monsoon-bark&
sadness-surla'
raise (v.)-ut hiunu
sad, to be (v.)-surta' la'gn:r
reach (v.)-pugnu
save (rescue) (v.)-bacha'unu
reach, to cause to-puriunu
saved (to be) (v.)-bachnu
read (v.)-fiarknw
save, earn (money, etc.) ( v . ) - ready-taiyh
kamiunu
real-khtis
say (v.)-bhannu

scorch (v.)-fiolnu (L. 40)'
search (to search for) (v.)k hojnu
seedling, sapling-biruwa'
see (v.)-dekhnu
self-Zphu, tiphai (L. 45)
send (v.)-patha'unzc
separate-alag
separate (v.)-chutiunzc
servant-cEkar
service-no kari, chakari
in service-b harti bhiiko
set (of sun)-as~zcnu
sew (v.)-siunu
shade-clza'en
shallow-chip chipe
sharpen (v.) (tr.)-dhar pa'rnu
sharp, to be (v.] (intr.)-dhGv
lrignu
shoe-jtc tta'
shop-pasat
shopkeeper-pasale
short1y-b holi parsi
shoulder-kzcm
shout (v.)-kardtcnu
show (v.) (by explanation)batdtcnu
,, (by pointing out]dek fra'unu
shut, stop up (v.)-thunnu
since-dek hi, dekhis
sister (elder)-didi
R
(younger)-b Aini
sit (v.)-basnu
sit, to cause to (v,)-basa'lnu
skull-t haplo
sleep-ni+d
sleep (v.)-nidIza'urru
siopingc)a2a'rni
slowly-bistiro, bistrr'rai
B

s m a l l r i n o , sGno
smashed-kamlang Rumlung
(La 58)
s m a r t ~ i l i k a(L. 58)
smart, to be (v.)-phurti garnu
smoke (v.) of tobacco-khjnu
snow-hiun
soldier~ipla'hi
somebody-koi, kasai (Agent
case) (La 45)
someone or other-koi nu koi
(L- 52)
something or other-kei na kei
(L* 52)
sometime ago-hijo asti
son-c horo
soon, quickly-cfinro
soon, as soon as-bittikai (L. 48)
sort, what sort of?-kasto ?
sorry (sad) to be (v.)--szcrta'
Ggnu
sound--sor
SOW (seed) (v.)-charnu
speak (v.)-bolnzc
spit-thuknu
spite, in spite of-pani (L. 29)
split (v.) (tr.)-chirnu
spread out, extend (v.) (ink.)p hailinu
(tr.)+hai&unu
spring (of water)-mu1 N n i
stand (v.)-u bhinu
stay (the night) (v.)-ba's basnu
steal (v.)-chornu
still, y e t a j h a (L. 43, 55)
stone-dhungd
stool-mar&
stop (v.) (tr.)--roknu
storeemtil
story-kathi
122

straw-para'l
strike, hit (v.)-ha'nnu, thoktcu
,, the hour-ba jnu
strong-balio
stumble (v.)-thes kha'nu
suddenly-phuta (L. 57)
suffice (to) (v.)-pugnu
sun, rays-ghtim
Sundayd-it w i r
surely-ni, ta ni (L. 30)
surprise (interj.)--a bui ! bii b i !
amai ! ratai ! oho ! (L. 57)
Note initial "a" is short.
suit (v.)-milnu
swallow (v.)-nilnzc
swaying-ghamlang ghumlung
sweep up, (v.)--soharnu (L. 58)

take away (v.)-Jagnu, lejrr'nu
( L a 33)
take, hold (v.)-Zinu (L. 33)
take with ( V . ) ~ ~(L.
U 33)
talk, speech, language-kurd
talk (v.)-bolnu, kura' garnu
tall-ilko
tea-chG
teach (v.)--sika'unu
tell (v.)-b hannu
temple (shrine)-&ofu t h i n
tent-pa'l, turnbu
than-bhanda', &khi (L. 42)
that (pronoun)-do (L. 45)
that (conjunction)-b h a n m
(L=34)
then-ta
there-khcl'n,
therefore--h
t h e y i n i (haru) uni (haru)
thing-kurZ, thok

think (v.)-samjhinu, sochnu,
thiinnu
thirst-tirkk
thirsty, to be (v.)-tirkk kignu
this-yo (L. 45)
thi ther-uta'
Thursday-bibir
tighten (v.)-kasnu
time-be& (L. 15)
,, (period)-kher (L. 15)
, (once, twice, three times
etc.)-p8li (L.7)
to (dative)4-i
tomorrow-bholi
top (of hill)-tuppa
towards-tira
t0~1l-Sa'~
tree-ru k h
trouble-du k ha
trousers-sururSI
try (v.)-khojnu
turn round (v.)-phcrrkinu

understand (v.)-bujhnu
until--samma, sama (L. 26)
up to, on a level witb--aamm
(saw
upwards-umbho, m-Uirra.
mrlstira

variou~wk
v e r y d h n a i , babatai, bigw.,
chaupatui, agboi,
sZrai (L. 43)
via--bar0
village-giuu

W
wake up (v.) (intr.)-biu7ijhinu
(tr.)-uthiunu
(Note jGg~tu and jaga'unu are
not true Nepali)
walk (v.)-hinrnzc
wall-bhitki
wander, go for a walk (v.)dulnu, ghumnu
want (v.)-c ha'hinchha
(with a verb) man la'gnzc
(La 37)
war-dhiuwa,
lara'i
warm-tato, garam
of atmosphere or bodynkino
warm (v.) of body-tipnu
,, to make hot-ta~unu
wash, body (v.) (intr.)-nuhaunu
wash (v.) (tr.)-dhunu
watch (v.)-hernu
we-hami, hamiharu
weak-nirbalio
weara (v.)-Gunu (L. 33)
Wednesday-budhbiir
well (adverb)-besri
well done (interj.)-sab&
wet (cold of liquids)-chiso
what? (inter.)-ke, kie (L. 30)
whatever (relative)-je (L. 45)
when ? (inter.)-kaile
when (relative)-ja ba, jaile
(L. 43)
where? (inter.)-kahin, khoi
(relative)-jakifi (L. 43)
,, -ka'n, thain (L. 47)
whether-bhanera

(L. 34)

which-kun (L. 46)
whichever-jun (L. 43)
while--kheri (L. 15)
whither ? (inter.)-kata' (I4. 4)
(relative)-jatti (L. 43)
white-seto, sieto
who?-ko (L. 46)
(relative)-jo (L. 46)
whole-bhari (L. 32)
whose ? (inter.)-kasko
(relative)-jasko
why?-kina, ke W (L.45)
wife-sw Zsni, patni
win (v.)-jitnu
wind-batis
window-jhid
winter-hiundo
witch-boksi
witl~--sang,sanga, sita (L. 47)
sztha min (L. 48)

wound-gh6u
wounded-ghail bhdko
wreck (v.)--busukhai pirnu
(L. 57)
write (v.)-leF&nzc

year-barkha, bursa, sil
(next year)-iighun
(last year)-por
yesterday-hijo, hiju
yet. not yet--ajha (L. 43, 55)
you-tan,
timi
dphu, lapiin, hazur (L. 13)
your-tero, timro
young-kalilo

polish (v.)-malnu
poor-kangali
potato-a-lu
pour (v.)-k haniiunu
present, submit, (cause to mount)
(v.)-c harha'unu, Thtipnu
pre tence-niun
probably-hok
(L. 11)
profit-n6p hti
promise (v.)-karakr garnu
pull (v.)-tinnu
punishment-saza'
punish (v.)-sazQ' dinu
pupil-chela'
purpose (for the purpose of)ko nimti, ko klGtir le
put-place (v. )-rak hnu
push-thelnu

Q
queen-ra'ni
quickly-chito, ch&iro, jhatta
sitintai, tabaka, etc.
(L. 57)
quiet-ch-m chum
quill-pwzn k h

rain h . ) - p ~ n i parnu
,, (heavily)-pini darara
zzcnu (J,. 58)
,, (lightly)-pa'ni pripri
Zunzc (L. 58)
rainy season, monsoon-barkha
raise (v. )-utlza'unu
reach (v.)-pugnzc
reach, to cause to-purzunu
read (v.)-parl~nu
ready-taiya'r
real-k has

reason-kdran, hunii le (L. 47)
receive, get (v.)-paunu
recognise (v.)-chinnu (L. 38)
recruit-va krut
regiment-paltan
relief-badla'
remain (v.) rahanu (L. 24)
remain (v.) to be left overubrinu
reprimand-ghurki
reproof-dhanz ki
resemble (v. )-milnu
retreat (v.)-hatnu
return (v.)-gaera a'unu,
p harkinu, harkera iunu
rice (growing)-d&n
,, (before cooking)-cknwal
,, (cooked)-bha't
rice beer-janr
rich-dhani
riches-dhan
rise (v.)-uthnu
,, (of sun)-jhulkinu
river-k hok
road-bit0
,, (main)-mu1 ba'to
room-kotltrl
rot (v.)-kuhunu, makinu
run (v.)-dugurnu, da'urnu
run -away (v.)-bhdgnu

sad, to be (v.)-surti lignu
save (rescue) (v.)-bachiunu
saved (to be) (v.)-bachnu
save, earn (money, etc.) (v.)kaw-unu
say (v.)-bhannu

scorch (v.)-polnu (L. 40)
search (to search for) (v.)k hojnu
seedling, sapling-biruwd
see (v.)-dekhnu
self-riphu, @hai (L. 45)
send (v.)-pathdunu
separate--slag
separate (v.)-chut.&mu
servant-ckkar
service-no kari, c&kari
in service-bharti bhiko
set (of sun)-astZunu
sew (v.)-siunu
shade-c htie6
shallow-chip chipe
sharpen (v.) (tr.)-dhir parnu
sharp, to be (v.) (intr.)-dha'r
&gnu
shoe-jutki
shop-pasal
shopkeeper-pasale
shortly-b holi parsi
shoulder-kum
shout (v.)-kardunzc
show (v.) (by explanation)bata'unu
,, (by pointing out)'dekh.a'unu
shut, stop up (v.)-thunnu
since-de k hi, de k hin
sister (elder)--&&
,, (younger)-buini
sit (v.)-basnu
sit, to cause to (v.)-basa'lnu
skull-thapzo
sfeep-nin d
deep (v.)-nidhcTuncs
doping-dala'rni
slowly-bisla'ro, bis ta'rai

small-sla'no, sGno
smashed-kamlang kumlung
(L.58)
smart--silika (L. 58)
smart, to be (v.)-*ti
gavnu
smoke (v.) of tobacco-k&nu
snow-hiun
soldier-sipahi
somebody-koi, kasai (Agent
case) (L. 45)
someone or other-koi na koi

(L.52)
something or other-kei nu kei
(L* 52)
sometime ago-hijo asti
son-choro
soon, quickly-cha'tiro
soon, as soon as-bittikai (L. 48)
sort, what sort of?-kasto ?
sorry (sad) to be (v.)-surta'
&gnu
sound--soy
SOW (seed) (v.)-c harnu
speak (v.)-bolnu
spit-thuknu
spite, in spite of-pani (L. 29)
split (v.) (tr.)-chirnu
spread out, extend (v.) (intr.)p hailinu
(tr.)-phaikiua
spring (of water)-mu2 pdni
stand (v.)-u b him
stay (the night) (v.)-bis bnsner
steal (v.)-chornu
still, y e t ~ j h a(L. 43, 55)
stone-dhungo'
stool-morlza'
stop (v.) (tr.)-roknu
stores-ma'l
story-kathd
I22
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straw-para!
strike, hit (v.)-ha'nnu, thokfiu
,, the hour-ba jnu
strong-balio
stumble (v.)-thes kh&nzc
suddenly-phuta (L. 57)
suffice (to) (v.)-pugnu
sun, rays-ghdm
Sundayaitwdr
surely-ni, ta ni (L. 30)
surprise (interj.)--abui ! bibs !
amai ! ratai !oho ! (L. 57)
Note initial "a" is short.
suit (v.)-milnu
swallow (v.)-nilnu
swaying-ghamlang ghumlung
sweep up, (v.)--sohamu (L. 58)

take away (v.)-lagnu, teja'nu
(L*33)
take, hold (v.)-Jinu (L. 33)
take with (v.)&-nu
(L. 33)
talk, speech, language-kurti
talk (v.)-bolnu, kura' garnu
tall-Elko
tea-rhirS
teach (v.)--sika'unu
tell (v.)-bhannu
temple (shrine)-Jeoto t h i n
tent-pa'), tambu
than-bhanda', dekhi (L. 42)'
that (pronoun)-ti0 (L.45)
that (conjunction)-b hanera
(L.34)
then-ta
there-tah6+, w a r n
therefore-&
t h e y i n i (haru) uni (haru)
thing-kur6, tho k

think (v.)-samjhinu, sochnu,
tha'nnu
thirst-tirkb
thirsty, to be (v.)-tirkha' &gnu
this-yo (L. 45)
thither-utr2
Thursday-bibir
tighten (v.)-kasnu
time-bek (L. 15)
,, (period)-kher (L. 15)
, (once, twice, three times
etc.)-p6li (L. 7)
to (dative)*
tomorrow-b holi
top (of hill)-tuppa
toward~tiru
town-stir
tree-ru k h
trouble-du k ha
trousers--surulfl
try (v.)-k hojnu
turn round (v.)-fi horkinu

understand (v.)-bsrjhnu
unhappy-nara~ilo
until--summa, Sanaa (L. 26)
up to, on a level with--samnra
(sama)
upwards-urnb ho, m-ltira,
m-stifa
i

v
veryAherai, bahatm-, bignai.
chaupatai, aghorai,
sirai (L. 43)

W
wake up (v.) (intr.)-biunjhinu
(tr.)-ut&unu
(Note j i g ~ z and
~
jagiunu are
not true Nepali)
walk (v.)-hihrnu
wall-b hiti4
,, (temporary)-park ha'l
wander, go for a walk (v.)dulnu, ghumnu
want (v.)-chzhinchha
(with a verb) man &gnu
(L* 37)
war-dhiiuwa,
lara'i
warm-tato, garam
of atmosphere or bodynigno
warm (v.) of body-ta'pnu
,, to make hot-tat.iunu
wash, body (v.) (intr.)-nuhiunu
wash (v.) (tr.)-dhunu
watch (v.)-hernu
we-hami,
hamiharu
weak-nirbalio
wear (v.)-hunu (L. 33)
Wednesday-budhba'r
week-sihi
well (adverb)-besri
well done (interj.)-s2 b,ds
wet (cold of liquids)-chiso
what? (inter.)-ke, kie (L. 30)
whatever (relative)--je (L. 4j)
when ? (inter.)-kaile
when (relative)-jaba, jaile
( L a 43)
where ? (inter.)-kahih, k hoi
(relative)-jaGn (L. 43)
,, -kan, thain (L. 47)
whether-bhnnera

(L. 34)

which-kun (L. 46)
whichever-jun
(L. 43)
while--k heri (L. 15)
whither ? (inter.)-kaki (L. 4)
(relative)-jaki (L. 43)
white-seto, sieto
who?--ko (L. 46)
(relative)-jo (L. 46)
whole-bhari (L. 32)
whose ? (inter.)-kasko
(relative)-jas ko
why ?-kina, ke hi (L.45)
win (v.)-jitnu
wind-buttis
window- jhiil
winter-hizcnd o
witch-bo ksi
w i t h s u n g , sanga, sita
siitha man (L. 48)

(L.47)

wood-kith
f uel-&urti
wound-gha'u
wounded-ghail
bhiko
wreck (v.)-busukhai #irnu

(L*57)
write (v.)-lekhnu

year-barkha, barsa, s i l
(next year)Aghun
(last year)-for
yes-ah,
ho
y ester day-hijo, hiju
yet, not yet--ajha (L. 43, 55)
you-tan,
timi
@hug tap&%, Izacur (L. 13)
your-tero, timro
young-kalilo

